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Multiple Gestations

Isaac Blickstein, MD Louis G. Keith, MD, PhD

Guest Editors
As recently as the early 1980s, twin pregnancy and birth was a relatively rare

event, and higher-order multiples were of negligible consequence. However, this

did not deter clinicians as well as researchers from evaluating the clinical

management of multiples. Obviously, the validity of many of these studies was

hampered because of small sample size and underpowered statistics. Beginning

in the early 1980s, all we knew about the natural history of multiples has been

profoundly changed. Physician-made (iatrogenic) multiple pregnancies are now

seen in most developed countries with frequencies approaching 50% in twins

and more than 75% in higher-order multiples. The resultant demographic

trends—and now a serious public health issue—may be summarized in two

major points:

! First, the frequency of twins has almost doubled, and that of higher-order

multiples has increased 400% to 600%. These changes translate immediately

into a greater and significant proportion of multiples among premature and

low–birth weight infants. Preterm birth and growth aberrations are indeed

the most important adverse consequences of the so-called bepidemicQ of

multiple gestations.
! Second, whereas in the past mothers had their last child in their late 30s, at

present these mothers are giving birth to their firstborn. This trend,

associated with a greater need for assisted conceptions, disproportionately
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increases the number of mothers of multiples among elderly parturients.

Inevitably, those mothers are in greater need for invasive and noninvasive

diagnostic measures to exclude aneuploidy.

In this issue of the Obstetrics and Gynecology Clinics of North America, we

first present a series of papers discussing the perinatal mortality risks of multiples,

embryonic loss following assisted conceptions, neonatal morbidity, and growth

aberrations. These perinatal considerations are followed by a discussion of the

increased risk of long-term morbidity – cerebral palsy. To complement the

epidemiologic and clinical data, the paradox of older maternal age in multiples is

discussed. We then present the problems associated with genetic diagnosis and

the use of sophisticated antenatal interventions to diagnose and treat complicated

cases. Finally, we wish to understand why—despite the above-mentioned

potential complications—infertile women still prefer that their infertility treat-

ment result in multiple births.

We wish to thank all of the authors for their scholarly contributions to

this issue. We also thank Ms. Carin Davis, our Editor, for her continuous help

and support.
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Over the past two decades, perinatal mortality in the United States has

declined substantially. From 1980 to 2001, the rate of infant mortality (death of

a live birth up to 1 year after birth) declined 46%, from 12.6 to 6.8 infant deaths

per 1000 live births [1]. Neonatal mortality (death of a live birth between 0 and

27 days after birth) declined from 8.5 neonatal deaths per 1000 live births in 1980

to 4.5 in 2001, a 47% decrease. Fetal mortality (20 or more weeks’ gestation)

dropped from 9.1 fetal deaths per 1000 live births plus fetal deaths in 1980 to

6.5 in 2001, a relatively less marked but still notable decrease of 29%. These

improvements in perinatal survival seem to be largely caused by decreasing risks

of gestational age and birth weight–specific mortality [2–4], which reflect tech-

nologic and medical advances in high-risk obstetric and neonatal care and

diagnostics, including ultrasound, antenatal steroids, high-frequency ventilation,

and exogenous surfactant [5–17]. Regionalization of perinatal services and efforts

to increase earlier entry into prenatal care have organized and facilitated access

and timely use of these perinatal services among high-risk populations [18–20].

Although these advances in perinatal care and improvements in perinatal

survival are laudable, many challenges still face the perinatal field. During the

past two decades, low birth weight (ie, b 2500 g) and preterm (b 37 weeks’

gestation) birth rates have increased steadily [21]. This situation has drawn the
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attention of researchers and policy analysts, who seek to better delineate the

various factors behind the swelling proportion of infants born too small and too

soon and understand our evident failure to reverse the continual rise in numbers.

One often cited contributor to these trends in the United States and elsewhere is

the dramatic increase over the last 20 years in the rate and number of multiple

births [22]. Multiple births have higher rates of infant mortality and are at a

greatly increased risk of low birth weight and preterm delivery [23,24].

According to previous research, at least 50% of all twins and 90% of all triplets

and higher-order multiples are low birth weight or preterm [25]. The number of

twins in the United States rose 65% from 68,339 in 1980 to 125,134 in 2002.

Between 1980 and 1998, the rate of higher-order multiples increased from 37 to

193.5 per 100,000 live births. Although twin rates continue to climb, the ex-

plosive rise in triplets and higher-order multiples (eg, quadruplets, quintuplets)

seen in the 1980s and 1990s has subsided, at least temporarily. In 2002, there

were 6898 triplets, 434 quadruplets, and 69 quintuplets and other higher-order

births in the United States, and the rate of triplet and other higher-order multi-

ples per 100,000 was down 1% from 2001 [22].

Several factors have been suggested for this rising incidence in multiple births

in the United States. Frequently proposed as a primary determinant of this trend

is the development and use of assisted reproductive technologies (ART)

[24,26,27]. The dramatic increase in triplets, quadruplets, and higher-order

multiples stemming from ART has led obstetric and gynecologic organizations to

call for the reduction in multiple birth deliveries associated with ART [28–30],

because infants who are products of higher-order multiple births are at substantial

increased risk for adverse outcomes, such as ventricular hemorrhages, cerebral

palsy, and other conditions that potentially lead to disabilities in later life [31].

In conjunction with the rising use of ART has been a shift in the age

demographics of the US maternity population. The average age of a mother at

time of delivery has risen markedly in the United States over the past two

decades. Increases in the rates of multiple births, particularly twins and triplets,

in most developed nations also can be contributed to the rising maternal age

observed. Older mothers have an increased likelihood of spontaneous multiple

births; there is also an increasing association of multiple births with advancing

maternal age, because the necessity for using ART increases as a result of the

accumulation of conditions that predispose to infertility [24–26]. Previous studies

estimate that between one fourth and one third of the increase in the twin and

triplet rates can be attributed solely to the increase in maternal ages without

the impact of fertility treatments [23].

The purpose of this article is to describe the perinatal mortality experience

and mortality-related risk factors of recent US multiple births. First, we describe

trends in fetal and neonatal mortality rates for singleton and multiple births to

understand if the improvements in perinatal mortality in the United States are

equally or differentially reflected among multiple births. With this information,

we can assess better the impact of the rise in multiple births on perinatal mortality

trends. Because the characteristics of women who have multiple deliveries differ
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from the mothers of singletons, we describe the risk of fetal and neonatal

mortality by maternal characteristics and plurality to offer a clearer understand-

ing of the extent to which the association of traditional maternal risk factors with

fetal and neonatal mortality varies among singleton and multiple births. Finally,

we examine the distribution and fetal and neonatal mortality risk of singleton

and multiple births by birth weight and gestational age to provide an updated

assessment and contrast of their comparative survival chances within similar birth

weight–gestational age categories of intrauterine development. For these

analyses, we draw on databases from the US National Center of Health Statistics,

including the 1985 to 1988 and 1995 to 1998 Linked Live Birth/Infant Death

Cohort Files and the Fetal Death files from the US Perinatal Mortality Data

File and the 1995 to 1998 Matched Multiple Linked Files [32–40].
Trends in fetal and neonatal mortality

Table 1 examines temporal changes in fetal and neonatal mortality by plurality

(singletons, twins and triplets, and higher-order multiples). Using the 1985 to

1988 and 1995 to 1998 US Live Birth/Infant Death Linked Cohort and Fetal

Death files, we calculated fetal and neonatal mortality rates from the two time

periods. For fetal death, we considered early (20–27 weeks’ gestation), late

(�28 weeks’ gestation), and overall fetal mortality rates per 1000 live births and

fetal death deliveries. For neonatal and perinatal mortality rates, the denominators

were live births in the given time period. We then calculated the percent change

from the period during 1985 to 1988 to the period during 1995 to 1998 for each

plurality group.

Although substantial decreases in perinatal mortality rates among singletons

over the last decade occurred, even more marked declines are evident for twins

and triplets and higher-order multiples. Between 1985 and 1988 and 1995 and

1998, the perinatal mortality rate for singletons declined from 12.76 to 10.45, a

nearly 18% decrease. Over the same period, the decline in perinatal mortality for

twins was nearly 30% and for triplets and higher-order multiples was more than

40%. Similar patterns are evident for neonatal and fetal mortality, with the

greatest improvement in mortality rates being observed for the higher-order

multiples. For early fetal mortality (20–27 weeks’ gestation), singletons expe-

rienced an increase in mortality risk in contrast to declining early fetal mortality

rates for multiple births. The potential influence of temporal variation in accuracy

and completeness of fetal death reporting for singletons and multiples must be

considered when interpreting this increase.

Although there has been a greater improvement in perinatal mortality among

multiples compared with singletons, an appreciable disparity by plurality in the

risk of fetal and neonatal mortality remains. Compared with singleton births, in

1995 to 1998, twins still had approximately four times the risk of perinatal

mortality, and higher-order multiple births had perinatal mortality rates that were

nearly nine times higher. There are morbidities associated with the multiple



Table 1

Fetal and neonatal mortality rates by plurality 1985 to 1998 and 1995 to 1998 fetal death and live born deliveries to US resident mothers

Early fetal mortality ratea

(per 1000 deliveries)

Late fetal mortality rateb

(per 1000 deliveries)

Fetal mortality ratec

(per 1000 deliveries)

Neonatal mortality rated

(per 1000 live births)

Perinatal mortality ratee

(per 1000 deliveries)

1985–

1988

1995–

1998

%

Change

1985–

1988

1995–

1998

%

Change

1985–

1988

1995–

1998

%

Change

1985–

1988

1995–

1998

%

Change

1985–

1988

1995–

1998

%

Change

Singletons 2.55 2.92 14.51 4.62 3.53 �23.59 7.17 6.45 �10.18 5.54 4.01 �27.62 12.67 10.45 �17.52

Twins 12.73 12.30 �3.38 13.01 7.65 �41.20 25.74 19.95 �22.49 39.32 25.66 �34.74 64.05 45.10 �29.59

Triplets or

higher-order

multiplesf

22.05 19.15 �13.15 16.31 9.11 �44.14 38.37 28.26 �26.35 114.79 62.24 �45.78 148.75 88.74 �40.34

a Early fetal mortality rate: fetal deaths 20–27 weeks’ gestation per 1000 deliveries (live birth plus fetal deaths).
b Late fetal mortality rate: fetal deaths �28 weeks’ gestation per 1000 deliveries (live birth plus fetal deaths).
c Fetal mortality rate: fetal deaths �20 weeks’ gestation per 1000 deliveries (live birth plus fetal deaths).
d Neonatal mortality rate: deaths occurring 0–27 days after live birth per 1000 live births.
e Perinatal mortality rate: fetal deaths �20 weeks’ gestation and deaths occurring 0–27 days after live birth per 1000 deliveries (live birth plus fetal deaths).
f Quadruplets and higher-order multiples cannot be separated from triplets because of reporting on 1985–1988 fetal death and live birth certificates.

Data from US National Center for Health Statistics: Linked live birth/infant death cohort files, 1985–1988 and 1995–1998; US Fetal Death files, 1995–1998. Hyattsville

(MD): Public Health Service.
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deliveries that survive. Given that the United States continues to rank poorly

among developed nations in infant mortality rates and has dropped comparatively

lower in its standing in the last several decades, the recent decline in overall US

perinatal mortality rates may have been even more profound had it not been for

the markedly increasing proportion of US births that are multiple births.
Fetal mortality by maternal characteristics

Maternal demographics

Table 2 provides unadjusted fetal mortality rates by selected maternal charac-

teristics and plurality. Using the 1995 to 1998 US Linked Live Birth/Infant Death

Cohort files, the fetal death files from the US Perinatal Mortality Data Files, and

the US Matched Multiple Linked files, we calculated overall fetal mortality rates

for each plurality group. For each maternal or other descriptive characteristic, we

calculated the mortality rate for each plurality group. For smoking, we excluded

cases with missing data and used information only from women who reported

whether they smoked.

The fetal mortality rates are presented per 1000 deliveries (ie, live births plus

fetal deaths) and range from 6.44 for singletons to 37.99 for quadruplets. A
Table 2

1995–1998 fetal mortality rates by maternal characteristics and plurality

Singletons Twins Triplets Quadruplets

Total fetal mortality rate 6.44 20.02 26.80 37.99

Demographics and maternal characteristics

Non-Hispanic whites 4.92 16.78 20.67 34.43

Non-Hispanic blacks 10.87 24.86 54.28 —

Hispanics 5.58 19.27 36.84 —

Other/unknown race 12.75 45.29 72.21 —

Unmarried 12.84 41.00 126.6 217.82

Teen (b 20 y) 8.05 34.55 88.71 —

Average age (20–34 y) 5.85 19.54 27.95 43.42

Older age (�35 y) 8.42 16.20 20.36 20.62

High education (13+ y) 4.48 15.27 21.87 36.57

Male 6.72 20.66 29.61 40.70

Female 6.15 19.38 23.97 35.20

Primigravida 5.88 26.81 35.39 68.70

High gravidity for agea 12.97 22.12 33.49 41.20

Previous pregnancy loss 31.13 72.62 111.46 239.44

Tobacco use 7.79 20.29 54.72 —

a High gravidity for age is defined as having equal to or more than the following number

of previous deliveries: 2+ for mothers b18 years, 3+ for mothers 18–21 years, 4+ for mothers

22–24 years, 5+ for mothers 25–29 years, and 6+ for mothers 30+ years.

Data from US linked live birth/infant death cohort files, 1995–1998 for singletons; US matched

multiple linked, 199521998; US fetal death files, 1995–1998. Hyattsville (MD): Public Health Service.
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generally increasing risk of fetal mortality by plurality was apparent for every

maternal characteristics subgroup. Within each plurality group, non-Hispanic

whites had the lowest unadjusted fetal mortality rates, whereas the other/

unknown race group had the highest rates. Fetal mortality rates among non-

Hispanic black singletons and triplets were more than double that of non-

Hispanic whites—a white-black disparity consistently observed in many adverse

birth outcomes indicators [4,41]. Across plurality groups, fetal unadjusted mor-

tality rates that were consistently higher than average also were evident for the

following criteria: unmarried teen (b 20 years of age), high gravidity for age,

previous pregnancy loss, and tobacco use. Although singleton deliveries to older

women (35 or more years of age) demonstrated higher fetal mortality rates, mul-

tiple gestations to older women evinced lower-than-average risks of fetal death.

Adjusted odds ratios for maternal characteristics

For selected maternal characteristics, Table 3 presents adjusted odds ratios for

the risk of fetal death for singletons, twins, and triplets. Using the live birth/infant

death, fetal death, and multiples files, we calculated the odds ratios and 95%

confidence intervals for each plurality group, controlling for race, marital status,

age, education, parity, sex, previous pregnancy loss, and smoking. For singletons,

significantly higher fetal mortality risks were found for male sex deliveries and

for deliveries to women with the following characteristics: black race, other/

unknown race, unmarried, age 35 or older, and previous pregnancy loss. Com-

pared with the white reference group, twin deliveries to Hispanic and non-

Hispanic black mothers were found to have a significantly lower risk of fetal

death. For twins and triplets, single marital status, previous pregnancy loss,

primigravida, male sex, and other/unknown race were found to contribute to
Table 3

Adjusted odds ratios for the risk of fetal mortality by singleton and multiple births

Singletons Twins Triplets

Non-Hispanic blacks 1.14 (1.12–1.16) 0.73 (0.69–0.77) 0.76 (0.58–0.99)

Hispanics 0.82 (0.80–0.84) 0.78 (0.73–0.84) 1.00 (0.74–1.35)

Other/unknown race 2.41 (2.36–2.45) 2.39 (2.23–2.57) 3.52 (2.68–4.61)

Unmarried 4.09 (4.03–4.16) 4.01 (3.88–4.31) 10.88 (8.88–13.32)

Teen (b 20 y) 0.78 (0.77–0.80) 0.92 (0.85–0.99) 0.90 (0.60–1.34)

Older (�35 y) 1.69 (1.66–1.72) 0.97 (0.91–1.04) 0.79 (0.64–0.97)

High education (13+ y) 0.75 (0.74–0.76) 0.83 (0.70–0.87) 1.03 (0.84–1.25)

Male 1.10 (1.08–1.11) 1.07 (1.03–1.12) 1.21 (1.02–1.43)

Primigravida 0.95 (0.94–0.97) 1.57 (1.49–1.66) 1.91 (1.55–2.36)

High gravidity for age 0.64 (0.63–0.66) 0.40 (0.36–0.44) 0.30 (0.21–0.41)

Previous pregnancy loss 5.88 (5.74–6.02) 7.65 (7.06–8.29) 10.87 (8.40–14.07)

Tobacco use 0.82 (0.81–0.84) 0.67 (0.62–0.72) 1.11 (0.77–1.61)

Reference group: Non-Hispanic white, married, average age (20–34 years), �12 years education,

average parity-for-age, female, no previous pregnancy loss, no tobacco use reported.

Data from US linked live birth/infant death cohort files, 1995–1998 for singletons; US matched

multiple linked, 1995–1998; US fetal death files, 1995–1998. Hyattsville (MD): Public Health Service.
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significantly higher odds of experiencing a fetal death, whereas for twins, the

deliveries of mothers characterized as being younger than 20 years, having high

education, and using tobacco had lower-than-average risks of fetal death.

Although increased maternal age (�35 years) was a significant risk factor for

fetal death for singleton births, for triplets it entailed a lower risk of fetal death

comparable to that of average aged mothers (20–34 years). High gravidity for age

was a highly protective factor for all plurality groups.
Neonatal mortality by maternal characteristics

Maternal demographics

Table 4 provides unadjusted neonatal mortality rates by selected maternal

characteristics and plurality. Using the 1995 to 1998 US Linked Live Birth/Infant

Death Cohort files, the fetal death files from the US Perinatal Mortality Data

Files, and the US Matched Multiple Linked files, we first calculated overall

unadjusted neonatal mortality rates. For each demographic subgroup, we calcu-

lated the unadjusted mortality rate for each plurality group.

Neonatal rate for singletons is approximately 4 neonatal deaths per 1000 live

births, and the rate dramatically rises with increasing number at birth to a rate of

more than 67 for quadruplets. The disparities in neonatal mortality rates between

blacks and whites are evident among multiples and singletons. Hispanics, non-
Table 4

1995–1998 neonatal mortality rates by maternal characteristics and plurality

Singletons Twins Triplets Quadruplets

Total neonatal mortality 4.01 23.65 53.73 67.54

Demographics and maternal characteristics

Non-Hispanic whites 3.23 20.70 49.36 66.13

Non-Hispanic blacks 8.13 38.78 94.08 —

Hispanics 3.41 22.31 75.88 89.82

Other/unknown race 3.83 24.14 64.04 —

Unmarried 5.74 32.91 86.79 —

Teen (b 20 y) 5.47 46.28 144.54 —

Average age (20–34 y) 3.72 23.84 60.57 82.11

Older (�35 y) 4.41 16.68 37.03 31.60

High education (13+ y) 3.01 19.50 47.02 69.70

Male 4.40 26.24 58.92 56.89

Female 3.65 22.02 51.50 83.83

Primigravida 4.00 29.37 57.66 57.38

High gravidity 7.02 26.28 60.51 58.59

Previous pregnancy loss 8.69 34.21 62.28 92.59

Tobacco use 5.23 27.32 98.41 —

Data from US linked live birth/infant death cohort files, 1995–1998 for singletons; US matched

multiple linked, 1995–1998. Hyattsville (MD): Public Health Service.
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Hispanic whites, and other/unknown race groups had roughly similar neonatal

mortality rates for singletons and twins, greater differences were evident for

triplets. For all plurality groups, neonatal mortality rates are higher for infants

of mothers with the following characteristics: black race, other/unknown race,

unmarried status, age younger than 20 years, tobacco use, and previous preg-

nancy losses.

Adjusted odds ratios for maternal characteristics

Table 5 provides adjusted odds ratios for neonatal death for selected maternal

characteristics. As with fetal mortality odds ratios, using the live birth/infant

death, fetal death, and multiples files, we calculated the odds ratios and 95%

confidence intervals for each plurality group, controlling for race, marital status,

age, education, parity, sex, previous pregnancy loss, and smoking. For singletons,

significantly higher neonatal mortality risks were found for deliveries with the

following characteristics: black race, other/unknown race, unmarried, younger

than age 20 or age 35 or older, male gender, primigravida or high gravidity for

age, previous pregnancy loss, and tobacco use. High education and Hispanic

ethnicity were the only maternal factors with a significantly lower risk of neonatal

mortality for singletons. For twin deliveries, Hispanics were found to have a risk

of neonatal mortality nearly similar to whites. For triplets, the Hispanic risk of

neonatal death was significantly greater than whites. Twins and triplets who were

male or were born to teen (b 20 years) mothers were found have significantly

higher odds of experiencing a neonatal death. Maternal age of 35 or more years

was a significant risk factor for neonatal death in singletons but was a protective

characteristic for twins and triplets.
Table 5

Adjusted odds ratios for the risk of neonatal mortality by singleton and multiple births

Singletons Twins Triplets

Non-Hispanic blacks 2.13 (2.08–2.17) 1.61 (1.536–1.70) 1.65 (1.33–2.04)

Hispanics 0.95 (0.93–0.97) 0.94 (0.88–1.01) 1.34 (1.06–1.78)

Other/unknown race 1.19 (1.15–1.23) 1.16 (1.06–1.27) 1.37 (1.06–1.78)

Unmarried 1.26 (1.24–1.29) 1.10 (1.04–1.15) 0.98 (0.80–1.21)

Teen (b 20 y) 1.06 (1.03–1.09) 1.53 (1.4–1.63) 1.76 (1.25–2.48)

Older (�35 y) 1.27 (1.24–1.30) 0.76 (0.71–0.81) 0.62 (0.54–0.72)

High education (13+ y) 0.72 (0.71–0.73) 0.80 (0.76–0.83) 0.72 (0.63–0.82)

Male 1.21 (1.19–1.24) 1.20 (1.15–1.25) 1.16 (1.03–1.30)

Primigravida 1.05 (1.03–1.07) 1.28 (1.22–1.35) 1.09 (0.93–1.27)

High gravidity for age 1.17 (1.13–1.21) 0.94 (0.86–1.02) 0.93 (0.74–1.19)

Previous pregnancy loss 1.85 (1.77–1.92) 1.65 (1.49–1.84) 1.27 (0.95–1.69)

Tobacco use 1.19 (1.16–1.22) 1.06 (0.99–1.13) 1.69 (1.29–2.22)

Reference group: Non-Hispanic white, married, average age (20–34 years), �12 years education,

average parity-for-age, female, no previous pregnancy loss, no tobacco use reported.

Data from US linked live birth/infant death cohort files, 1995–1998 for singletons; US matched

multiple linked, 1995–1998. Hyattsville (MD): Public Health Service.
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Birth weight and gestational age–specific proportion and rates

For each plurality group, singletons to quadruplets, Table 6 presents the

proportion of deliveries, fetal deaths, and neonatal deaths for birth weight–

gestational age categories. Using the 1995 to 1998 US Linked Live Birth/Infant

Death Cohort files, the fetal death files from the US Perinatal Mortality Data

Files, and the US Matched Multiple Linked files, proportions of total deliveries,

fetal deaths, and neonatal deaths were calculated. The birth weight categories

were classified into six groups: (1) less than 500 g, (2) 500 to 749 g, (3) 750 to

1499 g, (4) 1500 to 2499 g, (5) 2500 to 3999 g, and (6) 4000 to 8500 g.

Gestational age categories were categorized into five groups: (1) less than

28 weeks, (2) 28 to 32 weeks, (3) 33 to 36 weeks, (4) 37 to 41 weeks, and

(5) more than 42 weeks’ gestation. The percent of total deliveries included all

live births and fetal deaths from 1995 to 1998.

The first section of Table 6 shows the total deliveries, that is, the percent of

live births plus fetal deaths by birth weight–gestational age category with separate

birth weight and gestational age summary totals. For singletons, most (N80%)

deliveries occurred between 37 and 41 weeks’ gestation and 2500 to 3999 g.

Most twin deliveries were found from 37 to 41 weeks’ gestation and 1500 to

3999 g. For triplets, the highest proportion of deliveries was between 33 and

36 weeks’ gestation at birth weights 1500 to 2499 g. For quadruplets, nearly 50%

or more of deliveries were 28 to 32 weeks’ gestation and 750 to 1499 g. Whereas

more than 10% of triplets and quadruplet deliveries were less than 28 weeks’

gestation, less than 1% of singletons and only 5% of twins were delivered ex-

tremely preterm.

The second part of Table 6 displays by plurality groups the percent of fetal

deaths distributed by birth weight and gestational age categories. More than 60%

of fetal deaths of multiple deliveries but 45% of fetal deaths of singleton

deliveries occur at gestational ages less than 28 weeks’ gestation. More than 20%

of singleton fetal deaths are at term or later, whereas most fetal deaths to mul-

tiples occur at lower birth weights and gestational ages.

For each plurality group, the third section of Table 6 presents the percentage of

neonatal death distributed by birth weight–gestational age categories. Regardless

of plurality, most neonatal deaths occur among infants delivered before 28 weeks’

gestation and at birth weights less than 1500 g. Nearly 90% of neonatal deaths to

quadruplets occur to infants delivered before 28 weeks’ gestation. Reflecting the

scarcity of higher-order multiple births at normal birth weight or at term, a scant

proportion of neonatal deaths of multiple births occur at the higher birth weight

and gestational age categories. For singletons, however, more than 20% of neo-

natal deaths occur at birth weights between 2500 and 3999 g and at gestational

ages 37 to 41 weeks.

Birth weight and gestational age–specific fetal and neonatal mortality rates

are provided in Table 7 for each plurality group. Fetal mortality rates are in the

first section. These rates were reported per 1000 deliveries. Birth weight and

gestational age categories are identical to Table 6. For deliveries at less than



Table 6

Percent of deliveries for birth weight and gestational age categories by plurality: 1995–1998 deliveries to US residents

BW/Gest b 28 28–32 33–36 37–41 42+ Total

Plurality S Tw Trip Quad S Tw Trip Quad S Tw Trip Quad S Tw Trip Quad S Tw Trip Quad S Tw Trip Quad

Percent of live births plus fetal deaths

4000–8500 0.2 9.1 0.2 0.2 1.1 0.1 10.4 0.2 0.0 0.3

2500–3999 0.3 0.4 0.2 5.5 13.2 4.9 0.5 71.3 31.1 1.7 0.4 6.1 1.0 0.1 0.1 83.2 45.6 6.9 1.0

1500–2499 0.1 0.2 0.6 5.5 15.0 17.5 2.2 24.9 38.5 17.1 2.1 12.1 4.2 1.1 0.1 0.5 0.3 0.2 5.0 43.1 58.1 35.9

750–1499 0.3 1.9 4.7 8.6 0.5 4.3 17.4 34.7 0.1 1.1 3.7 5.7 0.0 0.2 0.5 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.9 7.5 26.5 49.6

500–749 0.3 1.7 4.3 6.5 0.3 0.7 1.7 0.1 0.3 2.0 5.0 8.2

b500 0.2 1.5 3.5 4.9 0.1 0.1 0.2 1.5 3.5 4.9

Total 0.8 5.2 12.7 20.0 1.4 10.5 33.3 53.8 8.0 39.2 47.2 23.3 82.5 43.6 6.4 2.3 7.4 1.5 0.5 0.4 100.0 99.9 100.0 99.9

Percent of fetal deaths

4000–8500 0.2 1.8 0.1 0.3 2.2 0.1

2500–3999 0.4 0.2 4.2 2.0 0.9 14.6 2.9 0.9 1.2 0.1 20.4 5.2 1.8

1500–2499 0.3 0.2 4.1 3.3 2.4 8.1 7.9 4.0 4.8 3.9 1.1 0.3 0.3 17.6 15.6 7.5

750–1499 5.4 5.7 3.3 1.6 7.6 8.6 9.3 18.8 2.9 3.6 5.3 4.7 0.7 0.9 0.2 0.1 0.1 16.6 18.9 18.1 25.1

500–749 13.0 14.1 10.8 9.4 2.4 2.7 5.5 6.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 15.5 17.0 16.5 15.7

b500 26.5 41.6 53.5 54.7 1.1 1.7 2.4 1.6 27.6 41.6 55.9 56.3

Total 45.2 61.6 67.6 65.7 15.6 16.5 19.6 26.7 15.4 13.7 10.4 4.7 21.8 7.8 2.3 0.0 1.9 0.5 99.9 98.4 99.9 97.1

Percent of neonatal deaths

4000–8500 1.5 0.2 1.8

2500–3999 0.4 0.1 0.1 3.5 0.9 0.1 16.5 1.7 0.1 1.7 22.0 2.7 0.3

1500–2499 0.3 0.1 0.2 3.1 1.9 0.9 5.6 3.9 2.0 4.7 1.7 0.2 0.4 0.1 14.1 7.8 3.2

750–1499 7.5 9.4 7.8 9.5 5.2 6.7 6.2 4.0 1.4 1.7 1.1 0.8 0.5 0.3 14.7 18.1 15.1 14.3

500–749 22.8 32.6 35.4 36.5 1.6 2.6 1.4 2.4 0.2 24.4 35.4 36.8 38.9

b500 22.1 34.8 44.2 43.7 0.7 1.1 0.3 1.6 22.8 34.8 44.5 45.2

Total 52.7 76.9 87.6 89.7 11.0 12.5 8.8 7.9 10.5 6.8 3.2 1.6 23.2 3.7 0.3 2.3 0.1 99.8 98.8 99.9 98.4

Total cells may not add up to 100% because of small number of births at specific birth weight–gestational age category.

Abbreviations: BW/Gest, birth weight/gestational age; Quad, quadruplet; S, singleton; Trip, triplet; Tw, twin.
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Table 7

Fetal and neonatal mortality rates for birth weight and gestational age categories by plurality: 1995–1998 deliveries to US residents

BW/Gest b28 28–32 33–36 37–41 42+ Total

Plurality S Tw Trip Quad S Tw Trip Quad S Tw Trip Quad S Tw Trip Quad S Tw Trip Quad S Tw Trip Quad

Fetal mortality ratesa

4000–8500 4.8 1.1 10.1 1.2 1.2 10.2

2500–3999 8.4 8.8 4.1 2.5 3.6 1.1 1.5 10.4 1.1 1.0 1.3 1.9 6.9

1500–2499 90.27 32.9 37.5 9.5 3.2 20.2 5.1 2.1 12.1 5.1 5.2 14.1 10.2 18.9 5.9 2.8

750–1499 115.4 48.9 14.0 5.7 92.1 32.2 10.6 16.9 138.7 51.4 27.3 25.9 99.8 67.5 9.3 79.9 40.0 105.5 41.8 13.8 15.8

500–749 275.7 130.0 50.6 45.1 316.7 158.9 163.4 701.0 283.2 142.9 71.2 59.5

b500 597.8 431.9 306.8 346.5 591.8 406.0 597.5 457.1 354.7 354.0

Total 318.1 187.8 107.5 102.2 62.3 25.0 11.9 16.2 10.6 5.6 4.3 8.4 1.4 2.8 6.9 1.4 4.7

Neonatal mortality ratesb

4000–8500 2.6 0.6 6.7 0.7 0.7 7.3

2500–3999 5.5 8.1 2.4 1.6 0.9 0.9 1.2 2.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.3 1.9

1500–2499 47.65 24.6 19.7 7.8 3.0 2.8 9.6 3.5 2.6 2.9 8.2 3.2 2.1 11.7 4.4 10.4 4.0 2.8 2.7

750–1499 109.3 113.0 83.1 68.2 43.3 34.7 18.0 7.1 46.8 33.2 15.4 8.6 56.2 33.2 34.3 64.0 53.6 29.0 17.7

500–749 332.9 418.4 419.0 345.9 147.8 218.9 104.6 46.4 306.5 391.3 372.5 291.7

b500 341.4 502.1 640.2 544.6 234.3 383.5 336.9 515.7 641.5

Total 254.0 326.1 350.3 274.9 30.1 26.5 13.4 9.9 5.0 3.8 3.5 4.2 1.0 1.9 2.1 1.2 2.0 9.3

Total cells may not add up to 100% because of small number of births at specific birth weight–gestational age category.
a Fetal mortality rates: per 1000 deliveries.
b Neonatal mortality rates: per 1000 live births.
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Fig. 1. Gestational age-specific fetal mortality by plurality, 1995 to 1998.
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37 weeks’ gestation or less than 2500 g, singleton births exhibit the highest fetal

mortality rates. In these birth weight–gestational age categories, twins have the

next higher fetal mortality rate. For 2-week intervals, Fig. 1 presents gestational

age–specific fetal mortality rates for singletons, twins, and triplets. This graph

more clearly displays the variations in mortality risk by plurality and reveals that

only at term is there a survival advantage for singletons births compared with

multiples. Fig. 2 provides an alternative approach to presenting these data and

presents the risk of fetal mortality using a denominator of fetuses at risk. The

prospective risk of fetal mortality was calculated as a proportion of the total

number of fetuses at risk at a given gestational age. The number of fetuses at risk

was calculated by consecutive subtraction of weekly deliveries (ie, live births),
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Fig. 2. Gestational age-specific prospective risk of fetal mortality by plurality, 1995 to 1998.
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fetal deaths, or otherwise. This number differs from the fetal death rate because it

is calculated as a proportion of total deliveries at a given gestational age [42].

Although multiples have a lower gestational age–specific mortality at earlier

gestational age, their higher proportion of extremely preterm births results in

an elevated risk of mortality for undelivered fetuses at risk across the entire

gestational age range.

The second section of Table 7 provides birth weight–gestational age–specific

neonatal mortality rates by plurality. Rates were calculated similarly to fetal death

rates, but the denominator consisted of only live births. At the earliest gestational

age and lightest birth weight category, singletons have preferential neonatal

mortality rates. Between 28 and 32 weeks’ gestation and 500 to 2500 g, however,

neonatal mortality rates are lower for each increasingly higher order of multiple

births. At term and normal birth weight deliveries, singletons demonstrate the

lowest risk of neonatal death.
Summary

The risk of fetal and neonatal death for twins, triplets, and higher-order

multiple births declined markedly over the last decade. The decline in perinatal

mortality risk among multiple gestations is even greater than that observed for

singletons. Although delineating the various precursors that may underlie this

observed improvement in survival is beyond the scope of this article, these

findings suggest that ongoing advances have been made in the clinical manage-

ment of multiple births. These advances have lessened the potential impact that

the growing increase in multiple gestations might have had on the total popula-

tion’s perinatal health indicators. Pregnancies with multiple deliveries entail

heightened risks of fetal and infant mortality and subsequent morbidity for

survivors. The birth weight–gestational age mortality curves of singletons are

inappropriate for establishing the mortality risk of multiple deliveries at specific

birth weights and gestational ages. Although on average increasingly higher-

order multiple births are delivered earlier and smaller, at these gestational age and

birth weight categories they exhibit better survival than singletons. The survival

advantage of higher-order multiple erodes with increasing gestational age, and

their mortality risk appreciably exceeds that of singletons at term and normal

birth weights.

The results of this analysis have clinical and public health implications. The

maternal characteristics identified in this analysis (eg, black race, age, educa-

tion, marital status, previous pregnancy loss) are generally well known and

established. What may be less well understood, however, is that whereas some of

the risk markers elevate the susceptibility of the fetus to an adverse pregnancy

event (eg, fetal demise) among singletons, they are protective among multiples.

For instance, advanced maternal age (�35 years) heightens the risk for fetal and

neonatal mortality among singletons, whereas among multiples, infants of older

mothers fare better than infants of their younger counterparts. This information
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could be critical in classifying patients according to risk and prognostic criteria

based on which appropriate interventions are targeted. Still, many classically used

maternal sociodemographic risk characteristics for singleton births are applicable

for multiple births (eg, black race of mother). Not only do some of these in-

dicators differ in terms of their relationship with fetal versus neonatal mortality

(eg, for singleton births, high gravidity for age is a high risk factor for neonatal

mortality but is a protective low risk factor for fetal mortality) but also they differ

for singleton versus multiple deliveries (eg, for triplets, Hispanic mothers are at

increased risk of neonatal death but not fetal death).

Beyond the clinical implications of the findings, the complex interrelationship

of sociodemographic characteristics with the risk of multiple birth and the risk

of subsequent perinatal mortality highlights the intricate sociocultural dynamic

underpinning the increasing multiple birth trend. To the extent that higher peri-

natal mortality rates presage equally elevated risks of morbidity, developmental

delay, and the need for long-term care, the relatively greater risks of adverse

outcomes of multiple births are of consequence for policy makers and public

health practitioners who strive to ensure the availability of needed follow-up

services to families while containing health care costs. Despite improvements in

the survival of multiple births, the increase in their incidence is a serious mat-

ter for concern, which likely will continue to fuel debates about policies related

to ART.
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Embryonic Loss in Iatrogenic Multiples
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Multiple conceptions are a frequent consequence of ovulation induction (OI)

and in vitro fertilization (IVF), gamete intrafallopian transfer (GIFT), or related

assisted reproductive technologies (ART). In 2000, 118,997 babies were born as

twins and 7328 were born as triplets, quadruplets, and higher orders in the United

States [1]. Of this number, OI without ART was estimated to be responsible for

20% of twin births and 38% of triplet and higher-order multiple births; ART

produced 11% of twin births and 45% of higher-order multiple births;

spontaneous conceptions accounted for 69% of twins and 17% of higher-order

multiple births [2]. The number of multiple births would be even higher if it were

not for selective reduction, spontaneous reduction, or early gestational sacs (GS)

or embryonic loss of one or more concepti.

The occurrence of spontaneous reduction in multiple pregnancies is perhaps

most noticeable in iatrogenic pregnancies after infertility treatment because pelvic

ultrasound (US) is usually performed earlier than in spontaneous pregnancies to

confirm the presence of an intrauterine gestation. In a comprehensive review of

the literature before 1995 concerning early fetal loss in multiple gestations, Landy

and Nies [3] found 35 reports that comprised 1542 multiple gestations, pre-

dominantly twins, diagnosed by US. Most twins occurred spontaneously, and in

most of these cases the first US was performed after the ninth week of gestation.

In one study of 126 twin pregnancies in which US was performed earlier in some

cases, the subsequent loss rate of one sac was 29% when the first US was

performed before 7 weeks’ gestation compared with a subsequent loss rate of

17% when the first US was performed from 7 to 9 weeks’ gestation [4]. In a 1990
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study of 274 multiple pregnancies by the present author, the probability of a twin

birth after two embryonic heart rates were present 7 weeks’ gestation or later was

90% for maternal age younger than 30 years and 84% for age 30 or older [5]. By

contrast, when two GS were present on an initial US performed during weeks

5 to 6, the probability of a twin birth was 63% for age younger than 30 years and

52% for age 30 or older. In the studies reviewed by Landy and Nies [3], loss of

one or more concepti in multiple pregnancies ranged in frequency from 10.5%

to 100%. Differences in the gestational age at the time the first US was performed

and in maternal age account for much of these differences in the observed rate

of spontaneous absorption reported in the past. Another cause of this disparity

may be whether pregnancies were the result of OI or ART [5,6].

The rate of occurrence of spontaneous loss in multiple implantations that do

not progress to a size that can be distinguished on US after OI and ART can never

be known but may be much higher than the rate observed after early US. There is

a nine- to tenfold range in quantitative human chorionic gonadotropin serum

concentrations 14 to 15 days after ART procedures in pregnancies with single GS

21 days later that subsequently deliver normal babies [7]. This finding suggests

that many multiple implantations are reabsorbed before they can be recognized.

As is shown in this article, multiple implantations—although they are sub-

sequently reabsorbed—have important consequences for the outcome of the sur-

viving fetus or fetuses.

In infertility practices, the diagnosis of multiple gestation is usually made at

5.5 to 6 weeks when a US is performed to confirm an intrauterine pregnancy.

Multifetal reduction procedures are usually performed between 11 and 13 weeks.

Patients and clinicians often feel the need to make decisions about management

of triplet and higher-order multiple gestation pregnancy 5 to 8 weeks before

Multifetal pregnancy reduction (MFPR) can be performed. An important element

in this decision is whether the multiple pregnancy will undergo spontaneous

reduction. The remainder of this article reviews the incidence of spontaneous

reduction of GS and embryos in iatrogenic pregnancies that result from OI and

ART and compares these incidences to the incidence in spontaneous pregnancy.

It also examines the effect that additional implantations early in pregnancy

may have on the surviving fetus or fetuses. It is primarily based on retrospec-

tive studies performed using the Fertility Institute of New Orleans’ database,

which contains nearly complete first-trimester and outcome data on more than

8000 pregnancies [6].
The Fertility Institute of New Orleans’ experience

Between July 1, 1976 and August 31, 2000, pregnancies occurred in 8071

patients as a result of infertility treatment in our clinic. Data on all pregnancies

were entered in a computer database when a pregnancy was initially confirmed

by rising quantitative beta human chorionic gonadotropin levels and were up-

dated throughout the first trimester and after delivery as additional information
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was obtained. Collected information included maternal age and reproductive

history, infertility treatment, including type and dose of fertility drugs (if any),

date of conception or last menstrual period, the number of GS and embryos

present, and the date of delivery, birth weight, and type of delivery. A US was

performed to determine the location and number of GS when quantitative beta

human chorionic gonadotropin levels were expected to be 2000 mIU/mL or more

between 5.5 and 6.5 gestational weeks (3.5–4.5 weeks after ovulation). US was

repeated every 2 weeks until 12 weeks’ gestation, after which time patients who

continued with singleton and twin pregnancies were referred to their own ob-

stetrician for the remainder of prenatal care and delivery. Patients with continuing

triplet and higher-order multiple pregnancies were referred to a maternal fetal

medicine specialist for consultation regarding MFPR, prenatal care, and delivery.

The birth outcomes of 95% of singleton and twin pregnancies and of all triplet

and higher-order continuing pregnancies were known through follow-up reports

from patients or their obstetricians.

Multiple GS were diagnosed on initial US in 726 pregnancies (561 twin,

137 triplet, 27 quadruplet, 5 quintuplet, and 1 sextuplet). A single intrauterine

GS was present in 6184 pregnancies. Excluded from subsequent analysis

were 2 monochromic twin pregnancies and 35 singleton, 9 twin, 4 triplet, and

2 quadruplet pregnancies that resulted from oocyte or embryo donation because

of possible disparity between the ages of the birth mother and the donor.

Excluded from birth outcome analysis were 3 twin, 1 triplet, and 2 quadruplet

pregnancies in which elective termination was performed and 1183 singleton,

51 twin, 7 triplet, and 1 quadruplet pregnancies that ended in first-trimester

abortion. Also excluded from outcome analysis were 5 triplet, 4 quadruplet,

2 quintuplet, and 1 sextuplet pregnancies in which MFPR was performed and

305 singleton and 23 twin pregnancies in which delivery outcome was unknown.
Type of infertility treatment

The frequency of spontaneous loss of one or more GS between the initial US

performed between 5 and 6 weeks’ gestation and 12 weeks’ gestation according

to type of infertility treatment is shown in Table 1. On average, 69% of

pregnancies that began as twins were continuing as viable twins at 12 weeks after

clomiphene citrate, human menopausal gonadotropin (hMG)/follicle-stimulating

hormone (FSH) without ART, or IVF/GIFT. By comparison, only 38% of twins

conceived without fertility treatment were continuing at 12 weeks. The difference

was highly significant (P b 0.001) and was not the result of maternal age. The

frequency of loss per GS in twin pregnancies was 43% for spontaneous

pregnancy, 19% after clomiphene citrate, 23% after hMG/FSH without ART, and

21% after IVF/GIFT. By comparison, spontaneous loss (abortion) occurred be-

fore the 12 weeks’ gestation in 19% of singleton pregnancies conceived spon-

taneously or after clomiphene citrate and in 21% of singleton pregnancies

conceived after hMG/FSH either with or without ART.



Table 1

Effect of ovulation induction drugs on multiple pregnancies continuing at twelve weeks

Treatment Patients Number fetuses continuing Loss ratec

2 sacs Number Age 0 (%) 1 (%) 2 (%)

None 56 31.0 13 (23.2) 22 (39.3) 21 (37.5)b 0.43

Clomiphene 211 29.8 15 (7.1) 50 (23.7) 146 (69.2) 0.19

hMG/FSHa 122 30.9 11 (9.0) 35 (28.7) 76 (62.3) 0.23

IVF/GIFT 160 31.8 14 (8.8) 39 (24.4) 107 (66.9) 0.21

3 sacs Number Age 0 (%) 1 (%) 2 (%) 3 (%)

None 5 29.6 2 (40.0) 2 (40.0) 0 (0.0) 1 (10.0) 0.67

Clomiphene 24 31.1 1 (4.2) 4 (16.7) 14 (58.3) 5 (20.8) 0.35

hMG/FSHa 30 31.3 3 (10.0) 3 (10.0) 13 (43.3) 11 (36.7) 0.31

IVF/GIFT 73 32.0 1 (1.4) 4 (5.5) 21 (28.8) 47 (64.4) 0.15

4 sacs Number Age 0 (%) 1 (%) 2 (%) 3 (%) 4 (%)

None 0 — 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) —

Clomiphene 2 28.0 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 2 (100.0) 0(0.0) 0 (0.0) 0.50

hMG/FSHa 7 30.0 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 2 (28.6) 2 (28.6) 3 (42.8) 0.22

IVF/GIFT 14 32.5 1 (7.1) 0 (0.0) 4 (28.6) 4 (28.6) 5 (35.7) 0.29

a Not IVF or GIFT.
b None versus clomiphene citrate, P b 0.0001. None versus hMG/FSH, P b 0.01. None versus IVF/

GIFT, P b 0.001.
c Initial number of GS: number of embryos continuing at 12 weeks divided by initial number

of GS.

Adapted from Dickey RP, Taylor SN, Lu PY, et al. Spontaneous reduction of multiple pregnancy:

incidence and effect on outcome. Am J Obstet Gynecol 2002;186:77–83; with permission.
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Similar results were for pregnancies that began as triplets and quadruplets,

although the numbers were too small to reach statistical significance. In con-

trast to the effect of clomiphene citrate on continuation of twin pregnancies,

which was not different from hMG/FSH and IVF/GIFT, only 21% of triplet

pregnancies conceived after clomiphene citrate were continuing at 12 weeks

compared with 37% for hMG/FSH and 64% for IVF. When pregnancies began as

quadruplet implantations after hMG/FSH and IVF/GIFT, 43% and 36%,

respectively, were continuing as quadruplets and 29% were continuing as triplets

at 12 weeks.
Maternal age

The effect of age on outcome of multiple pregnancies without regard to type of

treatment is shown in Table 2. The probability that a GS in a multiple pregnancy

would be spontaneously reabsorbed was related to the initial number of GS

(r = 0.27, P b 0.001) and to maternal age (r = 0.12, P b 0.01). For twins, there

was little effect of age on spontaneous loss until age 40 and older. The percent of



Table 2

Effect of maternal age on multiple pregnancies continuing at twelve weeks

Age (y) Patients (n) Number fetuses continuing Loss ratea

2 sacs 0 (%) 1 (%) 2 (%)

b 30 235 18 (7.7) 60 (25.5) 157 (66.8) 0.20

30–34 196 20 (10.2) 53 (27.0) 123 (62.8) 0.24

35–39 105 10 (9.5) 29 (27.6) 66 (62.8) 0.23

� 40 13 3 (23.1) 5 (38.5) 5 (38.5) 0.42

Total 549 51 (9.3) 147 (26.8) 351 (63.9) 0.23

3 sacs 0 (%) 1 (%) 2 (%) 3 (%)

b 30 43 2 (4.6) 6 (14.0) 12 (27.9) 23 (53.5) 0.23

30–34 58 2 (3.4) 5 (8.6) 23 (39.7) 28 (48.3) 0.22

35–39 28 4 (14.3) 3 (10.7) 11 (39.3) 10 (35.7) 0.35

� 40 3 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 2 (66.7) 1 (33.3) 0.22

Total 132 8 (6.1) 14 (10.6) 48 (36.4) 62 (47.0) 0.25

4 sacs 0 (%) 1 (%) 2 (%) 3 (%) 4 (%)

b 30 8 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 4 (50.0) 1 (12.5) 3 (37.5) 0.28

34–35 11 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 3 (27.3) 4 (36.4) 4 (36.4) 0.23

35–39 4 1 (25.0) 0 (0.0) 1 (50.0) 1 (25.0) 1 (25.0) 0.42

� 40 0 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0.00

Total 23 1 (4.3) 0 (0.0) 8 (34.8) 6 (26.1) 8 (34.8) 0.28

a Initial number of GS: number of embryos continuing at 12 weeks divided by initial number

of GS.

Adapted from Dickey RP, Taylor SN, Lu PY, et al. Spontaneous reduction of multiple pregnancy:

incidence and effect on outcome. Am J Obstet Gynecol 2002;186:77–83; with permission.
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twins that continued as twins at 12 weeks’ gestation was 69% for age younger

than 30 years, 63% for ages 30 to 34 and 35 to 39, and 38% for age 40 or older.

The percent of triplet gestations that continued as triplets at 12 weeks was

54% for age younger than 30 years, 48% for ages 30 to 34, 36% for ages 35 to 39,

and 33% for age 40 or older. The percent of quadruplets that continued at

12 weeks was 38% for age younger than 30, 36% for ages 30 to 34, and 25%

for ages 35 to 39.
Effect of number of initial gestational sacs on length of pregnancy

The effect of the initial number of GS seen by US on the length of gestation in

pregnancies that spontaneously reduced to singleton and twin pregnancies before

term is shown in Tables 3 and 4. The length of gestation regardless of type

of infertility treatment in pregnancies that continued past 24 weeks’ gestation

was inversely related to the initial number of GS for single and twin births

(see Table 3). After spontaneous reduction, the average length of gestation for

singleton births was shortened by 10 days when there were three GS initially



Table 3

Length of gestation by birth number and gestational sac number on initial ultrasound

Length of Gestationa b 24 25–28 29–32 33–36 37–40 N 40

# Days Weeks # % # % # % # % # % # %

Singleton

1 GS 4683 275 F 17 39.3 148 3.2 15 0.3 41 1.0 183 3.9 2155 46.0 2141 45.7

2 GS 140 272 F 17b 38.9 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 1.4 14 10.0 75 53.6 49 35.0

3 GS 14 265 F 33c 37.9 0 0.0 1 7.1 1 7.1 0 0.0 7 50.0 5 35.7

Twins

2 GS 336 254 F 21 36.3 13 3.9 11 3.3 19 5.7 92 27.4 178 53.0 23 6.8

3 GS 48 250 F 19d 35.7 0 0.0 1 2.1 3 6.2 18 37.5 24 50.0 2 4.2

4 GS 8 243 F 17e 34.7 1 12.5 0 0.0 2 25.0 3 38.5 2 25.0 0 0.0

Triplets

3 GS 57 230 F 25 32.9 2 3.5 10 17.5 8 14.0 25 43.8 12 21.0 0 0.0

4 GS 6 225 F 20 32.1 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 33.3 4 66.7 0 0.0 0 0.0

Quadruplets

4 GS 4 223 F 3 31.9 1 25.0 0 0.0 2 50.0 1 25.5 0 0.0 0 0.0

5 GS 1 — — 1 100.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

Quintuplets

5 GS 2 215 30.7 1 50.0 0 0.0 1 50.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

a Length gestation mean F standard deviation for pregnancies delivered after completion of the twenty-fourth week.
b Different from one GS, P b 0.05.
c Different from one GS, P b 0.01.
d Different from two GS, P b 0.01.
e Different from two GS, P b 0.001.

Adapted from Dickey RP, Taylor SN, Lu PY, et al. Spontaneous reduction of multiple pregnancy: incidence and effect on outcome. Am J Obstet Gynecol 2002;186:77–83;

with permission.
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Table 4

Length of gestation by number of initial gestational sacs

Births Treatment

No.

Length

Gestationa (d) Preterm (d)

24–32 wk b 37 wkb � 37 wk

No. sacs No. % No. % No. %

Single birth

None

1 GS 2680 276.6 �3.4 34 1.3 126 4.7 2554 95.3

IVF/ART

1 GS 261 274.8 �5.2 3 1.1 19 7.3 242 93.7

2 GS 41 271.6 �8.4 1 2.4 5 12.2 36 87.8

� 3 GS 5 264.1 �15.8 0 — 1 20.0 4 80.0

Twin birth

None

2 GS 21 254.5 �25.5 2 9.5 8 38.1 13 61.9

IVF/ART

2 GS 106 251.8 �28.2 11 10.4 44 41.5 62 58.5

3 GS 21 248.3 �31.7 3 14.3 10 47.6 11 52.4

� 4 GS 4 236.5 �43.5 1 25.0 3 75.0 1 25.0

a From adjusted onset of menstruation; assumes ovulation or oocytes retrieval day 14.
b b 37 wk = 24.0 to 36.6 weeks inclusive.

Adapted from Dickey RP, Sartor BM, Pyrzak R. No single outcome measure is satisfactory when

evaluating success in assisted reproduction: both twin births and singleton briths should be counted as

successes. Hum Reprod 2004;19:783–7; with permission.
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(P b 0.01) and by 3 days when there were two GS initially (P b 0.05) compared

with singleton pregnancies that began as singleton gestations. The average length

of twin births was shortened by 11 days to 243 days (34.7 weeks) (P b 0.001)

when there were four GS initially and by 4 days to 250 days (35.7 weeks)

(P b 0.01) when there were three GS initially compared with an average length of

gestation for unreduced twin pregnancies of 254 days (36.6 weeks). In general,

these differences were reflected in the percent of pregnancies delivered before

37 weeks’ gestation.

Additional analysis, restricted to only IVF/GIFT pregnancies presented in

Table 4, shows that 15% of singleton births and 19% of twin births after IVF

began as higher-order gestations [8]. Singleton births after IVF that began as

single, twin, and triplet or higher-order gestations were born 1.8 days, 5 days, and

12.4 days earlier, respectively, compared with spontaneous singleton births that

began as single gestations. Twin births as a result of IVF that began as twin,

triplet, and quadruplet or higher-order GS were born 2.7 days, 6.2 days, and

18 days earlier, respectively, compared with spontaneous twin births that began as

twin gestations. In the absence of spontaneous reduction from higher-order

gestations, the proportion of singletons and twins as a result of IVF born before

32 weeks’ gestation was not increased compared with spontaneously conceived

singletons and twins. This information, which was not presented before 2004,

indicates that the increased incidence of premature birth reported for IVF
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singleton and twin births compared with spontaneous pregnancies may be caused

largely by the initial occurrence of triplet and higher-order gestations.
Effect of number of initial gestational sacs on weight at birth

The effect of the initial number of GS seen by US on birth weight in

pregnancies that spontaneously reduced to singleton and twin pregnancies before

term, regardless of type of infertility treatment, is shown in Table 5. There was a

trend toward decreased birth weight as the number of initial GS increased for

spontaneously reduced pregnancies, compared with unreduced pregnancies with

singleton births (r = �0.05, P = 0.002) and twin births (r = �0.15, P = 0.003)

(Table 5). Restricted fetal growth (intrauterine growth restriction) was defined as

a birth weight less then the tenth percentile for gestational age on the basis of

national singleton birth weights [9]. The incidence of restricted fetal growth for

gestational age in infants from singleton births was lower than in infants from

twin (P b 0.001) and triplet (P b 0.05) births. There was no consistent relationship

between the incidence of restricted fetal growth and the initial number of GS in

pregnancies that spontaneously reduced to a lower birth number.
Table 5

Birth weight and intrauterine growth retardation by birth number and number of gestational sacs

Birth number

Initial Number of Gestational Sacs

1 2 3 4

Singleton

Patient no. 4683 140 14 0

Average weight (g) 3360 F 599 3200 F 650b 3132 F 879b —

RFG (IUGR)/infanta 4.5% 15.7% 14.3% —

Twins

Patient no. 336 48 8

Average weight (g) 2453 F 575 2334 F 577c 2024 F 668c

RFG (IUGR)/infant 14.1% 11.4% 6.2%

One with RFG 17.3% 16.7% 12.5%

Two with RFG 5.3% 6.2% 0

Triplets

Patient no. 57 6

Average weight (g) 1816 F 598 1541 F 276

RFG (IUGR)/infant 7.0% 11.1%

One with RFG 19.3% 33.3%

Two with RFG 1.8% 0

Three with RFG 0 0

a Percent babies b tenth percentile for gestational age.
b P = 0.002.
c P = 0.003.

Adapted from Dickey RP, Taylor SN, Lu PY, et al. Spontaneous reduction of multiple pregnancy:

incidence and effect on outcome. Am J Obstet Gynecol 2002;186:77–83; with permission.
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Comment

The principal finding of these studies, which was not appreciated previously,

is that multiple pregnancies that undergo spontaneous reduction, especially from

three or more initial GS to a lower number, deliver earlier and have lower birth

weights than unreduced pregnancies with the same birth number. In cases of

spontaneous reduction to singleton births, the differences may be too small to be

clinically significant; however, twin births were more likely to occur before

36 weeks’ gestation after spontaneous reduction from three or four GS.

A second important finding is that the incidence of spontaneous reduction in

multiple pregnancies conceived as a result of OI and ART is no greater and

seems to be less than in noniatrogenic multiple pregnancies. The reasons for

this are not known but may be caused by the generally higher progesterone

levels and increased uterine blood flow that result from OI. A second reason

could be that leading follicles in OI, and embryos in ART, are more likely to be

of the same size, which obviates the effect that earlier ovulation or larger em-

bryo might have on later ovulation or a smaller embryo competing for the same

intrauterine site.

Although it is generally accepted that after MFPR of quadruplet and higher-

order pregnancies the remaining twins deliver earlier and are of lower birth

weight than unreduced twins [10–16], it is less certain that this also occurs after

MFPR of triplets to twins. Ours was the first study to show that the average

length of gestation and weight of twins, which had spontaneously reduced from

quadruplets and triplets, was less than unreduced twins conceived in our clinic.

The average length of gestation and weight of singleton births that had spon-

taneously reduced from triplets and twins was less than unreduced singleton

pregnancies conceived in our clinic. The differences in average birth weight were

small and probably not clinically important: 119 g (4 oz) when twins spon-

taneously reduced to singleton births or triplets spontaneously reduced to twin

births. The differences were larger and potentially clinically important,

however—228 to 429 g (8–15 oz)—when triplets were spontaneously reduced

to singletons or quadruplets were spontaneously reduced to twin or triplet births.

The incidence of restricted fetal growth (intrauterine growth restriction) after

spontaneous reduction was less than half that reported by Depp et al [15] after

MFPR to twins, although we used the same standard for the tenth percentile of

normal singleton weight as they did [9]. In agreement with other studies [17,18],

we did not find an increase in restricted fetal growth with increasing numbers of

initial GS that Depp et al [15] reported. Depp et al [15], however, were the first to

suggest that the differences in outcome between twins that resulted from MFPR

and unreduced twins were not the result of the MFPR procedure, as had been

suggested by others [13,14,19]. Instead, they proposed that first-trimester

‘‘crowding’’ of the developing gestations or lack of appropriate sites for placental

implantation may be determining factors in placental expansion and ultimate fetal

growth. Our findings support the hypothesis that impairment of early placental

development because of multiple implantation sites is the cause of early delivery
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after MFPR and spontaneous reduction. The fact that the percent of embryos that

continue at 12 weeks’ gestation was related to the number of initial GS (r = 0.31)

signifies that placental crowding is also a factor in spontaneous reduction of

multiple pregnancies before 12 weeks.

The findings of these studies show that spontaneous reduction is a common

occurrence in multiple pregnancies, and they suggest that the decision to perform

MFPR does not need to be finalized until the mid to latter part of the first

trimester. Obstetricians who manage iatrogenic multiple pregnancies in which

there are initially three or more GS, although they later are reduced spontaneously

to singletons or twins, should be aware that such pregnancies may deliver 4 to

10 days earlier, with babies weighing 119 g (4 oz) to 429 g (15 oz) less than

unreduced singletons and twins.
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Neonatal Morbidity of Very Low Birth Weight

Infants from Multiple Pregnancies

Eric S. Shinwell, MD

Department of Neonatology, Kaplan Medical Center, PO Box 1, Rehovot 76100, Jerusalem, Israel
Advances in perinatal and neonatal care in recent years have resulted in

dramatic improvements in the rate of intact survival of preterm infants. As a

result, neonatologists have focused on the new challenge of bringing about

similar advances for the tiniest infants who are born at or near the current limits of

viability. Although these tiny infants comprise only a small proportion of all

births, the ravages of prematurity make them by far the most challenging group of

infants who require our attention in the neonatal intensive care unit. Accordingly,

when assigned to review the neonatal outcome of infants from multiple preg-

nancies in comparison to singletons, it seems appropriate to focus on those who

are at highest risk for significant morbidity and mortality, namely very low birth

weight (VLBW) and extremely low birth weight infants.

In view of the limitations of gestational age assessment, these infants are

usually classified according to birth weight, in which VLBW refers to infants

with a birth weight less than 1500 g. An important subset is termed ‘‘extremely

low birth weight,’’ which comprises infants with birth weight less than 1000 g,

who are at particularly high risk.

VLBW infants may suffer from manifestations that result from their premature

birth in all body systems, most commonly cardiorespiratory, neurologic, and

gastrointestinal. Respiratory problems affect most of the infants and include

respiratory distress syndrome and apnea of prematurity in the short term and

bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD) or chronic lung disease in the long term.

Despite the major advances in recent years related to widespread antenatal

corticosteroids and postnatal surfactant, BPD still may persist in up to 20% of

VLBW and 40% of extremely low birth weight infants at term age [1]. In the
Obstet Gynecol Clin N Am
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most severe cases, chronic respiratory insufficiency may continue into childhood,

with a need for oxygen, medications, and frequent hospital admissions that may

be related to exacerbations of the condition or secondary infection. Neurologic

problems characteristic of VLBW infants include intraventricular hemorrhage

(IVH) and periventricular leukomalacia. In recent years, the incidence and

severity of IVH has decreased in most units, although it is still seen in

approximately 15% to 20% of these infants [2]. Periventricular leukomalacia is

seen less often (4%–8% in most series), with peak incidence at approximately 28

to 29 weeks’ gestation, in contrast with the incidence of IVH, which seems to

correlate inversely with gestational age [3]. Both of these conditions predispose

to long-term neurodevelopmental impairment that may include cerebral palsy,

mental retardation, and visual, hearing, and behavioral problems [4]. Recently,

researchers have recognized that these sequelae may develop despite a normal

head ultrasound examination and that MRI may advance our understanding of the

relationship between neonatal central nervous system abnormality and neuro-

developmental outcome [3]. Sepsis—vertically transmitted and nosocomial—is

of particular concern in the immunocompromised extremely low birth weight

infant; it affects 20% to 50% of these infants, 10% to 20% of whom may

succumb [2]. Other major morbidities commonly seen in these infants include

feeding difficulties, necrotizing enterocolitis, patent ductus arteriosus, and retino-

pathy of prematurity. The mortality rate to discharge for VLBW infants in the

United States is approximately 13% to 15% in recent series, although there is

much variation among centers [5].
The epidemic of very low birth weight infants from multiple pregnancies

The evolution of assisted reproductive techniques and ovulation-induction

therapy has resulted in an epidemic of multiple pregnancies over the last two

decades. This growth has been coupled with the trend toward advanced maternal

age in Western society [6,7]. In the United States between 1980 and 2001, twin

births rose by 59% and higher-order multiple births rose by more than 400% [6].

Similarly, dramatic findings have been reported from Britain, Denmark, Canada,

and Israel [8–11]. In recent years, although the twin birth rate has continued to

rise each year, there seemed to be the beginnings of a leveling-off of the triplet

birth rate during 1999 to 2001 [12]. It is unclear whether this represents a

reduction in the number of high multiple pregnancies or increased use of multi-

fetal pregnancy reduction; however, these changes clearly signify awareness

among health care providers that multiple pregnancy should be regarded as a

serious complication of ART [13].

The mean gestational age at birth is inversely correlated to plurality. In a large

study of births in the United States, mean gestational age was 39 weeks in

singletons, 35.8 weeks in twins, and 32.5 weeks in triplets [14]. The relationship

between preterm delivery and birth weight in multiples also is complex because

intrauterine growth in multiples is similar to that seen in singletons until
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approximately 22 weeks’ gestation, when a small divergence becomes much

more marked at approximately 28 weeks. Infants from multiple pregnancies are

often more premature and smaller for gestational age than singletons.

The epidemic of infants from multiple births translates into an epidemic of

VLBW infants. The combination of this increase in numbers, together with

increasingly complex care that results in increased survival of tiny infants, has

brought about a disproportionate increase in the workload of neonatal intensive

care units. For example, infants from multiple pregnancies currently comprise 3%

of all births in the United States [15]. Approximately half of the infants in the

Israel VLBW neonatal database are the product of multiple pregnancies [11]. If

this increased workload is not matched by appropriate staffing, quality of care

may be affected [16].
Delivery room care

Researchers have suggested that the risks for VLBW infants from multiple

births, particularly higher-order multiples, may be affected by altered behavior of

the caregivers during the stressful minutes around the delivery. This behavior

may be to the benefit or detriment of the infants. For example, if there is

inadequate staff or equipment to cope with several high-risk infants, the result
Table 1

Recommended minimum staffing and equipment requirements for multiple births

Staff & equipment Requirements

Delivery / operating room

Pediatricians One per infant (preferably more), all trained in

neonatal resuscitation (preferably neonatal resuscitation

program certified)

Supervising / back-up physician At least one qualified neonatologist

Obstetricians Must be alert to importance of the pediatric team being

fully prepared before beginning delivery/operation

Nurses / midwives One per infant, all trained in neonatal resuscitation

Radiant warmer One per infant, preferably with servo temperature control

Resuscitation equipment per infant Oxygen, ventilation bag, suction, laryngoscope, endotracheal

tubes (various sizes), medications and other equipment;

adequate space (often limited in operating rooms)

Temperature control Operating room temperature at 24–268C to minimize

ambient heat loss, which may be a little uncomfortable

for the staff

Transport incubators One per infant

NICU

Staff As previously stated, plus back-up available for procedures

Radiant warmer / incubators One per infant (not those from the delivery room)

Equipment Prepared in advance of delivery for each infant; ventilators,

monitors, sterile equipment for procedures (eg, umbilical

lines), intravenous fluids
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may be suboptimal care. The reverse also may be true, however, via different

mechanisms. The excitement associated with higher-order births, in particular,

often attracts many additional staff members. In order not to risk stressful

situations in the noisy, crowded delivery or operating room, neonatologists also

may opt to electively intubate extremely preterm infants and administer

prophylactic surfactant therapy. This prophylactic approach, although controver-

sial in older preterm infants, has been shown to decrease pneumothorax and

neonatal mortality in extremely preterm infants [17].

As a recommendation for the care of higher-order multiples around the time of

delivery, Table 1 offers suggested minimum requirements in terms of staffing and

equipment for this situation.
Very low birth weight multiples: risks compared with singletons

Twins and higher-order multiples are at increased risk for perinatal and

neonatal mortality (Table 2). This risk has been shown consistently in large

population-based studies and single center reports with differing levels of care

[18,19]. For example, recent data on all US births showed the neonatal mortality

rate per 1000 live births to be 6.6 for singletons, 32 for twins, and as high as 71.8

for triplets [18]. Although absolute numbers vary among reports, the relative risks

are mostly consistent. Luke and Keith [19] found the relative risk for VLBW to

be 9.6 and 32.7 and for infant mortality to be 6.6 and 19.4, respectively, when

comparing twins and triplets with singletons. A study from the Japanese vital

statistics database showed the relative risk for perinatal mortality to be 5-fold and

12-fold higher for twins and triplets, respectively, compared with singletons [20].

Certain authors have claimed that aggressive modern perinatal and neonatal

care may close the gap between the mortality risks of singletons, twins, and

triplets, however. Single-center studies by Collins et al [21], Gonen et al [22],

Sassoon et al [23], Angel et al [24], Ron-El et al [25], and Boulot et al [26] have

reported excellent outcomes for infants from twin and higher-order multiple

pregnancies. These studies have contributed to recognition of the possible

benefits of aggressive antenatal and perinatal care in high-risk pregnancies.

This research approach does not offer useful information in assessing the biologic
Table 2

Summary outcomes (compared to very low birth weight singletons)

Type of comparison Outcome Twins Triplets

Unadjusted RDS, BPD, IVH z zz
Mortality z zz
Cerebral palsy z zz

Corrected for gestational age Morbidity + mortality Conflicting reports

Corrected for case mix Morbidity = =

Mortality = z

Abbreviation: RDS, respiratory distress syndrome.
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risks of twins and higher-order multiples, however, but rather reflects issues in

health care provision.
Comparisons of outcome after adjustment for gestational age

In view of the large differences in gestational age at birth between singletons,

twins, and higher-order multiples, several authors have conducted comparative

studies that have corrected for this important variable. Ballabh et al [27], Suri et al

[28], Nielsen et al [29], and Maayan-Metzger et al [30] have reported on single-

center analyses of samples varying in size from 128 to 1481 infants, with the

number of sets of triplets in each study varying between 18 and 116. In these

studies, although twins and triplets had small differences in the occurrence of

certain variables, such as delivery by cesarean section and the incidence of

retinopathy of prematurity, no significant differences were found in the incidence

of major morbidity and mortality.

By comparison, Synnes et al [31] reported a single center study that focused

on gestational age–corrected analyses of outcome in infants born at 23 to

28 weeks’ gestation and found that twins had higher mortality rate at each week

of gestation. Buekens and Wilcox [32] used a unique approach to adjusted

comparisons by using z-scores for birth weight–corrected analyses, thereby

accounting for the variation in growth patterns between singletons and twins. In

this large, population-based study (n = 234,292), twins were found to have higher

mortality rates over the whole range of birth weights. Ericson et al [33] found

similar results in Swedish infants from 1973 to 1988. More recently, Jacquemyn

et al [34] compared morbidity and mortality in singletons and twins from

Flanders from 1998 to 1999. Twins of 24 to 27 weeks’ gestation had higher

neonatal mortality rates than singletons. In other gestational age groups, however,

no differences were found in morbidity or mortality.

The conclusions of these studies are limited, however, by the marked

differences between the study groups in potential confounding variables, such as

use of fertility treatments, maternal age and ethnicity, intrauterine growth

retardation, antenatal corticosteroid administration, and mode of delivery.
Comparisons of outcome after adjustment for confounding variables

Single center studies, such as those of Kaufman et al [35], reported relatively

small samples. After correction for confounders, however, no significant differ-

ences were found between singletons, twins, and triplets in mortality and major

morbidity. Stewart et al [36] focused on abnormalities on cranial ultrasound in

VLBW singletons, twins, and triplets. After correction for relevant confounders,

no significant differences were found between the groups, but a slightly lower

incidence of IVH was noted in infants conceived by assisted reproductive

techniques as compared with infants conceived spontaneously.
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To improve the comparability of the study groups in research on the effects of

plurality, it is important to adjust appropriately for as many potential confounding

variables as possible and to make use of large samples. One such study was

reported by Donovan et al [37] in the neonatal research network of the National

Institute of Child Health and Development. This study compared the outcomes of

singletons and twins (without higher-order multiples) in a sample of 10,271

VLBW infants from 12 tertiary neonatal referral centers. Twins comprised almost

20% of all VLBW infants admitted during the study period, and mothers of twins

received more prenatal care and more antenatal steroids than mothers of

singletons. Twin infants were more often delivered by cesarean section, suffered

more often from respiratory distress syndrome, and required more surfactant.

After correction for these confounding variables, however, no statistically

significant differences were found between singletons and twins in mortality or

in the incidence of major morbidity such as BPD or IVH.

Another large study that focused on VLBW multiples and added triplets to the

previous comparison was conducted by the Israeli VLBW neonatal database.

This continuing project collects and studies extensive perinatal and neonatal

information on VLBW infants born in all of the country’s 28 neonatal intensive

care units [38]. In this study, major adverse outcomes were compared between

singletons and complete sets of twins and triplets that were VLBWand were born

alive at 24 to 32 weeks’ gestation. As with the study by the National Institute of

Child Health and Development, marked differences were found between the

groups in the incidence of important confounding perinatal variables, and

multiple logistic regression analyses were performed to assess the independent

contribution of plurality. The sample included 3717 singletons (66%), 1394 twins

(25%), and 483 triplets (9%) born between 1995 and 1999. Use of assisted

reproductive techniques was found in 10% of singletons, 56% of twins, and 91%

of triplets. Mothers of twins and triplets were significantly more likely to begin

antenatal care in the first trimester and receive antenatal steroids. Delivery by

caesarean section was more common in triplets (89%) than in twins (65%) or

singletons (62%). A small inverse correlation was found between gestational

age and birth weight (singletons: gestational age 28.9 F 2.6 weeks, birth

weight 1096 F 269 g; twins: gestational age 28.4 F 2.3 weeks, birth weight

1062 F 271 g; triplets: gestational age 28.5 F 2.4 weeks, birth weight

1049 F 259 g). Another important difference between the study groups involved

the incidence of infants who were small for gestational age. Among singletons,

28.8% were small for gestational age compared with 15.5% and 16.4% of

twins and triplets, respectively. This finding probably reflects the different causes

for preterm labor in these groups. Twins and triplets are born early primarily

because of lack of space, whereas in singletons premature labor often reflects

growth and development problems in utero.

Respiratory distress syndrome was significantly more common in twins (70%;

OR 1.58, 95% CI 1.32–1.89) and triplets (75%; OR 2.51, 95% CI 1.87–3.37)

compared with singletons (60%), and it occurred despite higher exposure to

antenatal steroids in these two groups. Researchers previously suggested that the
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effect of antenatal steroids in multiples may be less than in singletons or even

may be absent. This effect is also influenced by race, with the maximal effect

seen in singleton, black infants; thus, the predominantly white origin of the Israeli

sample may contribute to this finding [39].

On univariate analysis, no significant differences were found between the

groups regarding the incidence of the major adverse outcomes—chronic lung

disease, adverse neurologic findings (severe IVH, periventricular leukomalacia,

or ventricular dilatation), or death. Multivariate logistic regression analysis,

which accounts for the relevant confounding variables, found triplets to be at

significantly increased risk for mortality compared with twins and singletons

(OR 1.54, 95% CI 1.13–2.11). The risk for chronic lung disease and adverse

neurologic findings was similar in all groups.

Both of these large studies have concluded that even after careful adjustment

for differences in case mix there seem to be no significant differences between

singletons and twins in neonatal morbidity and mortality. By comparison, there

may be an increased risk for mortality in triplets that awaits confirmation from

other large, carefully conducted studies.
Effect of birth order

It has long been thought that second-born twins are at increased risk for

neonatal respiratory and other morbidity and perhaps even mortality [40]. Certain

studies have postulated that these risks may result from a degree of perinatal

asphyxia secondary to malpresentation and delay in delivery of the second twin,

in particular in vaginal deliveries [41]. Perinatal and neonatal care practices that

may influence these findings have changed profoundly in recent years. The

widespread use of antenatal glucocorticoids and postnatal surfactant therapy has

reduced dramatically the incidence and severity of respiratory distress syndrome,

IVH, and mortality in VLBW infants. The incidence of delivery by cesarean

section also continues to rise and is approximately 70% for all VLBW infants

and even higher for multiples [2]. In view of these developments, the issue of the

risks of the VLBW second twin has been revisited in recent studies.

A large recent study was based on the Israel National VLBW infant database

with methodology as described previously [42]. The study included a population-

based sample of 1328 twins born during 1995 to 1999. Approximately 80% of

twin pairs were concordant for neonatal morbidity and mortality. Second twins

were found to be at increased risk for respiratory distress syndrome, however

(OR 1.51, 95% CI 1.29–1.76), BPD (OR 1.36, 95% CI 1.11–1.66), and death

(OR 1.24, 95% CI 1.02–1.51) but not for adverse neurologic findings (OR 1.20,

95% CI 0.91–1.60) when compared with first-born twins. Although second twins

had increased risk for malpresentation, the mode of delivery did not significantly

influence outcome. The increased risk for respiratory distress syndrome and

BPD was found in vaginal and cesarean deliveries.
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The influence of birth order on BPD may be short-lived, because studies by

Hacking et al [43] and Donovan et al [37] reported no difference between the

twins in BPD at 36 weeks’ gestation corrected gestational age as compared with

age 28 days as reported earlier.

In a recent large population-based study, Sheay et al [44] found increased

breech presentation, fetal distress, cesarean delivery, and perinatal mortality in

second-born twins. The increased mortality was primarily related to increased

stillbirths, however, and no difference was found in neonatal or post-neonatal

mortality between first- and second-born twins at any stage of gestation. This

study did not report on neonatal morbidity.
Summary

In the era of antenatal steroids and postnatal surfactant, although VLBW twins

are concordant for most outcomes, second-born twins remain at increased risk for

respiratory morbidity. Regarding other morbidities and mortality, further studies

are required to clarify the issue.
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Growth Aberration in Multiple Pregnancy
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Most recent US data show that 10.2% of twins and 34.5% of triplets weigh

less than 1500 g at birth (very low birth weight [VLBW] infants) [1]. These

figures are practically the same as those reported by Alexander et al [2] for the

period 1991 to 1995, and they represent more than 9-fold and more than 30-fold

higher percentages of VLBW twin and triplet infants compared with singletons.

No special mathematical skills are required to calculate that twin and triplet

infants comprise more than 25% of the population of VLBW infants born in the

United States in 2002 [1]. The significance of this number is even more striking

given that US twins and triplets comprise approximately 3.3% of all neonates.

Because the human female is ‘‘programmed’’ by nature to carry one fetus at a

time (as is the case in 99% of spontaneous human conceptions), the fact that

multiples weigh less than singleton neonates is not surprising, nor is it surprising

that the mean birth weight decreases with increasing plurality. Fig. 1 shows the

relationship between mean birth weight and plurality, which satisfies a perfect

(R2 = 0.999) polynomial function (Y = 132X2 – 1342X + 4529, where Y is birth

weight and X is number of infants).

The comparison between multiples and singletons in terms of intrauterine

growth is more complex than it seems at first glance. Essentially, it is not true

that multiples grow differently throughout gestation. In fact, birth weights by

gestational age curves, the so-called ‘‘growth curves’’, clearly demonstrate that

singletons, twins, and triplets grow similarly until 28 weeks’ gestation, when the

curve of multiples begins to deviate from that of singletons. With more advanced

gestational ages, a second point of deviation may be observed, at approximately

35 weeks’ gestation, when the curve of triplets begins to deviate from that of
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Fig. 1. Relationship between mean birth weight and plurality. (Data from Martin JA, Hamilton BE,

Sutton PD, et al. Births: final data for 2002. Natl Vital Stat Rep 2003;52:1–113.)
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twins (Fig. 2). These dates coincide with changes in other important milestones

in the in utero development of multiples.
Function of the utero-placental unit

Fetal growth is determined by constitutional characteristics modulated by

the function of the utero-placental unit. The constitutional determinants explain

the variance of normal human fetuses and why not all small-for-gestational-age

(SGA) infants result from an intrauterine growth restriction process. The function
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Fig. 2. Growth curves of singletons, twins, and triplets show the deviation of multiples’ curves from

the singleton’s curve at 28 weeks’ gestation (left arrow) and the deviation of the triplets’ curve from

the twins’ curve at 35 to 36 weeks’ gestation (right arrow). (Adapted from Alexander GR, Kogan M,

Martin J, et al. What are the fetal growth patterns of singletons, twins, and triplets in the United States?

Clin Obstet Gynecol 1998;41:114–25; with permission.)
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of the utero-placental unit, on the other hand, determines the extent of the ex-

pression of the underlying genetic factors by controlling transfer of oxygen and

nutrients. Damage to the utero-placental unit predictably restricts fetal growth

(as is the case with several types of infection and maternal disease conditions),

although the fetus may or may not be SGA.

An appropriately functioning utero-placental unit is expected to provide for

an increase in fetal mass according to the underlying fetal constitutional char-

acteristics. Normal singletons grow in utero at a predictable growth rate, and the

uterine size adjusts to contain the growing gestation. Put differently, uterine size

is infrequently a restricting factor for fetal growth; on the contrary, the uterus

normally adjusts to a larger-than-expected content by the well-known phe-

nomenon of overdistension. Such an adjustment to the mismatch between the size

of gestation and the size of the uterus is not unlimited. When the uterus exceeds

its limited capacity to distend, contractions often ensue, and when these con-

tractions occur prematurely, they may lead to preterm labor and delivery. In such

a construct, the larger the plurality, and the greater uterine content, the lower the

gestational age. No wonder that the pattern shown in Fig. 1 for birth weight

duplicates the relationship between the mean gestational age at birth and plu-

rality shown in Fig. 3, which also satisfies perfect (R2 = 0.999) polynomial

functions (Y = 0.36X2 – 47X + 43.2, where Y equals gestational age and X equals

number of infants).
Fig. 3. Relationship between mean gestational age and plurality. (Data from Martin JA, Hamilton BE,

Sutton PD, et al. Births: final data for 2002. Natl Vital Stat Rep 2003;52:1–113.)
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Ideally, it follows that the utero-placental unit provides for fetal size (birth

weight) and fetal maturity (gestational age). Whereas size and maturity of sin-

gletons increase in parallel, this is practically impossible in multiple pregnancies,

because the total size of the gestations gradually exceeds the normal uterine

size of a singleton.

Uterine adaptation to supplying sufficient nutrition for the excess fetal mass

in multiple gestations is invariably required as early as the beginning of the

second half of the pregnancy. The incredible metabolic changes in a multiple

pregnancy are appreciated when one considers that the median birth weight of a

singleton (3289 g) is achieved by a pair of twins as early as 31 weeks’ gestation,

when the median of the total fetal birth weight (both twins) is 3358 g. In triplets,

the median singleton birth weight at 40 weeks’ gestation is attained by the three

fetuses combined even earlier, at 28 weeks [3]. Put differently, if the utero-

placental unit should be required to provide the median singleton birth weight at

38 weeks’ gestation for the entire twin or triplet pregnancy, then the resulting

average birth weight of a twin or a triplet would be only 1650 g and 1100 g,

respectively. The individual birth weights of twins and triplets at that gestational

age far exceed these values.

Several more recent observations support these findings. For example, a

comparison between the total birth weight of a multiple pregnancy to the

ninetieth percentile—the so-called ‘‘large-for-gestational-age’’ or ‘‘macrosomic’’

singleton—during the third trimester shows that between 28 and 38 weeks’

gestation, the entire fetal mass of twin pairs and triplet sets exceeds that of a

macrosomic singleton [3]. The total triplet birth weight of more than 99% of

triplet sets delivered at more than 32 weeks’ gestation is heavier than any large-

for-gestational-age singleton delivered at more than 35 weeks, which implies that

triplets delivered by 32 weeks’ gestation were nurtured by a uterine milieu that

is definitely performing in its full capacity [3]. At 30 to 32 weeks’ gestation,

the uterine milieu is probably performing in its full capacity because at least

80% of the triplet sets delivered at this stage had a total weight more than the

macrosomic singleton at 40 weeks. Conversely, it seems that the uterine envi-

ronment is less efficient before 30 weeks’ gestation. It is possible that some

triplets are delivered before 30 weeks because the uterine milieu is not per-

forming in its full capacity [3]. Finally, the utero-placental unit is still efficient

even in cases of severely discordant twins [4]. When the ‘‘excess fetal mass’’ in

more than 25% of discordant twins (n = 12,846) is compared with the median

birth weight of singletons at less than 28 weeks’ gestation, the utero-placental

unit produces more than 75% of ‘‘fetal mass’’ compared with singletons. With

advanced gestation, the excess mass gradually decreases to approximately 50%, a

value that remains relatively unchanged until approximately 37 weeks, when it

declines again [4]. This observation suggests that even when severe discordance

is present in twin pregnancies, the utero-placental unit supplies 50% to 75% more

than for the average singleton gestation.

The human uterine milieu limits the growth potential of the individual fetus

in a multiple pregnancy, and as a rule, third-trimester multiples are likely to be
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growth restricted compared with singletons. At the same time, however, the entire

multiple pregnancy is growth promoted rather than restricted [3].
Intrauterine growth restriction and small-for-gestational-age status in

multiples

Growth-restricted infants, by definition, are infants who fail to grow according

to their growth potential. Because all third-trimester multiples are likely to be

growth restricted compared with singletons, it follows that the growth potential

of multiples and singletons are not the same. Within the uterine constrains,

twins and triplets have different growth rates than singletons. Each member may

grow at a different rate. For example, the individual mean triplet birth weights

by gestational age regression lines show a highly significant linear correlation

(Pearson’s r-values, 0.996–0.998), but the comparisons of the regression slopes

(ie, proxy for growth rate) among the largest, middle, and the smaller triplets

were significantly different [5]. This observation suggests that each fetus in a

triplet set may have its own linear growth pattern but with a significantly different

inclination than that of its siblings [5].

Most students of fetal growth assess twins and triplets as singletons; there-

fore, many twins and almost all triplets are considered SGA by singleton stan-

dards. When the median birth weights of twins and triplets (who represent the

average fetus) are compared with the tenth birth weight percentile of singletons

(who represent the SGA or the so-called ‘‘potentially growth-restricted single-

ton’’), however, the average twin is not SGA by singleton standards until

approximately 38 weeks’ gestation, and the average triplet is not SGA by

singleton standards until approximately 35 weeks [3].

The ratio between the median birth weight of twin/singleton and triplet/

singleton, which is elaborated by re-assessing the data presented by Alexander

et al [2], produces a predictable pattern for the growth of a given member of

a multiple pregnancy set compared with the (expected) growth of a singleton [3].

The patterns suggest four phases. In phase A, a ratio of 0.9 to 1.0 (ie, similar

birth weights to singletons) is maintained until 28 and 30 weeks’ gestation in

triplets and twins, respectively. Phase B, which begins at 30 weeks in twins

and earlier in triplets, demonstrates a steady decrease in birth weights of the

individual multiple relative to singletons. During phase C, the ratio does not

change significantly over time. Phase D, seen only in triplets, represents a marked

decrease in triplet birth weight relative to singletons, when triplets make it to an

advanced gestational age [3]. The data used in this analysis is cross-sectional

rather than longitudinal. Two different uterine conditions are apparent. The first

condition promotes age and maintains size (phases A and C), whereas the second

condition promotes age and restricts size (phases B and D). Because all phases

promote age, it seems that from an individual fetal perspective, nature favors

advanced gestational age (ie, maturity) at the expense of size [3].
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Another way to look at fetal growth is to evaluate the ponderal index (a mea-

sure of size rather than weight). When SGA triplets (less than the tenth percen-

tile by triplets standards) were evaluated, approximately 70% did not have a low

ponderal index, whereas 79.2% of infants with a low ponderal index were not

SGA by triplet standards [6]. The study concluded that most triplets with a low

ponderal index might not be considered growth restricted [6].

Sonography is accurate in following growth patterns of an individual fetus

by using growth curves of either singleton or multiples. A distinction is made

between a single sonographic observation and a longitudinal follow-up of fetal

growth. In the former case, the fetus can be designated only as SGA and the esti-

mated fetal weight should be compared with reference values found in various

charts for twins and triplets [3]. Conversely, repeated bi-weekly sonography can

establish whether growth is actually arrested and whether the SGA fetus is also

growth restricted. Whenever an SGA fetus is observed in a multiple pregnancy,

one should treat it as any SGA singleton.
Growth discordance

Birth weight discordance—the difference between the heaviest and the lightest

fetus in a set of multiples—is common, because some variation is expected

among siblings. Growth discordance has been associated with adverse outcomes,

however, mainly because it is associated with growth restriction.

Numerous studies on discordance, especially in twin gestations, were pub-

lished during the past 50 years. The specific cause is yet to be determined. The

reason for discordance cannot be a rare condition, because otherwise it would

be difficult to explain why this phenomenon is rather common. More plausible is

the concept that birth weight discordance, at large, is a quasi-physiologic con-

dition, the incidence of which decreases from approximately 30% at discordance

level of less than 5% to less than 4% for discordance of 25% to 30% and further to

less than 1% for discordance of more than 40% [4]. In other words, approximately

75% of twins exhibit less than 15% discordance, an additional 20% are 15%

to 25% discordant, and approximately 5% are more than 25% discordant [4].

Some generalizations of the discordance phenomenon in twins have been

suggested [4]. First, if discordance were a chance event, twin A and twin B

would have the same chance of being the smaller one. Researchers have es-

tablished that at levels of discordance less than 25%, either twin can be the

smaller, but the likelihood of the second-born twin being the smaller increases

with increasing discordance levels [7,8]. At a level more than 25%, the smaller

twin is three to six times more often the second born [8]. Second, research

recently suggested that in terms of neonatal mortality, the percent definition

(N 25%) and the ninety-fifth percentile of discordance by gestational age can be

used interchangeably to define pairs at risk [4]. Third, not all discordant pairs are

similar and some fare better than others. It seems that even among severely

discordant twins there is a substantial group in which there is no genuine growth
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restriction [9]. In a recent study, 10,683 pairs that exhibited more than 25%

discordance were classified according to the birth weight of the smaller twin,

being less than tenth percentile (ie, SGA), tenth to fiftieth, or more than fiftieth

percentile (ie, appropriate for gestational age). Only approximately 60% of these

severely discordant twins were associated with an SGA twin. Consequently, the

neonatal mortality rate was significantly higher among pairs in which the smaller

twin weighed less than the tenth birth weight percentile, a difference that results

from the higher mortality among the smaller but not among the larger twins [9].

Fourth, it seems that the likelihood for an adverse outcome is greater with larger

discordance levels [10,11], which may result from the fact that discordant twins,

especially at lower degrees of discordance, do not necessarily represent absolute

growth restriction. Fifth, the same discordance level may have a different clinical

implication in different gestational ages [11]. The cause of early size discordance

might be different from third-trimester discordance. Finally, pairs affected by

severe discordance (N 25%) are at disproportionate risk for neonatal mortality

when compared with concordant smaller or larger twins [12].

In triplets, higher frequency and severity of birth weight discordance is

observed. Jones et al [13] found that 30.4% of 196 sets were more than 25%

discordant, a figure similar to that found by others [14,15]. Large discordance

levels (N 40%) were found in 7% to 11.8% [13,15]. A much larger database

found discordance levels of 25.1% to 35% and more than 35% in as many as

19.4% and 9.5% of the 2804 triplets analyzed, respectively, thrice higher than that

found in twins [16]. These frequencies of discordance in triplets use the dif-

ference between the largest and smallest triplet of each set [13–15]. In this way,

however, the middle-sized fetus is ignored, and as a result, the true intertriplet

relationship is disregarded. A new description of discordance in triplets recently

was proposed in which the relative birth weight of the middle triplet was defined

[16]. Discordant sets were defined as (1) symmetrical when the birth weight of

the middle fetus was within 25% of the average birth weight between the larger

and smaller triplet, (2) low-skew when a set comprised one large and two small

triplets, and (3) high-skew if the set comprised two large and one small triplet

infants. The analysis showed that the three distinct types are gestational-age

independent, with average frequencies of 57%, 30%, and 13%, for symmetrical,

high-skew, and low-skew triplet sets, respectively. The data indicate that sym-

metrically discordant sets are probably the standard arrangement favored by

the uterine environment and among discordant sets, one rather than two of the

triplets was more often smaller [16]. Jacobs et al [17] independently proposed a

similar approach and showed that increasing discordance level in triplets was

associated with increased risk of fetal death and frequency of SGA infants.

The cutoff level of birth weight discordance, which differentiates between

a normal variation and pathology, is still controversial. Most clinicians would

agree, however, that a difference in birth weights of less than 25% is unlikely to

be pathologic. Conversely, differences as high as 20% or 25% are also unlikely to

represent a normal variation. In the last few years, several studies were conducted

to describe a discordance model in relation to the uterine capacity to nurture
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twins. To avoid the potentially confounding effect of gestational age, the total

twin birth weight was assumed to represent the capacity of the uterine envi-

ronment to nurture twins at any given time. It follows that if discordance is a

normal variation, similar frequencies of discordance are expected across total

twin birth weights. The frequencies of birth weight discordance of more than 25%

across the total twin birth weights decreased in a nonlinear, inversely logarithmic

trend, however [8]. This observation suggests that the more favorable the uterine

milieu (ie, larger total birth weight) for carrying twins, the smaller the likelihood

of discordance. This conclusion was supported by showing that at a discordance

level of 15% to 24.9%, the frequency function was inversely linear, as would

have been expected with a normal variation [18]. At severe discordance levels of

25% to 34.9% and 35% or more, however, the patterns did not support a normal

variation, because frequency functions were inversely logarithmic with a much

steeper decrease at the level of 35% or more [18]. In clinical terms, these obser-

vations [8,18] support the concept that at levels of less than 25%, discordance

seems to be related to a normal variation expected from the natural dissimilarities

between siblings. Conversely, at levels more than 35%, discordance seems to be

related to the exhausted uterine environment and reflects growth restriction.

For these two tails of the distribution (ie, those with lower and those with

high levels of discordance), little controversy exists regarding the possible sig-

nificance and the management options. Between these levels are twins (ap-

proximately 10% of the entire twin population) whose discordance cannot be

explained by either a normal variation or growth restriction, however. This rela-

tive growth restriction within the framework of normal outcome can be explained

by the concept of growth discordance as an adaptive measure to promote

maturity. This hypothesis suggests that within a limited uterine environment, the

combination of one larger and one smaller twin may reduce uterine overdis-

tension and increase gestational age.

The indirect support of this assumption is that discordant twins (N 25%)

are delivered at a more advanced gestational age compared with concordant

twins of the same total twin birth weight (representing the uterine volume) [19].

A comparison of pairs from the US Matched Multiple Birth Data File, grouped

at intervals of 250 g total birth weight, found that the mean gestational age of

discordant pairs was significantly higher across the entire range of total birth

weights examined (b 4750 g) [19].

Another indirect support to this hypothesis comes from the significant effect

of parity on fetal growth in multiples, whereby significant differences exist be-

tween concordant and discordant pairs among primiparas, mainly at the lower

birth weight strata [19]. The parity effect was similar in primiparas with triplets,

who had significantly less concordant sets [16]. The notion that uterine volume

affects growth of multiples is also supported by a large cohort of US live-born

triplets, which shows a significant positive correlation (R2 = 0.95) between the

mean total triplet birth weight and maternal height [20]. Specifically, primiparas

who were taller than 165 cm had age, body mass index, and gestational age

characteristics similar to those of their shorter counterparts but delivered sig-
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nificantly heavier triplets and were at significantly lower risk of delivering

VLBW triplets. In this case, maternal height represented the capacity of the uterus

to expand during a multiple pregnancy.

In terms of frequency and severity, the apparent dissimilarity between dis-

cordance in twin and triplet gestations calls for a different conceptual approach

to birth weight discordance in higher-order multiples. The polynomial function

that describes the relationship between the frequencies of more than 25% dis-

cordant triplet sets and total birth weight deciles [16] is different from the inverse

logarithmic relationship found in twins [8]. In clinical terms, the difference be-

tween the two functions is consistent with the difference between the uterine

capacity in the two situations, but the general observation remains the same for

twins and triplets: the more favorable the uterine milieu, the smaller the like-

lihood of discordant growth [16].
Management of growth aberrations in multiple pregnancies

Management of growth problems in twins and triplets is complex for two

simple reasons. First, the diagnosis of a pathologic condition is often discordant.

When such a condition is diagnosed remote from term, prompt delivery of the

twin pair might be beneficial for the growth-restricted twin but exposes the

normal co-twin to the risks of preterm birth. Second, and not the least impor-

tant, is the potential error involved in the diagnosis of growth aberrations in

multiples [21]. Fig. 4 shows the curves of a F10% error in relation to the 0%

error curve of sonographic estimates of birth weights. According to this curve

and under the acceptable F10% error, if both twins have the same birth weight

(ie, absolutely concordant)—for example 2000 g—the estimated discordance

might be as much 2200/1800 g (18.2%). If, on the other hand, the discordance

level is 10% (2000/1800), the estimated difference within these sonographic

margins of error might be 2200/1620 g or 26.4% discordance. True discordance

also may be vastly underestimated. For example, suppose that 30% discor-

dance exists (2000/1400 g). If the larger twin is underestimated and the smaller

twin is overestimated by the F10% error, the estimated discordance would be

1800/1540 g or 14.4% [21].

These pitfalls in assessing compared growth variables for predicting discor-

dant growth in twin gestations lead to limited accuracy when held to a standard

for discordance that requires intervention [21,22]. For example, Caravello et al

[22] assessed the accuracy of estimating birth weight among twins with intrapair

discordance of more than 25% and determined the relative accuracy of a differ-

ence in abdominal circumferences of 20 mm or more or estimated fetal weight of

25% or more. The authors found that the accuracy of predicting birth weight, as

determined by mean error and percentage of the estimate within 10% of the actual

weight, was similar between the discordant and nondiscordant pairs. Receiver-

operating characteristic curves showed that diagnostic tests were under the

nondiagnostic line. Most important, prediction limit calculations indicate that a



Fig. 4. Sonographic estimates of fetal weights compared with actual birth weight. The lines show the

accurate estimation and over- and underestimations within a F10% margin of error.
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90% certainty that the actual birth weight discordance was at least 25% was

achievable only if the difference in abdominal circumferences was 172 mm or

more or the difference in estimated fetal weight was 112% or more.

Three additional points should be addressed. The first issue is related to early

onset of discordance. If discordance is a result of some form of placental insuf-

ficiency, it is expected to begin during early third trimester. When discordance

begins earlier, a meticulous search for other causes should be performed. One

cause is discordant fetal anomaly, which may manifest as early as the first tri-

mester [23]. Not all early discordant twins are anomalous, however, as a recent

study of a sample of 16 apparently normal pregnancies found that twins who are

ultimately discordant at birth may exhibit differences in growth as early as 11 to

14 weeks’ gestation [24].

A second point refers to the association between placental chorionicity and

discordance and the significance of this association. A recent study attempted

to quantify the incidence of neurologic morbidity in preterm monochorionic

and dichorionic twins by the presence and absence of discordance (N 20%) [25].

Monochorionic infants had a significantly higher incidence of cerebral palsy

and neurologic morbidity than dichorionic infants, and the cerebral palsy risk

was higher in infants with discordant birth weight than infants with chronic twin-

twin transfusion. Similarly, discordant dichorionic infants had higher neuro-
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morbidity than infants in the concordant group. In discordant infants with both

placental types, neurologic morbidity was independent of growth restriction.

Approximately 10% to 15% of monochorionic twins develop twin-twin trans-

fusion, a condition that commonly results in discordant birth weights. When

discordant sizes are found in the antenatal evaluation of monochorionic twins,

twin-twin transfusion should be excluded. It is recognized that monochorionic

twins weigh less than twins from dichorionic gestations after correcting for

gestational age [26]. Umbilical cord velamentous insertion seems to be associated

with reduced birth weight in all types of twins [27]. It also seems that differ-

ences between the mean birth weights of dizygotic, monozygotic dichorionic,

and monozygotic monochorionic infants may originate from fused placentas with

a peripheral cord insertion, which occurs most frequently in monozygotic twins

[27]. Most authors agree that monochorionic twins are more likely to exhibit

absolute growth restriction and low birth weight. The question of whether

monochorionic twins also exhibit discordant growth remains controversial, how-

ever, with reports showing a more than twofold likelihood of severe discordance

among monochorionic twins [28,29] and reports finding similar discordance

frequencies in the two placental types [30–33]. Although the likelihood of

having one or two small-for-gestational-age twins has not been explored ex-

tensively by placental type [28,32], it seems that intrauterine growth restriction—

but not discordance—is more frequent among monochorionic twins.

The third and final point is the use of ancillary signs of fetal well-being

when growth aberrations are suspected. It is logical that methods suitable for

singletons are also suitable for twins or higher-order multiples. For example,

the biophysical profile used in singletons is also useful for assessing multiples;

however, it is sometimes not easy to quantify the amniotic fluid index in each

of the sacs [34] or elicit an interpretable dual fetal heart rate tracing [35,36].

It was expected that Doppler velocimetry of the umbilical [37] and uterine

arteries [38] would enhance the sonographic diagnosis of twin discordance [37]

and improve outcomes of multiple pregnancies. The sensitivity of abnormal

uterine artery Doppler results defined by singleton standards was 9.7% for intra-

uterine growth restriction, 7.9% for birth weight discordance of 20% or more,

and 10.3% for any adverse outcome [38]. The authors of this study concluded

that despite using specially constructed twin nomograms, uterine artery Doppler

studies in twin gestations had an overall low sensitivity in predicting adverse

obstetric outcome. More recently, Giles et al [39] reported the results of a pro-

spective, randomized, controlled multicenter trial of women with twin preg-

nancies who were randomized at 25 weeks’ gestation to receive either standard

ultrasound biometric assessment or standard assessment plus Doppler ultrasound

umbilical artery flow velocity waveform analysis. Sonography was repeated at

30 and 35 weeks’ gestation unless otherwise indicated. The authors did not find

a significant difference in the perinatal mortality rate in the no-Doppler group

(11/1000 live births) versus the Doppler group (9/1000 live births). The three

unexplained intrauterine deaths in the no-Doppler group were considered un-

likely to be influenced by Doppler surveillance. In this study, close surveillance
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in twin pregnancy resulted in a lower-than-expected fetal mortality rate from

25 weeks’ gestation in the no-Doppler and Doppler groups, but Doppler evalua-

tion did not seem to add any advantage [39].

Although the concept of physiologic adaptive mechanisms underlying

growth aberrations in multiples seems plausible in many instances, not all small

multiples are normally grown. On the contrary, adaptation may fail when the

uterine milieu is exhausted, manifested by the onset of pathologic events such as

placental insufficiency [11,12]. Sonography, despite its limited accuracy to detect

birth weight discordance, remains the best (and only) means of following growth

patterns of the individual multiple fetuses. A bi-weekly sonographic scan, starting

at 28 weeks’ gestation, may identify a changing growth pattern, regardless of the

growth curves used. Reference should be made to the absolute value shown in

various charts for twins and triplets when growth restriction is suspected [3].

Whenever an SGA fetus is observed in a multiple pregnancy, it should be

treated in an unprejudiced manner: the pregnancy should be followed as any

other pregnancy with an SGA fetus. The size of the smaller twin also should be

used to determine if the entire gestation is with or without excess risk of peri-

natal mortality [9]. This algorithm might reduce many unnecessary iatrogenic pre-

term multiple births [10,40].

As a note of caution, it should be remembered that none of the management

protocols for growth aberration among twins was examined by a randomized,

controlled trial. Retrospective data—even population-based registries—do not

truly represent the natural frequencies of growth aberrations, because frequencies

may be entirely skewed because of preterm deliveries indicated, wrongly or not,

for these reasons. The cited frequencies might represent better the effect of the

policy of intervention on natural growth pattern of multiples [4]. Because the

maternal-fetal and feto-fetal relationships in a multiple pregnancy are exceedingly

complex, numerous confounders influencing growth that need careful consid-

eration are inadvertently introduced. An incomplete list of confounders may

include parity [5,8,18,19], fetal gender [41], and maternal phenotypic character-

istics [20,42].

As a final statement, it should be stressed that the key in management of

multiples might lie in the ability to recognize the transition from the physiologic

adaptation to the pathologic process of growth restriction.
Patient counseling

When a patient is diagnosed with multiples during the first antenatal visit,

she may wish to know her a-priori chance of having very or extremely low birth

weight infants and how is it possible to reduce the odds of having low birth

weight multiples. In twins, the overall risk of having at least one VLBW

(b 1500 g) infant was 1:5 among nulliparas and 1:12 among multiparas [43]. The

risk of having two VLBW twins among nulliparas (1:11) was double that of

multiparas (1:22).
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In triplets, the odds of delivering at least one extremely low birth weight

(b 1000 g) infant also was significantly higher among nulliparas (1:8) than among

multiparas (1:14), and the odds of having at least two extremely low birth

weight siblings in nulliparas (1:16) is twice higher than in multiparas (1:31).

Nulliparas and multiparas, however, have statistically similar odds of delivering

three extremely low birth weight infants (1:29 versus 1:40) [44].

The difference between nulliparas and multiparas is not the only one that

may influence the chance of the expecting mother of multiples for an adverse

outcome in terms of birth weight. For instance, maternal age, especially after

age 40, seems to improve these outcomes in triplets [45], as does maternal stature

[20,42]. Recently, a score that comprised pregravid maternal characteristics was

constructed; it assigned one point for the presence of a risk factor (eg, nulliparity,

stature b 165 cm, and age b 35 years) and zero for the absence of a risk factor

[42]. In 18% of triplets’ mothers with a score of 3, the likelihood for adverse

results (total triplet birth weight b 4500 and delivery at 27–32 weeks’ gestation)

was 50% to 90% higher, and the likelihood for optimal results (total triplet birth

weight N 6000 g and delivery at N 33 weeks’ gestation) was 40% to 70% lower

than background rates [42]. These data suggest that a pregravid maternal profile

could estimate the likelihood of adverse outcomes and be used for consulting

patients at risk of having or carrying a triplet pregnancy.

Because the previously mentioned maternal characteristics cannot be changed,

the only available remedy to improve outcomes in terms of birth weight emerges

from nutritional intervention pioneered by Luke and co-workers. Luke et al [46]

reported that maternal weight gain early during pregnancy might improve out-

comes of twins and triplets [47]. This conclusion is based on the underlying com-

mon sense that in multiples, a greater need to provide for more ‘‘fetal’’ mass

exists earlier in pregnancy. When appropriately met by adequate maternal weight

gain, improved outcomes are expected in terms of prolonging length of gestation

and in larger birth weights [46,47]. Our group (Sharma et al, unpublished obser-

vation) recently confirmed that above-average weight gain during the first

24 weeks of triplet gestations improved neonatal outcomes in terms of greater

total triplet birth weights and less frequent VLBW neonates in nulliparas and

multiparas. The recommended weight gain in relation to potential confounders,

such as parity and prepregnancy body mass index, must be further studied in

large series [48].
Summary

Growth of twins and higher-order multiples is an exceptional metabolic

challenge for the expecting mother. She is doing much more than a mother

of a singleton in terms of nurturing, however. These metabolic requirements

need adequate dietary intervention in the form of increased weight gain during

early pregnancy.
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Regardless of any intervention, the uterine milieu is limited in its ability to

nurture multiples in the human female; therefore, it is normal for multiples to

be smaller than singletons. Being smaller than singletons does not necessarily

mean that multiples are pathologically growth restricted. It is important to

remember that twins and triplets have different growth patterns, and their growth

should not be considered by using singleton standards. Twins and triplets are

not two or three singletons that just happen to convene at the same time and

at the same place.

When an SGA fetus is suspected in a multiple pregnancy, it is advisable to

follow or to treat the pregnancy as if it was an SGA singleton. Intervention should

follow the same guidelines as for singletons.
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It is pertinent to appreciate that when considering the risk of cerebral palsy

(CP) in multiple pregnancies, the syndrome is not a single nosologic entity

and various pathologic processes may give rise to the clinical features of the

syndrome. Some of the risk factors associated with these pathologic processes

occur more commonly in multiple than in singleton pregnancies. Some risk

factors may be peculiar to multiple pregnancies, however, particularly mono-

chorionic (MC) and monozygotic (MZ) multiple pregnancies.

The article by Little [1] with the earliest clinical description of CP in 1862 was

entitled ‘‘On the incidence of abnormal parturition, difficult labor, premature birth

and asphyxia neonatorum on the mental and physical condition of the child,

especially in relation to deformities.’’ Inherent in the title are risk factors that are

more prevalent in multiple than singleton pregnancies.

For many years, peripartum birth injury or hypoxic-ischemic cerebral

impairments were considered to be the main cause of CP. This presumed cause

was appealing because it was considered that with improved obstetric and

neonatal care, early detection of fetal distress, and pre-emptive induction of

labor or Caesarean section, there would be a significant reduction in the preva-

lence of CP. These hopes were not fulfilled, and although perinatal mortality rates

fell significantly, there was no concurrent decline in CP rates among term infants

[2]. Some studies reported an increase in the prevalence among very low birth

weight infants [3–5], which led to a reappraisal of possible causes of CP [6–9].

The timing of the insult that leads to CP may be conveniently divided into

prepartum, peripartum, and postnatal periods. CP sustained from a postnatal
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insult also has been termed acquired [10–12] or late impairment CP [13]. This

group comprises approximately 10% of all cases of CP [14,15], and the major

causes are head injury, cerebral infections, hypoxia, and gastroenteritis with

severe dehydration. Multiple compared with singleton gestations are not espe-

cially at risk in this category of CP and are not considered further.

At one time, peripartum sustained cerebral impairment as a result of birth

asphyxia was considered to be most frequent cause of CP. The failure of CP

prevalence to decrease with falling perinatal mortality rates [2], the lack of

association of CP with indicators of birth asphyxia [16], and poor obstetric care

and the positive association with adverse antenatal events [17] have relegated

birth asphyxia to a minor role. Undoubtedly, severe birth asphyxia may cause CP.

Studies based on the National Collaborative Perinatal Project and the Western

Australian CP register estimated that 3% to 13% and 8%, respectively, of CP

was attributable to birth asphyxia [16,18]. In estimating what proportion of CP

may be attributable to birth asphyxia, the problems lie in the defining criteria and

the fact that these criteria, such as markers of fetal distress and low Apgar scores,

may be the result rather than the cause of CP.

Multiple compared with singleton gestations are not at especially increased

risk of birth asphyxial events that result in CP. These events, together with

postnatal causes, account for approximately 20% of all cases of CP. This leaves

approximately 80% of CP that is sustained prepartum or as a result of hypoxic-

ischemic damage attributable to difficulties in maintaining physiologic normality

in blood pressure and oxygenation in extremely preterm infants. The important

role played by prepartum risk factors is supported by the observation that a

high proportion of children with CP showed intrauterine growth restriction [19,20]

and a higher proportion of coincident congenital anomalies and other dysmorphic

features than controls [16]. In this group, clinically important and etiologically

significant differences are found between singleton and multiple births, which is

the focus of the rest of this article.
Multiple versus singleton birth differences in crude cerebral palsy

prevalence

The greater risk of CP in multiple compared with singleton gestations was

recognized by Freud more than a century ago [21]. A review of case series re-

ports found that twins comprised 5% to 10% of CP but only 1.6% of all births

[22], which indicated a twin:singleton relative risk of approximately 5. The de-

velopment of population-based registers of CP has enabled prevalence com-

parisons to be made for multiple and singleton births. Combined data from two

registries [23,24] showed relative risks for twins and triplets compared with

singletons to be 4.9 and 12.7, respectively, and a large collaborative report based

on five population-based studies found that twins were at a fourfold increased

risk of CP compared with twins [25].
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Risk factors for cerebral palsy in multiple and singleton gestations

One important risk factor for CP in multiple and singleton births is birth

weight, with a sharp rise in prevalence of CP with decreasing birth weight [26].

Combined data from three population-based registries show that the relative risks

of CP in birth weight groups of 1000 g, 1000 to 1499 g, and 1500 to 2499 g

compared with 2500 g or more are 66.5, 57.4, and 8.9, respectively [27]. The

shift to the left in the birth weight frequency distribution of multiple births plays a

significant role in the higher prevalence of CP in multiple compared with

singleton births. Fig. 1, drawn from 1993 to 2000 national data for England and

Wales, shows the birth weight frequency distribution for all live births by

multiplicity of birth. To subdivide twins into MZ and DZ groups, Weinberg’s rule

has been applied [28]. This rule assumes that all unlike sex twin are DZ and

that the same number of like-sex twins are DZ. The total number of DZ twins is

twice the number of unlike sex twins, and the total number of MZ twins is all

twins minus the number of unlike sex pairs.

Infants of birth weight less than 1500 g comprise 0.9% of singleton, 9.4% of

twins, 32.2% of triplets, and 73.3% of quadruplet live births [29]. It is pertinent

also that the birth weight frequency distribution of MZ twins is shifted to the

left of DZ twins. In twins, the lower the birth weight, the greater the proportion

that is MZ, and there is a highly significant statistical trend in the association of

birth weight with zygosity. In twins of birth weight less than 1500 g, 41% are

MZ compared with infants who weigh 2500 g or more, in which 28% are MZ.

Because birth weight is an important confounder, birth weight–specific rather

than crude prevalence should be examined when comparing CP prevalence in
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Table 1

Birth weight–specific prevalence of cerebral palsy in singletons and multiples

Birthweight Singletons Twins Triplets

b 1500g No. CP 230 56 7

No. infant survivors 3810 934 179

CP prevalence/1000 60.4 60.0 39.1

(95% CI) (53.2–68.4) (46.8–77.1) (19.1–78.5)

1500–2499 g No. CP 271 58 5

No. infant survivors 25487 5492 284

CP prevalence/1000 10.6 10.6 17.6

(95% CI) (9.4–12.0) (8.2–13.6) (7.5–40.5)

� 2500 g No. CP 849 33 0

No. infant survivors 569932 6794 40

CP prevalence/1000 1.5 4.9 0

(95% CI) (1.4–1.6) (3.5–6.8)

Data from Pharoah POD, Cooke T. Cerebral palsy and multiple births. Arch Dis Child Fetal Neo-

natal Ed 1996;75:F174–7; Watson L, Stanley F. Report of the Western Australian Cerebral Palsy

Register. Perth: TVW Telethon Institute for Child Health Research; 1999. (Data from Refs. [23,24].)
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singleton and multiple gestations (Table 1). For infants of low birth weight

(b 2500 g), there is no significant increase in risk, but for infants of birth weight

2500 g or more there is a highly statistically significant three- to fourfold in-

crease in risk of CP in twins compared with singletons. There are two major

components to the difference in crude CP prevalence between multiple and sin-

gleton pregnancies: (1) the greater proportion of multiples that is preterm or very

low birth weight and (2) some other factor that is peculiar to the process of

multiple gestation.
Twinning, zygosity, chorionicity, and cerebral palsy

It has long been recognized that fetal death of a twin is frequently associated

with severe morbidity in the surviving co-twin. There are various central nervous

system abnormalities, including polymicrogyria [30–33], multicystic encepha-

lopathy or porencephaly [34,35], ventriculomegaly or hydranencephaly [36–38],

cortical atrophy [39], and cerebral infarction [40]. Clinically these neurologic

pathologies are usually manifest as CP that may vary greatly in its severity,

ranging from some minimal limitation of motor function to severe quadriparesis.

Not only may the severity of the motor disability vary but also it may be

accompanied by a variable degree of learning or cortical visual disability. In

almost all these case reports, the common denominator has been that the gestation

was MC.

The high risk in the surviving twin whose co-twin died in utero also has been

reported in population-based studies of CP. This risk is approximately 1:10

compared with 1:400 of all births [23,41]. Based on an analysis of two national

surveys and a regional survey, birth weight–specific CP prevalence when both

twins survive or when only one twin survives and the co-twin is a fetal or infant
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death is shown in Table 2 [42–45]. Because neither zygosity nor chorionicity was

recorded, only like- and unlike-sex twins could be compared. Several salient

points may be made from this table. When one twin dies in utero, the CP

prevalence in the surviving co-twin is high, regardless of birth weight group and

is higher in like- than unlike-sex twins (Table 2). When both twins are live births

and one dies in infancy, the CP prevalence is even greater than if the twin had

died in utero. Low birth weight twins in this group are at particularly high risk

and like-sex twins are at greater risk than unlike-sex twins (Table 2). When both

twins survive, like-sex twins are at greater risk than unlike-sex twins, particularly

among larger infants (Table 2). The combined data (Table 2) confirms that birth

weight is an important factor, but twins of like sex are independently at greater

risk than those of unlike sex. These data support the observation that

monozygosity—and specifically monochorionicity—plays a significant role in

the pathogenesis of CP.

The case reports of CP in the surviving twin associated with late fetal death

of the co-twin led to the assumption that only late and not early fetal death
Table 2

Birth weight–specific cerebral palsy prevalence in twins

Birth weight

Like sex Unlike sex

Cerebral

palsy/number

responders

Cerebral palsy

prevalence/1000

infant survivors

Cerebral

palsy/number

responders

Cerebral palsy

prevalence/1000

infant survivors

Cerebral palsy in surviving twin of co-twin fetal deatha

b 1500 g 15/91 164.8 3/29 103.4

� 1500g 20/246 81.3 2/104 19.2

All 35/337 103.9 5/133 37.6

Cerebral palsy in surviving twin of co-twin infant deathb

b 1500 g 44/207 212.6 12/87 137.9

� 1500g 8/187 42.8 0/75 0

All 52/394 132.0 12/162 74.1

Cerebral palsy: both twins survive infancyc

b 1500 g 52/984 52.8 17/393 43.3

� 1500g 54/12037 4.5 13/5841 2.2

All 106/13021 8.1 30/6234 4.8

Combined cerebral palsy birth weight–specific prevalenced

b 1500 g 111/1282 86.6 32/509 62.9

� 1500g 82/12470 4.5 15/6020 2.5

All 193/13752 14.0 47/6529 7.2

a Like versus unlike sex, Mantel-Haenszel weighted relative risk 2.60 (95% CI 1.06–6.39).
b Like versus unlike sex, Mantel-Haenszel weighted relative risk 1.77 (95% CI 1.01–3.25).
c Like versus unlike sex, Mantel-Haenszel weighted relative risk 1.29 (95% CI 0.71–2.21).
d Like versus unlike sex, Mantel-Haenszel weighted relative risk 1.76 (95% CI 1.29–2.41).

From Keith LG, Blickstein I, editors. Multiple Pregnancy. (Table 3, Chapter 69). Stamford (CT):

Thomson Publishing Services; 2005; with permission.
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had adverse consequences for the co-twin. This information promulgated the

recommendation that early obstetric intervention after fetal death of a twin could

prevent neurologic impairment in the co-twin [34], although other researchers

questioned the appropriateness of the recommendation [35,46–49]. Subsequently,

it became clear that second-trimester demise of a twin also could be complicated

by serious morbidity in the co-twin [32,36,40].

The use of ultrasonographic examination in early gestation has established the

‘‘vanishing’’ twin phenomenon, in which first-trimester loss of a twin occurs in

13% to 78% of multiple pregnancies [50]. The prognosis for the surviving twin

after such early loss of the co-twin has been considered good, unlike the effect

of later fetal death [51]. There have been reports of adverse effects in the surviv-

ing twin even after first-trimester loss of the co-twin, however [30,37], and it

has been hypothesized that the cause of CP in apparently singleton gestations

may be attributable to a vanishing twin [52].

Because monochorionicity is a key feature in the high risk of CP in multiple

compared with singleton gestations, early first-trimester recognition of MC

gestation with a vanishing twin must be quantified to determine whether it is

of etiologic relevance to CP in apparently singleton infants. This determination

may require transvaginal rather than transabdominal ultrasound examination

soon after conception is recognized. One selected series with a disproportionate

number of dichorionic gestations as a result of in vitro fertilization, observed

nine MC gestations, of which five delivered twins, one delivered a singleton, and

three aborted both fetuses [53]. Although early loss of one twin in an MC ges-

tation is uncommon, it remains tenable that a vanishing twin in an MC gestation

could account for some cases of CP.

Also of relevance in pathogenesis of CP in apparently singleton infants is

the failure to recognize or register a second-trimester fetal demise that usually

presents as a fetus papyraceus. The World Health Organization definition of

fetal death is ‘‘death before the complete expulsion or extraction from its mother

of a product of conception irrespective of the duration of the pregnancy.’’ For

countries that subscribe to this definition, the requirement is for a fetus papy-

raceus to be registered as a stillbirth regardless of the gestational age at which

fetal demise occurred. In the United States, the definition promulgated by the

World Health Organization but revised in the 1992 Revision of the Model State

Vital Statistics Act and Regulations is recommended. The Model State Vital

Statistics Act recommends reporting the death of a fetus of 350 g or more or, if

weight is unknown, of 20 complete weeks’ gestation or more. The implication for

a fetus papyraceus varies. It should be reported in all areas that require fetal
Fig. 2. Mechanisms of fetal damage in MC twins. (A) Embolic theory: thromboplastin-like material or

emboli are transferred through an open placental anastomosis to the survivor. (B) Ischemic theory:

blood is shunted into the low-resistance circulation of the dead fetus. (C) Hemodynamic instability

theory: bidirectional shunting leads to ischemic damage that affects either or both fetuses. From

Keith LG, Blickstein I, editors. Multiple Pregnancy. (Chapter 69, Fig. 1). Stamford (CT): Thomson

Publishing Services; 2005; with permission.
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deaths to be reported, which would capture a fetus papyraceus because the key

feature is the gestational age at delivery and not the presumed gestational age at

death. Because not all areas specify how gestational age is calculated, there is

variability in interpreting whether the fetus papyraceus should be registered. A

similar variability in interpretation exists in the United Kingdom, where the legal

responsibility for registering a stillbirth lies with the parents. Obstetricians may

not inform a mother that a fetus papyraceus is present so that only the singleton

survivor gets registered [54–58]. In a population-based register, of 18 cases of

CP in which the obstetric records of the mother had recorded a twin gestation,

6 cases had been registered as only singletons. In all 6 cases, the twin death was a

fetus papyraceus or a small, severely macerated fetus of which the mother had not

been aware [55].

The variability in the interpretation of the definition of fetal death is surely

not confined to the United States and United Kingdom, yet it is of immense

significance to the origin of CP and to estimates of the comparative risk of CP in

multiple and singleton gestations. Clarification and application of an interna-

tionally accepted definition of fetal death are necessary. Registering the presumed

gestational age of fetal demise and the gestational age of expulsion regardless of

birth weight must be considered.
Pathogenic mechanisms in cerebral palsy

Monochorionicity, with its placental vascular anastomoses, is a common

component when there is fetal demise of one twin and CP in the co-twin.

Benirschke [59] observed numerous fibrin thrombi occluding blood vessels,

which resulted in renal cortical necrosis and cerebral infarction in one case. He

proposed that thromboplastin-rich material or thromboemboli were transfused

from the dead twin, which led to disseminated intravascular coagulation in the

co-twin (Fig. 2A). Although disseminated intravascular coagulation occasionally

has been reported after demise of one twin [60–62], it is not always the case, and

other pathogenic mechanisms must be considered [36,46,63].

An alternative explanation for the pathogenesis of CP is that the dead fetus has

a low vascular resistance with acute twin-twin transfusion and exsanguination of

the surviving fetus, which results in ischemic cerebral impairment (Fig. 2B)

[64,65].

The mechanisms illustrated in Fig. 2A and B entail fetal demise of one twin.

As shown in Table 2, however, there is a high prevalence of CP even when both

twins survive. It is particularly notable when both are born alive but one dies in

infancy (Table 2). In this group, like-sex twins with a birth weight of 1500 g or

more are at risk of CP that is unlikely to be attributable to preterm delivery.

Another proposed pathogenic mechanism is that hemodynamic instability with

to-and-fro shunting of blood between fetuses may affect either or both fetuses.

The severity of damage sustained by the fetuses varies from fetal death to normal
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survival and may differ between fetuses (Fig. 2C) [66–69]. In these cases, it is the

MC placentation per se that lies behind the damage to either or both fetuses.

MC gestations face a double jeopardy for CP. There are problems associated

with the twin-twin transfusion effects as a result of placental vascular anasto-

moses (Fig. 2), and there is a preponderance of preterm infants among MZ

compared with DZ gestations (see Fig. 1). A further risk is that the MC subset of

MZ gestations is at greatest risk of preterm delivery. The prevalence of birth

weight less than the fifth percentile in both twins was 7.5% in MC compared with

1.7% in DC twins [70].
Cerebral palsy and assisted reproductive technology

Inevitably, the rise in incidence of multiple gestations as a result of assisted

reproductive technology (ART) has raised concerns over the implication it has for

the prevalence of CP [71,72]. Researchers have estimated that there may be

approximately an 8% increase in the prevalence of CP in the United States solely

because of the increase in multiple births from ART [73]. To the extent that

multiple gestations are associated with an increase in prevalence of preterm

infants, fetuses conceived with ART—as with spontaneous conceptions—are at

increased risk of CP. The extent of MC placentation as a cause of CP in ART

gestations is more difficult to estimate. Primarily, ART gestations are DZ and are

not at risk because of monochorionicity. Researchers recognize, however, that

MZ division occurs more frequently in ART than in spontaneous conceptions. It

has been estimated that after artificial induction of ovulation, MZ splitting

occurred in 1.2% of cases as compared with 0.45% in spontaneous ovulation,

with MZ having occurred in 13 of 126 cases (10.3%) [74]. Among gestations

achieved with various ART methods, 7 of 71 (9.9%) were MZ gestations [75].

An analysis of national data that examined the increasing trend in MZ gesta-

tions estimated that 15.7% of ART gestations were MZ [76]. The determination

of the increased risk of CP in ART gestations ideally requires a large scale

follow-up study.
Summary

Multiple compared with singleton gestations are at five- to tenfold increased

risk of CP. A major component of the increased risk in CP is associated with the

higher proportion of multiple gestation fetuses that are born preterm with cerebral

impairment from periventricular hemorrhage or leukomalacia. A greatly

increased risk of CP is also associated with MC placentation. It is particularly

notable in the surviving twin with fetal or early infant death of the co-twin. The

failure to register or record early loss of a vanishing twin or later fetal demise as a

fetus papyraceus may lead to a significant underestimate of the risk of CP in

multiple gestations and an overestimate of the risk in apparently singleton infants.
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The increased risk associated with MC placentation has been variously ascribed

to transfer of thromboplastin or thromboemboli from the dead to the surviving

fetus, exsanguination of the surviving fetus into the low pressure reservoir of

the dead fetus, or hemodynamic instability with bidirectional shunting of blood

between the two fetuses. An increased risk of CP in ART gestations is to be

expected because of the higher proportion of preterm births. The increase in risk

of CP associated with MC placentation will not be observed except for the

minority of ART gestations that undergo MZ splitting.
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The demographic patterns relating to births in the United States have changed

in the past two decades. Not only are older women giving birth but also older

women are having their first birth. Although these facts are undeniable and

receive much public attention, little is known about the actual phenomenon

of delayed childbearing, possibly because the obstetric literature does not pro-

vide a consensus definition of ‘‘older gravida.’’ Current definitions are based

primarily on arbitrary decision rather than medical evidence, which gives cli-

nicians little guidance at best and completely confuses them at worst. In the

past, age 35 was commonly used to separate younger from older parturients.

Recent literature most commonly uses 40 years as the threshold, however, al-

though other descriptors are also common (eg, 45 years and menopausal). We

do not attempt to unify this definition in this article and use the most common

threshold of 40 years to define the ‘‘older gravida.’’

Reasons for delayed childbearing are well known. By far the most important

reason is the career-oriented lifestyle that became evident in the last decades

of the twentieth century, but other factors are also cited, namely the increasing
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numbers of individuals born to members of the so-called post–World War II

baby boom, the increasingly sophisticated armamentarium of fertility control,

and late or second marriages. What often is not known—by women or their

doctors—is that older age predisposes to high-risk twin or higher-order multiple

pregnancies, both as a result of iatrogenic (assisted reproduction) and natural

mechanisms. Driven by the lure of assisted reproductive technology, what women

and their physicians often overlook is that fertility gradually and inevitably

declines from a high at age 20 to 24 to virtually zero at age 45 to 49 regardless

of contraceptive use or ethnic status [1]. Little is known about the risks or

benefits of delayed childbearing.

The popular view among patients and health care professionals is that older

age results in poorer pregnancy and perinatal outcomes. The medical rationale

for these observations is twofold. First, the incidence of chronic medical con-

ditions is higher, especially after age 40. Many such women have been infertile

or subfertile for many years [2]. Second, regardless of the presence or absence

of medical conditions or any degree of infertility, physicians long have tended

to consider older gravidas as women who required special attention or special

care. The combination of these two factors results in older gravidas being

treated differently, regardless of whether there is a scientific basis for such

a treatment.

The aim of this article is to review the existing traditional literature on

the ‘‘older gravida’’ and present new evidence from multiple gestations that

suggests an outcomes paradox: that advanced maternal age may be associated

with better outcomes.
Sizing the problem

Tables 1 to 3 show the drastic difference between the age-related birth ratios

over time (Table 1), the relatively static rate of live births per 1000 women

between 1975 and 1998 at age 20 to 24 compared with the more than

50% increase in women over age 40 (Table 2), and finally, the tenfold increase
Table 1

Maternal age frequencies (per 1 million live births), United States

Maternal age (y) 1971–1977 1990–1992 1997–1998

Ratio 1997–1998/

1971–1977

20–24 261.8 335.3 432.1 1.7

25–29 394.0 767.9 1376.6 3.5

30–34 413.0 1328.5 2966.5 7.2

35–39 377.5 1690.5 3725.1 9.9

40–44 387.1 799.2 3513.4 9.1

45 or older 461.3 1680.7 23005.9 49.9



Table 2

Live births per 1000 women, 1975–1998, United States

Year b 20 20–24 25–29 30–34 35–39 � 40

1975 56.9 113.0 108.2 52.3 19.5 4.9

1980 54.1 115.1 112.9 61.9 19.8 4.1

1985 52.5 108.3 111.0 69.1 24.0 4.2

1990 61.3 116.5 120.2 80.8 31.7 5.7

1995 58.1 109.8 112.2 82.5 34.3 6.9

1998 52.1 111.2 115.9 87.4 37.4 7.7
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in the percent of high-order multiple births in women over age 40 in the last

two decades of the twentieth century (Table 3).
‘‘Traditional’’ evidence from singleton pregnancies

A considerable amount of literature has been published on the outcomes of

‘‘elderly’’ gravidas. Most are concerned with singleton pregnancies and, not

surprisingly, they mention higher rates of those conditions with greater

prevalence in older women (eg, gestational diabetes, chronic hypertension,

the need for cesarean section, hypothyroidism). Three reviews merit particu-

lar attention. The first, by Spellacy et al [3], used a computer database of

41,335 women who delivered between 1982 and 1984. Besides corroborating

what was found in previous studies, these investigators observed that older

women whose weight was less than 67.5 kg (148.5 lb) did not show differences

in hypertension, fetal macrosomia, fetal death rates, or low Apgar scores as

compared with their younger counterparts.

The second review, by Bianco et al [4], included 1404 pregnant women at

least 40 years of age and 6978 controls aged 20 to 29. The two groups were

stratified according to parity. Older gravidas were more likely to develop

gestational diabetes (nulliparas: Odds Ratio (OR) 2.7, 95% confidence index

[CI]: 1.9–3.7; multiparas: OR 3.8, 95% CI 2.7–5.4), pre-eclampsia (nulliparas:

OR 1.8, 95% CI 1.3–2.6; multiparas: OR 1.9, 95% CI: 1.2–2.9), and placenta

previa (nulliparas: OR 13, 95%CI: 4.8–35; multiparas: OR 6.4, 95%CI: 2.6–15.6).

Older women also were at increased risk for cesarean delivery (nulliparas: OR 3.1,
Table 3

Tripletsa births (% of all births in given year) by maternal age, 1975–1998, United States

Year � 30 � 35 � 40

1975 25.2 6.4 1.5

1980 29.5 5.5 0.5

1985 34.4 8.6 0.8

1990 54.3 17.4 0.9

1995 66.0 26.5 4.5

1998 70.6 28.6 5.8

a Includes triplets, quadruplets, quintuplets, and other higher-order multiples.
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95% CI: 2.6–3.7, multiparas: OR 3.3, 95% CI 2.6–4.1), operative vaginal

delivery (nulliparas: OR 2.4, 95% CI: 1.9–2.9; multiparas: OR 1.5, 95% CI:

1.2–1.9), and induction of labor (nulliparas: OR 1.5, 95% CI: 1.2–1.8;

multiparas: OR 1.4, 95% CI: 1.1–1.7). In contrast, the number of perinatal

deaths did not differ by age or parity, and the number of neonatal deaths was too

small for comparison. The authors concluded that although maternal morbidity

was increased in older gravidas, the overall neonatal outcome was not affected [4].

The largest study on singletons used data from the California Health

Information Policy Project that consisted of linked records from birth certificates

and hospital discharge records of mothers and neonates that occurred in all

civilian hospitals in California from 1992 to 1993 [5]. Approximately 1.16 million

women delivered during the study period, and 24,032 (2%) of them were

age 40 or older. Of this latter group, 4777 (20%) were nulliparous. The authors

found that women aged 40 or over have a higher risk of operative delivery

(cesarean, forceps, and vacuum deliveries: 61%) compared with younger

nulliparous women (35%). The increase occurred despite lower birth weight

and gestational age and may be explained largely by the increase in other

complications of pregnancy [5].
Evidence from multiple pregnancies

The only recent study that analyzed outcomes in older gravidas in twin

pregnancies was conducted by Blickstein et al [6]. These investigators used a

population-based cohort of Israeli twins delivered between 1993 and 1998 to

compare birth weight characteristics of 510 and 2102 twin pairs delivered

to mothers aged 40 years or older (cases) and 35 to 39 years (controls), respec-

tively. The incidence of twin mothers aged 40 years or older increased 50%

during the study period, ten times more than mothers aged 35 to 39. There were

significantly more nulliparas (P b 0.001, OR 1.54, 95% CI: 1.2–1.9) and more

multiparas of four or more (P b 0.004, OR 1.38, 95% CI: 1.1–1.7) among older

mothers. Regardless of parity, there were no significant differences between

mean twin birth weight, total twin birth weight less than 3000 g, 3000 to 4999 g,

and 5000 g or more, and frequencies of very low birth weight neonates. The

authors concluded that twin births at age 40 or older are significantly more likely

among either nulliparas or paras of four or more. They further concluded

that birth weight characteristics of twins delivered to older mothers are not

different from those delivered to mothers aged 35 to 39 [6].
The outcomes paradox

The interest in the older parturient with multiple gestations accelerated in

the past several years, initially as a result of the epidemic of multiples after
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widespread use of assisted reproductive technology and, more recently, as a

result of the publication of two large data sets, one public [7] and one private [8].

Both data sets provided new and unexpected insights into pregnancy and

perinatal outcomes with relation to maternal age because they showed outcomes

better in older mothers of triplets. Data about older mothers of quadruplets and

quintuplets also documented favorable survival outcomes with increasing

maternal age [9].

The public data set referred to previously is the Matched Multiple Birth File

held by the National Center for Health Statistics of the Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention in the United States Department of Health and Human

Services [7]. These data consist of all twin and triplet fetal deaths, births, and

infant deaths in the United States between 1995 and 1997. A special run of

the database was performed by Amy Branum with the following methodology

(A. Branum, MSPH, unpublished data, 2002). All complete sets of triplet births

with no missing information on gestational age or birth weight were selected

initially (n = 5238 sets). Next, only triplet sets with all live born infants (ie, no

fetal deaths) were selected (n = 5128). Those triplet sets were then stratified by

parity (nulliparous or no previous live births); any sets with missing or inac-

curate parity were excluded (n = 465). The final sample size consisted of

4660 triplet sets. In this data set there were 212 mothers aged 40 or older

(49 nulliparous and 163 multiparous). For each triplet set born to these mothers,

two controls were selected randomly from age group 25 to 29 and 35 to

39 based on same parity (98 nulliparous and 326 multiparous from both of the

control age groups). Mean gestational age, total triplet birth weight, individual

triplet birth weight, and standard deviations were computed using SAS (v 8.02,

SAS Institute, Cary NC, USA).

Neonatal outcomes were found to be better in older mothers (Table 4). Mean

gestational age at delivery of mothers aged 40 or older was 33.9 weeks, compared

with 32.5 weeks for mothers aged 35 to 39 and 32 weeks for mothers aged 25

to 29. Similarly, the mean total triplet birth weight for mothers aged 40 and

older was 5558.5 g, compared with 5153.4 g for mothers aged 35 to 38 and

4951.1 g for mothers aged 25 to 29. At the same time, the mean individual

birth weight of triplets born to mothers aged 40 or older was 1852.8 g, compared

with 1699.5 g for mothers aged 35 to 39 and 1624.2 g for mothers aged 25 to 29.

With regard to multiparous mothers, the mean gestational age at delivery of

mothers aged 40 or older was 33 weeks, compared with 32.8 weeks for mothers

aged 35 to 39 and 32.2 weeks for mothers aged 25 to 29. Mean total triplet

birth weight for mothers aged 40 or older was 5538.9 g, compared with 5399.3 g

for mothers aged 35 to 30 and 5069.4 g for mothers aged 25 to 29. Mean

individual birth weight of triplets born to mothers aged 40 or older was 1846.3 g,

compared with 1799.8 g for mothers aged 35 to 39 and 1689.8 g for mothers

aged 25 to 29 (Table 4). The National Center for Health Statistics Matched

Multiple Data Set was used further to compare neonatal death rates in com-

plete triplet sets by maternal age. In triplets, the neonatal death rates declined

from 54.3 per 1000 in mothers aged 25 to 29 to 21.5 per 1000 in mothers aged 40



Table 4

Results from National Center for Health Statistics matched multiple data file

25–29 35–39 40+

n MeanFSD n MeanF SD n MeanF SD

Nulliparous mothers

Mean gestational age 98 32.0F 3.6 98 32.5F 3.4 49 33.9F 3.6

Mean total triplet birth wt 98 4951.1F1507.3 98 5153.4F 1671.8 49 5558.5F 1466.3

Mean ind triplet birth wt 294 1624.2F 543.6 294 1699.5F 596.5 147 1852.8F 524.3

Mean ind triplet birth wt

b 28 wk 27 713.3F 299.0 24 594.3F 133.0 6 837.7F 168.2

28–42 wk 90 1383.6F 328.5 66 1307.3F 316.4 30 1355.9F 226.2

32+ wk 177 1928.9F 407.2 204 1982.7F 454.5 111 2042.0F 436.4

Mean total triplet birth wt

b 28 wk 9 2139.0F 917.0 8 1782.9F 391.4 2 2513.0F 610.9

28–32 wk 30 4150.8F 889.0 22 3922.0F 831.9 10 4067.7F 412.7

32+ wk 59 5786.8F 1010.1 68 59948.3F 1148.0 37 6126.0F 1162.0

Multiparous mothers

Mean gestational age 326 32.2F 3.8 326 32.8F 3.6 163 33.0F 3.4

Mean total triplet birth wt 326 5069.4F 1638.7 326 5399.3F 1596.6 163 5538.9F 1570.9

Mean ind triplet birth wt 978 1689.8F 584.9 978 1799.8F 565.6 489 1846.3F 559.7

Mean ind triplet birth wt

b 28 wk 114 706.3F 253.8 69 758.1F 233.2 27 645.7F 229.8

28–42 wk 225 1634.6F 359.1 207 1337.2F 335.0 99 1357.8F 355.4

32+ 639 1979.7F 394.0 702 2038.6F 425.0 363 2068.9F 402.2

Mean total triplet birth wt

b 28 wk 38 2118.9F 694.2 23 2274.4F 655.7 9 1937.1F 693.7

28–32 wk 75 4093.9F 954.5 69 4011.7F 876.7 33 4072.6F 950.1

32+ 213 5939.2F 1028.2 234 6115.7F 1114.0 121 6206.7F 1022.1

Abbreviation: wt, weight.

Courtesy of Amy Branum, MSPH.
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or older. In twins, the decline was not as dramatic but was impressive (20.5 per

1000 in mothers aged 25–29 versus 13.2 per 1000 in mothers aged 40 or older)

(A. Branum, unpublished data, 2002).

The private data set was analyzed by Keith in 2002 [10,11]. Data were

available from a nationwide perinatal database of 3288 live born triplet sets

that had been collected between 1988 and 2000 and entered into a computerized

system by Matria Health Care, Inc. (Marietta, GA). Consistency of documented

information was obtained using internally programmed validation ranges within

the system and quarterly audits of randomly selected records. Upon enroll-

ment into the surveillance program, patients gave consent for anonymous data

collection for research. Mode of conception was not documented. A matched-

for-parity case-control (two controls for each case) methodology was used. A

total of 171 triplet sets of mothers aged 40 or older was identified and matched

for parity with 342 sets from mothers aged 35 to 39 and 342 further sets of

mothers aged 25 to 29. The two-tailed Student t and chi2 tests were used for

continuous and categorical variables, respectively.
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Keith concluded the following information based on a case-control study

that matched for parity status: (1) mothers older than age 40 had only approxi-

mately one third of deliveries at less than 28 weeks versus mothers aged 25 to

29 (2.3% versus 6.4%); (2) mothers older than age 40 had statistically sig-

nificantly heavier triplets (A, B, and C) versus mothers aged 25 to 29 (P = 0.16;

0.01; and 0.03, respectively); (3) total triplet birth weight was significantly

higher for mothers older than age 40 compared with mothers aged 25 to 29

(P = 0.01); and (4) births less than 1000 g were 35% lower in mothers older

than age 40 compared with mothers aged 25 to 29 (4.5% versus 7%), whereas

births more that 2.5 kg accounted for 9.5% of births in mothers older than

age 40 compared with 5.5% in mothers aged 25 to 29 (P = 0.005) [10,11].

In their analysis of quintuplet and quadruplet births in the United States,

Salihu et al [9] also concluded that advanced maternal age was associated with

better perinatal outcomes. They analyzed 1448 quadruplet and 180 quintuplet

births in the National Center for Health Statistics data set. Infants of older

mothers (�35 years old) were compared with those of younger ones (b 35 years

old) in terms of early mortality indices. Adjusted mortality probabilities were

computed by yearly intervals of maternal age. These investigators found that

the likelihood for neonatal (OR 2.00, 95% CI: 1.20–3.45), perinatal (OR 2.10,

95% CI: 1.32–3.23), and infant mortality (OR 2.13, 95% CI: 1.28–3.60) were

all significantly higher among younger mothers. For each unit decrease in

maternal age, the odds of stillbirth, neonatal, perinatal, and infant death in-

creased by 9%, 12%, 13%, and 12%, respectivel,y in a dose-dependent fashion

(P for trend b 0.0001).

These conclusions are supported by the study of Blickstein et al, who

concluded once again for nulliparas and multiparas (parity controlled) that as

maternal age advanced from less than 20 to 40 forty years or more, the number

of triplet sets with total birthweights of more than 5000 g increased and the

numbers of sets with total birth weights of less than 3000 g decreased

(I. Blickstein, MD, unpublished data, 2002) [6].

Further evidence is provided by Salihu et al (H. Salihu, MD, unpublished data,

2003), who in 2003 reanalyzed the National Center for Health Statistics matched

multiple data set. Some of their findings are shown in Tables 5–7. Of interest,

not all of the age-related differences were statistically significant. When one
Table 5

Gestational age at delivery by maternal age, triplet gestations, 1995–1997

Gestational age at delivery

Maternal age

25–29 35–39 40+ P-value

b 28 wk 17.1 9.8 9.1 b 0.0001

28–32 wk 53.2 40.4 40.7 b 0.0001

N 32 wk 46.9 60.2 60.1 b 0.0001

Data from H. Salihu, MD, unpublished data; 2003.



Table 6

Individual and total neonatal birthweight by maternal age, triplet gestations, 1995–1997

Neonatal birthweight

Maternal age

25–29 35–39 40+ P-value

Birth weight A (g) 1624.1F14.7 1783F 14.1 1793.0F 27.9 NS

Birth weight B (g) 1592.6F 14.2 1775.7F 14.0 1798F 29.9 NS

Birth weight C (g) 1558.4F 14.1 1723.0F 13.9 1737.9F 30.1 NS

Mean total triplet birth weights 4880 5376.2 5464 NS

Data from H. Salihu, MD, unpublished data; 2003.
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examines the actual differences, however, one could argue that the differences

are clinically important, even if not statistically significant.

Zhang et al [12] analyzed perinatal outcomes in women aged 40 and older

(using the same National Center for Health Statistics data set) and found that

in contrast to the pattern seen in singleton births, twins born to older women

are not at greater risk than twins born to younger women and that triplets born

to older women actually fare better than triplets born to younger women. They

also concluded that the incidence of very preterm births (b 32 weeks), very low

birth weight (b 1500 g), perinatal death, and infant death all progressively

declined with increasing age.
Paradox or not: ‘‘older gravida’’ concept revisited

Before conclusions are drawn regarding the paradoxic nature of the previously

mentioned findings, one should evaluate critically the available literature on

the older gravida. When such an evaluation is undertaken, several missing pieces

of evidence are immediately evident: (1) standard definition of what constitutes

‘‘older,’’ (2) a consensus of whether older women inherently represent higher

or lower obstetric risk, and (3) a clear understanding of whether such pregnancies

are associated with an increase in adverse perinatal outcomes. What is also

missing is a clear rationale for the observations that have been made.

One important exception to this knowledge deficit is a report by Mansfield

and McCool [13]. Because neither author was a physician, these writers were able

to approach the concept of ‘‘advanced maternal age’’ from a new perspective.
Table 7

Frequency of neonatal birthweight by maternal age, triplet gestations, 1995–1997

Characteristic (%)

Maternal age

25–29 35–39 40+ P-value

b 1 kg 19.7 12.7 11.6 NS

1–1.4 kg 16.7 14.4 14.2 NS

1.5–2.5 kg 53.8 60.4 61.5 NS

N 2.5 kg 9.8 12.3 12.6 NS

Data from H. Salihu, MD, unpublished data; 2003.
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They concluded that prior researchers failed to control for important contextual

differences surrounding the pregnancy and childbirth experiences of younger

and older women in most studies of advanced maternal age and pregnancy

outcomes published until the late 1980s. They further suggested that these con-

textual differences accounted for a considerable portion of the differential results

mistakenly ascribed to reproductive age. They identified three ‘‘hidden’’ fac-

tors that affect pregnancy outcome: (1) older women’s increasing likelihood

of having a chronic disease, (2) altered medical management of pregnancy

and labor in older women with resultant iatrogenic complications, and (3) demo-

graphic characteristic associated with healthy, middle-class women who post-

pone pregnancy in contrast to women with either poverty or subfertility.

Perhaps more important, the review of the literature failed to show a solid em-

pirical basis for the generally held point of view that middle-age women, es-

pecially first-time mothers, were actually high-risk patients. Overall, only 38% of

identified studies demonstrated higher pregnancy risk for mature mothers,

whereas as few as 28% of the methodologically accurate studies found this

result [13].

Not surprisingly, when the same or similar literature was reviewed by two

obstetricians, the concept of increased maternal risk with advanced maternal

age re-emerged [14]. The authors clearly concluded that ‘‘pregnancy after age 40

involves some clearly demonstrable and even unique risks such as decreased

fecundity, spontaneous abortion, genetic abnormalities, medical complications,

fetal growth abnormalities, dysfunctional labor, cesarean section, and maternal/

perinatal death.’’

In the absences of clear consensus in the literature, scientific due diligence

should begin with finding possible explanations to the more controversial

findings of better outcomes in older gravidas.
Possible explanations

Are women of advanced age better positioned than their younger counterparts

to bear a child? Unfortunately, no direct evidence can be found in the existing

literature, which makes life observations and collateral the key source for the

upcoming discussion.

Behavioral factors

Older mothers are likely to be more ‘‘mature.’’ Many may have finished or be

at a solid midpoint in their career aspirations and have the ability or desire to

devote 9 months exclusively to pregnancy. Older mothers, especially those who

conceived as a result of assisted reproduction, also are likely to have had

sufficient time to increase their awareness of the special needs of the unborn

fetus. This also means that these mothers are more likely to seek competent

obstetric advice early in the first trimester. Because older women may have a
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higher body mass index and be as weight conscious as their younger

counterparts, they may be more likely to eat wisely, obtain a balanced diet,

decrease alcohol consumption, and avoid tobacco entirely. Such potential

advantages could be associated with a greater likelihood of positive outcomes.
Physiologic factors

Currently, there is no universally accepted explanation for the advantageous

outcomes among triplet births in the older gravida. One potential explanation is

that prior pregnancy experience influences later outcomes. The cornerstone of

this concept lies in the known changes in uterine size that accompany increasing

parity. According to Dickinson [15], the nulliparous uterus varies in length

from 3.2 to 8.1 cm, whereas the parous uterus varies from 5.7 to 9.4 cm. More

important, the weight of the para 0 uterus is 63.2 g compared with 125 g in

the para 6 uterus. In contrast, Langlois [16] describes uterine weight in relation

to age and parity. His article also presents numerous references that describe

further variations in size in addition to those noted by Dickinson [15]. The

gravida 0 uterus weight is, on average, 61.1 g, whereas the para 0 uterus weight

is, on average, 63.2 g. No separate classification was given for gravida 0, para 0.

It is possible that a para 0 woman could be gravida 1 para 0, and the 2 g dif-

ference might be related to the effects of a prior pregnancy that ended in an

abortion, although its interpretation is speculative. In contrast, the difference

between gravida 0 weight (61.1 g) and gravida 6+ weight (124.5 g) is real, as is

the difference between para 0 weight (63.2 g) and para 6+ weight (125.7 g) [16].

In both instances, some processes must have happened to the uteri that

subsequently were reflected in their physical structure.

In recent years, the complex changes that result from pregnancy-related

‘‘organ growth’’ have been characterized as ‘‘remodeling.’’ The molecular

mechanisms that initialize and regulate this growth are not well known or un-

derstood. In general, it is understood that organ growth involves numerous

specific processes, such as cell proliferation, hypertrophy, apoptosis, differ-

entiation, matrix synthesis, and remodeling [17]. According to Lye et al [17],

uterine growth is intimately related to specific hormonal changes in pregnancy,

including increases in growth factors, such as Insulin-like Growth Factor (IGF)-1

and Epidermal Growth Factor (EGF), both of which induce myocyte proliferation

early in pregnancy, thereby creating a ‘‘pool’’ of myometrial cells that

subsequently switch from proliferation to hypertrophy under the influence of

progesterone and are ‘‘remodeled.’’ This physiologic explanation can provide

some insight to the findings of Keith (A. Branum, MSPH, unpublished data,

2002). In that data set, 52% of mothers aged 40 or older had a history of abortion

compared with 39.6% of the younger control group (aged 25–29). By having

abortions, older mothers may have been more likely to possess ‘‘remodeled’’ uteri

that were more able to withstand the rigors of distention as the pregnancy

progressed. This latter statement is also compatible with the finding that the
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frequency of uterine irritability among mothers aged 40 or older was lower

compared with their younger counterparts (aged 25–29) (40.3% versus 47.1% in

Keith’s analysis).

If one accepts the concept that the uterus is ‘‘remodeled’’ by the pregnancy

experience, one can expect that even a remodeled uterus determines an optimal

uterine volume at which its activity is maximal and from the process of

‘‘adaptation’’ cannot proceed further without facing inherent restrictions from

overdistention [18]. One of the most commonly circulated explanations in the

obstetric literature for the onset of preterm labor in multiple gestations is that

the uterus has an inherent upper limit of expansion, after which labor must

ensue. This clinical precept does not consider the effect of uterine ‘‘remodeling’’;

however, the increased weight of the uterus based on gravidity, as shown by

Langlois [16], is evidence that even pregnancy that ends in abortion results in

cell proliferation, which ultimately may affect uterine performance.

It is also possible that prior cell proliferation from the remodeling process

may assist in better nourishing the fetuses of older women, just as labor in

the multipara is more efficient. This could explain the higher total birth weights

of triplets born to older mothers compared with younger mothers.

Zhang et al [12] provided several other explanations for the findings of

their study, including the proportion of women using donor eggs and higher

proportion of multichorionic pregnancies. They also suggested that the finan-

cial resources available to older women might influence pregnancy outcomes.

These explanations, however, are circumstantial and do not provide solid,

empirical evidence for the observed outcomes.
Summary

The study of multiple gestations in older mothers has been furthered by

the analyses of large population-based [2] or quasi–population-based [3] data

sets published in recent years. These initial analyses are counterintuitive in that

the obstetric and neonatal outcomes of the older mothers (N 40 years) are better

than those of their younger counterparts (aged 25–29). Currently, it is not clear

if older mothers of multiples are advantaged or younger mothers of multiples

are disadvantaged. It seems reasonable, however, to conclude that pregnancy

after age 40 represents a new obstetric entity, one in which many women will

have twins or triplets as a result of assisted reproductive technologies. Despite

the generally accepted ‘‘truism’’ that mothers of multiples would fare worse than

their younger counterparts, this was not always the case. Younger mothers were

found to be at a disadvantage compared with their older counterparts in terms

of birth weight characteristics. These findings support the contention that the

uterus, unlike the ovary, does not lose its ability to function with age. As a

corollary to this statement, it is reasonable to reconsider the likelihood that

any prior pregnancy, including one that ended in spontaneous abortion, might
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affect uterine function in a subsequent pregnancy by providing a better milieu

for growth. Further study in this area is clearly warranted, preferably using

databases that combine maternal and neonatal data.
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Screening versus diagnosis

Our responsibility as health care givers is to provide parents with accurate

assessment of risks rather than create arbitrary definitions of high and low risk.

Thanks to screening, which comprises a methodical search, for individuals in an

apparently normal population who are at a particular high risk for suffering from

a defined pathologic condition, we can offer them a complementary evaluation or

a direct preventive/curative measure.

The decision to screen low-risk populations requires a series of prerequisites

to make it useful and effective:

� The natural history of the disease should be well known
� The disease should be significantly prevalent
� The test should have a low false-positive rate (high specificity)
� The test should have a low false-negative rate (high sensitivity)
� The test should be simple, safe, reproducible, and reliable
� Benefits should outweigh the risks
� The test should be cost effective
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� The test should have equal access to the whole population, regardless of

financial status
� The test should be acceptable clinically, socially, and ethically

The aims of screening include an opportunity to communicate with the par-

ents. Parents require explicit and reliable information for an understanding of

a normal result and the offered options when screening results are positive.

Demographic changes, including pregnancies at older ages and smaller family

size, have led to enhanced demand for aneuploidy screening. Older women are

more likely to abort and have reduced fertility and, consequently, noninvasive

risk evaluation before invasive karyotyping is of special importance. In contrast,

in the younger age group, loss of quality of life as a result of having a severely

handicapped child may be considered to be more important. Women at any age

may benefit from individual risk evaluation.

When applying a screening method systematically, the collective empirical

risk (ie, background risk: maternal age and gestational age) is redefined in a

corrected individual risk (which depends on the combination of the results of

ultrasound findings and maternal serum biochemical tests performed during the

course of pregnancy). Such programs aim to identify a subset of women within

the general pregnant population whose pregnancy may be at increased risk of

being affected by aneuploidy. Whenever this final risk is increased (ie, the

screening test is positive), these women may be offered a suitable diagnostic test.

In the case of fetal chromosomal abnormalities, the only method of diagnosis is

an invasive test, such as amniocentesis or chorionic villous sampling. Invasive

testing implies procedure-related fetal losses on the order of 0.5% to 1%, limited

capacity of cytogenetic laboratories, and higher costs.

When confronted with the definite diagnosis, parents must be fully informed

to be able to make their decision after careful consideration, including adequate

ethical aspects, such as genetic counseling, termination of pregnancy, intrauter-

ine treatment of the affected fetus, maternal transportation to a tertiary center,

premature delivery, early and highly specialized postnatal care, and early com-

plementary diagnostic procedures for the need of deciding postnatal management.
What is screening all about?

Down syndrome is the most prevalent autosomic chromosomal abnormality

in the human race (birth prevalence of approximately 1:800) and accounts for

almost 50% of all aneuploidies. The main impact of Down syndrome is its

contribution to mental retardation (8%–33% of IQ b 50%) [1]. In addition to

mental handicap, a substantial number of children with trisomy 21 have

associated malformations, especially of the heart and the gut. Despite increased

medical care, life expectancy of trisomy 21–affected individuals who survive

early childhood remains reduced, mainly because of leukemia and early-onset

Alzheimeŕs disease [2].
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The most important factor that determines the incidence of trisomy 21 is

maternal age. This association was noted by Shuttleworth in 1909 [3], who

reported that ‘‘It would be fair inference. . .that more than half of the Mongolian

imbeciles are last-born children and that from one-half to one-third of the mothers

were at the time of gestation approaching the climacteric period. . .’’ In the 1970s

and 1980s, several authors calculated population-based incidences for trisomy 21,

which demonstrated an exponential increase with maternal age [4]. Other non-

disjunctional abnormalities are also related to maternal age [5]. Based on this fact,

a simple test was introduced for risk evaluation: a high risk for fetal aneuploidy

was considered when maternal age exceeded an arbitrary cut-off. Cut-off levels

vary widely among different countries; however, the receiver operating char-

acteristic curve, which gives information on sensitivity and specificity for vary-

ing cut-off levels, shows that maternal age alone is a poor predictor of fetal

aneuploidies. The risk for any woman aged 35 years or older having a child with

trisomy 21 is approximately 1:100 and the risk of having any type of chro-

mosomal abnormality is 1:50. This means that 49 of 50 women are unnecessarily

exposed to invasive testing. Depending on maternal age distribution (5% of

women in the early 1970s and 15% of women in the beginning of the twenty-first

century are aged over 35 years), 50% to 70% of affected children are born to

younger women who would be called ‘‘screen negative.’’

Maternal age has been a consistent screening method because it fulfils im-

portant criteria for an acceptable screening test. It is inexpensive, is univer-

sally available, has no intra- or interobserver variation, is noninvasive, and is

understandable by the women screened.

In the late 1980s, a new method of screening was introduced that takes into

account not only maternal age but also the concentration of various fetoplacental

products in the maternal circulation (biochemical screening). The first report that

a-fetoprotein was low in trisomy 21 pregnancies was made by Merkatz et al

[6]. Shortly after this, two new markers were described. Human chorionic

gonadotropin (hCG) levels were raised [7], and unconjugated estriol levels were

low [8] in pregnancies affected by trisomy 21. Combining the maternal serum

a-fetoprotein, hCG and unconjugated estriol levels (triple test), up to 61% of

trisomy 21 cases could be detected for a fixed 5% false-positive rate [9].

In the 1990s, screening by a combination of maternal age and fetal nuchal

translucency (NT) thickness at 11 to 14 weeks’ gestation was introduced. This

method has been shown to identify about 75% of trisomy 21–affected fetuses for

a screen-positive rate of approximately 5% [10,11]. In a fetus with a given crown-

rump length, every NT measurement represents a factor that is multiplied by the

background risk to calculate a new risk.

More recently, the possibility of combining NT and two biochemical markers

between 11 and 14 weeks’ gestation (the serum concentration of free b-hCG
is approximately 2 Multiples of the Median (MoM) higher than in chromosom-

ally normal fetuses, whereas pregnancy-associated plasma protein-A [PAPP-A]

is lower [approximately 0.45 MoM]), provided a detection rate of 90% for a

screen-positive rate of 5% [12,13].
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Twenty years have evolved, and rules have changed in the screening of

trisomy 21 for singleton pregnancies. Detection rates were improved and the

invasive testing rate has decreased. Although preliminary, screening for trisomy

21 at 11 to 14 weeks’ gestation has made its last steps combining the sonographic

markers NT and nasal bone and the biochemical markers of free b-hCG and

PAPP-A that could result in a detection rate of approximately 95%, for a false-

positive rate of 2% [14].
Twinning process: does it matter?

Twins account for approximately 1% of all pregnancies, with monozygotic

twinning occurring in one third of twin pregnancies. The incidence of twin

pregnancies is increasing worldwide as a result of increased use of assisted

reproductive techniques and ageing of mothers, who after 35 years are three times

more likely to conceive twins than women under the age of 20 [15]. This trend

has a significant impact on health care, because twin pregnancies are associated

with a greater incidence of adverse perinatal outcome than singleton pregnancies

[16], twice the risk for structural defects [17,18], and a higher risk for chro-

mosomal abnormalities [19], although for the latter with respect, with trisomy 21

is questionable [20].

Chorionicity rather than zygosity determines several aspects of antenatal

management and perinatal outcome. Zygosity refers to the type of conception,

whereas chorionicity denotes the type of placentation, depending on the time of

splitting of the fertilized ova. All monochorionic twins are monozygotic and,

assuming there are twice as many dizygotic as monozygotic twin pregnancies,

approximately 80% to 90% of dichorionic twins are dizygotic [19,21]. Meyers

et al [22] updated these trisomy 21–calculated risks for twin pregnancies based

on age dizygosity rates [22]. The indirect information derived from chorionicity

definition roughly can approach zygosity determination.

Because false characterizations can occur in 10% to 12% of cases when

second trimester scanning is used to ascertain chorionicity [23,24], the earliest

possible diagnosis of monochorionic twinning is highly desirable, although it is

seldom achieved in practice. The first step toward prenatal diagnosis and screen-

ing in multiple pregnancies is the establishment of zygosity (if possible) and

chorionicity (approximately 100% correct chorionic assignment is possible in the

first trimester of pregnancy). Same sex and monoplacentation strongly suggest

but do not prove monozygosity. Zygosity can be determined only by DNA

fingerprinting, however. Prenatally, such testing requires an invasive procedure to

sample amniotic fluid (amniocentesis), placental tissue (chorionic villous sam-

pling), or fetal blood (cordocentesis).

In contrast, the concomitant appearance of several sonographic criteria assists

in the correct diagnosis of chorionicity, the most determinant factor in terms of

perinatal prognosis. The criteria are as follows: (1) one placenta with a paper-thin,

reflective hair-like septum without chorion between the two amnions (T sign)



Fig. 1. Example of a monochorionic twin pregnancy at 11 weeks’ gestation shows a thin dividing

membrane without chorion between the amnion layers.
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at 10 to 14 weeks’ gestation (Fig. 1), (2) thin septum with less than 2 mm, and

(3) same sex in the observed pair.

Conversely, if one finds two separate placentas (Fig. 2) or two fetuses of un-

like sex and a lambda or twin-peak sign [25] with chorionic tissue sandwiched

between two layers of amnion at 10 to 14 weeks’ gestation, dichorionicity is
Fig. 2. Lambda sign at 12 weeks’ gestation depicts a thick layer of chorion between the two layers of

amnion and defines a dichorionic dimaniotic twin pregnancy.
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strongly suggested. After 16 weeks’ gestation, the lambda sign still indicates

dichorionicity [26], but its absence does not exclude dizygosity.
Screening in twin pregnancies

Twins present unique and problematic issues in prenatal diagnosis. The

performance of screening tests designed for singleton pregnancies is altered.

Surprisingly, recent investigations on this topic are limited despite its increasing

importance on daily clinical care.

Screening for chromosomal abnormalities in twin pregnancies raises serious

clinical, ethical, and moral problems that must be addressed.

� Effective methods of screening, such as maternal serum biochemistry, are

not applicable and have lower detection rates
� In the presence of a ‘‘screen-positive’’ result, no feature suggests which fetus

may be affected
� The techniques of invasive testing are more demanding in twins, and there is

difficulty in ensuring that fetal tissue is obtained from each fetus
� There is a perceived increased risk of miscarriage with invasive testing in

twin pregnancies
� The question is raised as to which invasive test to offer
� There is a paucity of data in abnormally affected pregnancies when the

fetuses are either concordant or discordant for an abnormality
� There are difficulties of clinical management of fetal reduction and the

potential increased risk to the unaffected co-twin

The overall probability that a multiple gestation contains an aneuploid fetus

is directly related to its zygosity. In dizygotic pregnancies, each fetus has an

independent risk of aneuploidy, thus, the maternal age-related risk for chro-

mosomal abnormalities for each twin may be the same as in singleton preg-

nancies, but the chance that at least one fetus is affected by a chromosomal defect

is twice as high as in singleton pregnancies. This means that for dizygotic twin

pregnancies, the pregnancy-specific risk is calculated by summing the individual

risk estimates for each fetus. Because the rate of dizygotic twinning increases

with maternal age, the proportion of twin pregnancies with chromosomal defects

is higher than in singleton pregnancies.

In monozygotic twins, the risk of an affected fetus approximates the maternal

age risk of a singleton pregnancy and, in most cases, the risk for one fetus is,

as expected, the same as the risk for the other. This fact ignores the small

possibility of heterokaryotypic monozygotic twins resulting from a mitotic non-

disjunction after the zygote splits. There are occasional reports of monozygotic

twins discordant for abnormalities of autosomes or sex chromosomes, most

commonly with one fetus presenting with Turner syndrome and the other being
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either a normal male or female phenotype, but usually with a mosaic karyotype

or Klinefelter syndrome.

The relative proportion of spontaneous dizygotic to monozygotic pregnancies

is approximately 2:1, and the prevalence of chromosomal abnormalities affect-

ing at least one fetus in a twin pregnancy would be expected to be approximately

1.6 times that in singletons.

If zygosity is unknown, the risk of at least one aneuploid fetus can be

approximated as five thirds that of the singleton risk. This risk is based on the

assumption that a third of all twin pairs are monozygotic [19]. Counseling based

on chorionicity, clinically more feasible than zygosity, results in the fact that in

monochorionic twins both fetuses can be affected equally. If the pregnancy is

dichorionic, parents should be counseled that the risk of discordancy for a chro-

mosomal abnormality is approximately twice that in singleton pregnancies,

whereas the risk that both fetuses would be affected is a much rarer event,

corresponding to the singleton risk squared. With higher risk conditions, such as

autosomal recessive disorders, however, this could be as high as 1:16. For

example, in a 40-year-old pregnant woman with a risk for trisomy of approxi-

mately 1:100 based on maternal age, in a dizygotic twin pregnancy the risk

that one fetus would be affected would be 1:50 (1:100 plus 1:100), whereas the

risk that both fetuses would be affected is 1:10,000 (1:100 � 1:100). This is,

however, an oversimplification, because unlike all monochorionic pregnancies

that are always monozygotic, only approximately 90% of dichorionic pregnancies

are dizygotic.

When calculating the risk of higher order multiples, estimates can be made

by multiplying the singleton risk by the number of fetuses [27]. This method

assumes unique chorionicity for each fetus, although monozygosity can occur

more frequently than usually thought at higher rates in multiple gestations

achieved through assisted reproductive techniques [28,29].
Biochemical screening

Biochemical screening in twins was the first alternative to age-derived risk,

but it still can be a source of confusion and has a lower detection rate for fetal

aneuploidies and higher rates of false-positive results. In twin pregnancies, the

levels of maternal serum markers are, on average, twice as high in unaffected

twin pregnancies as in unaffected singleton pregnancies (ie, proportional to the

number of fetoplacental units) [20]. When this is taken into account in the

mathematical modeling for calculation of risks, it is estimated that serum

screening in twins may identify 50% of affected fetuses for a 5% false-positive

rate [20].

Another point to consider in biochemical screening is that chorionicity does

not seem to affect the distribution and level of maternal serum analytes [30].

Chorionicity does not need to be taken into account when interpreting biochemi-

cal markers in twin pregnancies.
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In twin pregnancies interpretation of serum analytes is clearly more

problematic because each serum marker necessarily relates to the pregnancy

and is not specific to the fetus, deriving solely a pregnancy and not a fetus-

specific risk.

So far, preliminary studies on maternal serum screening in twins focused on

establishing normal values for first- and second-trimester markers [15,30,31].

From a meta-analysis of eight studies regarding the levels of serum analytes in

twin gestations in the second trimester [20], researchers have established that the

relative median maternal serum levels, compared with singletons, are 2.26 for

a-fetoprotein, 2.06 for hCG, and 1.68 for unconjugated estriol. The levels of the

screening markers in unaffected singleton pregnancies of the same gestational age

can be divided by the twin median levels, and a Down syndrome risk can be

calculated by using a singleton algorithm. In this way, a similar false-positive

rate presumably could be achieved in singleton and twin pregnancies.

In the first trimester, the same kind of reasoning should be adopted. When

considering the calculation of risk in a monochorionic twin pregnancy, in which

both fetuses are affected, the median level is simply a multiple of that in an

affected singleton pregnancy. For example, the estimated median PAPP-A level

in affected monochorionic twins is taken to be 0.80 MoM (1.86 � 0.43), in which

0.43 is the median in affected singleton pregnancies [32] and 1.86 is the median

in unaffected twin pregnancies [33]. In affected dichorionic twin pregnancies, it

is roughly assumed that the twins are dyzigotic, with one affected and the other

unaffected, and that the contributions of the two fetuses to the serum analytes

concentration are proportional to the median levels in affected and unaffected

singleton pregnancies. For example, the median PAPP-A level in affected di-

chorionic twins is considered to be 1.33 MoM [((1 + 0.43)/2) � 1.86].

Because biochemical screening in twins is still investigational and far less

powerful than in singletons, it should not be recommended in general practice

without extensive counseling. Even if prospective studies demonstrate that bio-

chemical screening in twins is effective, several problems must be addressed [34]:

(1) The lower detection rate for an acceptable low false-positive rate (altered

levels from an affected fetus are, on average, brought closer to the mean and

potentially masked by the lower levels of unaffected co-twin, which results in

decreased overall sensitivity). (2) If screening is positive, there is no distinctive

feature to identify which of the fetuses may be affected. (3) Because serum hCG

was significantly increased in twin pregnancies after in vitro fertilization, this fact

should be taken into consideration for risk calculation in twins [35]. (4) If the

pregnancy is discordant for a chromosomal defect, further management by way

of selective termination carries increased risk in the second compared with the

first trimester.

Nuchal translucency

The possibility of deriving a risk for trisomy 21 from NT assessment in the

first trimester of pregnancy shifted the consideration from a pregnancy-specific
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risk to a fetus-specific risk. This assumption is based on the observation that the

distribution of NT measurements in twin fetuses with trisomy 21 is similar to that

in singletons [36–38].

In one of the first studies for trisomy 21 in twins, which involved 448 twin

pregnancies, NT was measured in each fetus and the risk was estimated by

combining it with maternal age. The NT was above the ninety-fifth percentile for

gestational age in 65 of the 896 (7.3%) fetuses, including 88% of those with

trisomy 21 [37]. Eight of nine fetuses affected with trisomy 21 were detected, for
Fig. 3. A monochorionic biamniotic twin pregnancy was established at 12 weeks’ gestation (Case 1).

Doppler blood flow waveforms in both fetuses were obtained in the ductus venosus (DV). A discrete

NT discrepancy was noted (NT = 3.3/3.7 mm). The fetus with the highest NT shows an inverted

A-wave in the DV and later developed signs of TTTS at 18 weeks’ gestation.
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an overall sensitivity rate of 88% which is comparable to the sensitivity rate

obtained in singletons. When analyzing the false-positive results, a higher rate

was seen in monochorionic gestations (8.4%) compared with dichorionic ges-

tations (5.4%). Increased NT at 10 to 14 weeks’ gestation was found twice as

much as in monochorionic than in singleton pregnancies, but concomitantly the

likelihood ratio of developing twin-to-twin transfusion syndrome in those twins

with increased NT was higher (3.5-fold) [16,39,40]. Considering that mono-

chorionic pregnancies do not show a higher prevalence of chromosomal abnor-

malities, the higher prevalence of increased NT in those twins could be ascribed

to cardiac dysfunction. With advancing gestation, this transient heart failure

eventually resolves with increased diuresis and ventricular compliance. Later

studies by Sebire et al [39] and Spencer [30] found that the NT MoM in

unaffected monochorionic twins was not significantly different from the median

NT in unaffected singleton fetuses, however. In an ultimate analysis, these data

are in good accordance with Sebire’s data from 1996 when considering the

unaffected monochorionic twins, in which the median NT in those unaffected

fetuses is not significantly high (two-tailed chi-squared analysis; P = 0.119).

For higher order multiples, the data by which to examine marker distributions

in normal pregnancies is even rarer [15,41,42]. More credible data using NT

alone to assess risk in triplets or more are described by Maymon et al [43], who

attempted to perform trisomy 21 screening in higher order twin pregnancies

(three or more) compared with consecutively matched singleton controls. Not

only was it feasible and reproducible but also mean NT was similar for both

groups (1.41F 0.41 mm and 1.35F 0.39 mm, respectively, and 0.87F 0.23MoM

and 0.83 F 0.25 mm, respectively) [43].

In a monochorionic twin pregnancy, there is no reason to attribute different

risks to the two fetuses, because presumably, both are affected or both are

unaffected. It is appropriate to take the average of the two NT measurements to

calculate a single risk estimate (averaging method).

In a dichorionic twin pregnancy, the twins are dizygotic in approximately

90% of the cases, which means that one of the fetuses or, much more rarely, both

fetuses could be affected. Both fetuses have an independent risk, so it is rea-

sonable to sum the risks on the basis of the NT measurements (summing method).

In calculating the risk for each fetus based on its NT measurement and the

woman’s age, it is necessary to use half the age-related risk, because the back-

ground risk of each fetus in a twin pregnancy being affected with Down syn-
Fig. 4. A monochorionic biamniotic twin pregnancy was established at 12 weeks’ gestation (Case 3).

Doppler blood flow waveforms in both fetuses were obtained in the umbilical vein and DV in the same

scan. An NT discrepancy was noted (NT = 3.7/1.0 mm). The fetus with increased NT shows an

inverted A-wave in the DVand dicrote pulsatility in the umbilical vein. TTTS developed at 17 weeks’

gestation, and the patient was referred for laser ablation of anastomosis. (From Matias A, Montenegro

N, Areias JC. Anticipating twin-twin transfusion syndrome in monochorionic twin pregnancy. Is there

a role for nuchal translucency and ductus venosus blood flow evaluation at 11–14 weeks? Twin

Research 2000;3:65–70; with permission.)
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drome is, on average, half that of a singleton pregnancy. The 10% of dichorionic

twin pregnancies that are monozygotic have their risks calculated incorrectly

by the summing rather than the averaging method. The ultimate effect on

screening performance is a negligible one, however.

Ductus venosus flowmetry

In recent studies of vascular hemodynamics in fetuses with increased NT at

10 to 14 weeks’ gestation, the abnormal flow in the ductus venosus more fre-

quently recorded in fetuses with chromosomopathies, with or without cardiac

defects, was related to heart dysfunction [44,45]. These findings are in agreement

with the overt hemodynamic alterations found in Twin-to-Twin Transfusion

Syndrome (TTTS) later in pregnancy. Accumulated evidence suggests that in-

creased NT along with abnormal flow in the ductus venosus, even in the presence

of a normal karyotype, may be early signs of cardiac impairment or defect

[40,44,45] (Figs. 3–5).

During a 4-year period, 50 monochorionic diamniotic pregnancies were

identified in our ultrasound unit during routine ultrasonographic assessment at

11 to 14 weeks’ gestation. NT and Doppler blood flow waveforms in the ductus

venosus were recorded in both twins between 11 and 14 weeks’ gestation. TTTS

was recorded in fetuses that combined increased NT and abnormal flow in the

ductus venosus. Until now, in all cases with discrepant NT and abnormal blood

flow in the ductus venosus, TTTS eventually developed. In contrast, whenever

NTs were discrepant but had normal flow in the ductus venosus, no cases of

TTTS were found [46].
Combination of nuchal translucency and biochemical markers for screening

of trisomy 21 at 11 to 14 weeks’ gestation: the gold standard?

Considering that biochemical screening alone cannot specifically identify the

fetus at risk in the presence of twins discrepant for Down syndrome, it seems

reasonable to combine NT and maternal biochemical markers, as suggested by

Spencer [33]. In this modeled study, the author demonstrated that biochemical

screening would add a further 5% to the detection rate obtained by using NT alone

and offered a detection rate for Down syndrome of approximately 80% compared

with the 90% in singleton pregnancies, which could be a worthwhile addition.

In prospective screening in the first trimester using combined ultrasound and

biochemical screening over a 3-year period, Spencer and Nicolaides [47] offered

screening to 230 women with twins. The risk for trisomy 21 was calculated

for each fetus based on the individual NT and the maternal serum biochemis-

try corrected for twins. Four cases were observed with twins discordant for

trisomy 21, and in 3 cases combined screening identified the affected pregnancy.

Of the twin fetuses screened, 6.8% had risks greater than the cut-off, and 9.2% of

pregnancies had at least one fetus with an increased risk.



Fig. 5. Dichorionic diamniotic twin pregnancy at 11 weeks’ and 5 days’ gestation. An NT discrepancy

(NT = 1.1/5.7 mm) was observed. Doppler blood flow waveforms were obtained in both fetuses. They

showed a normal pattern in the fetus with normal NT (46,XX) and a reverse flow during atrial

contraction in the fetus with increased NT (trisomy 21).
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Table 1

Estimated screening performance in twin pregnancies according to test used and chorionicity and

considering maternal age (Adapted from Wald et al, 2003)

Detection rate for a 5% false-positive rate

Twin pregnancy NT (mm) (%) Combined testa (%) Integrated testb (%)

Monochorionic 73 84 93

Dichorionic 68 70 78

All twinsc 69 72 80

Singletons 73 85 95

a NT, free b-hCG, and PAPP-A at 10–13 weeks with maternal age.
b NT and PAPP-A at 10–13 weeks and AFP, estriol and free b-hCG, and inibin A at 14–22 weeks

with maternal age.
c On the basis of the observation that 17% of affected twin pregnancies are monochorionic.

Adapted from Wald NJ, Rish S, Hacksaw AK. Combining nuchal translucency and serum markers

in prenatal screening for Down syndrome in twin pregnancies. Prenat Diagn 2003;23:588–92;

with permission.
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Table 1 shows screening performance in all twins. The estimates are close to

those for dichorionic twin pregnancies, because among twin pregnancies with

trisomy 21, both fetuses are affected in only approximately 17% of cases. This

rate is lower from what could be expected from the observation that ap-

proximately one third of twins are monozygotic. The combined test is more

discriminative in monochorionic than dichorionic twin pregnancies, because in

dichorionic pregnancies the median serum marker level in affected pregnancies is

artificially lowered by the unaffected twin, whereas in monochromic pregnancies

no dilution of the serum markers is expected from an unaffected pregnancy.
Summary

First or second trimester screening in twin pregnancies is feasible and still

efficacious by using either a combination of ultrasound and maternal serum

biochemistry in the first trimester (80% detection rate) or maternal serum

biochemistry in the second trimester (50%–55% detection rate). These ‘‘pseudo-

risks’’ have been challenged for their scientific and clinical validity, however.

Until more data are available from larger studies on the distribution of markers

in concordant or discordant twins, NT estimated for each fetus should be the

predominant factor by which women who present with increased risk should

be counseled regarding invasive testing. In dizygotic pregnancies, pregnancy-

specific risk should be calculated by summing the individual risk estimates for

each fetus. In monozygotic twins, the risk should be calculated based on the

geometric mean of both NT measurements, not forgetting that the false-positive

rate of NT screening is expectantly higher than in singletons. The calculated

detection rates modeled using this method are still 10% lower than in single-

ton pregnancies.
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The incidence of multifetal pregnancies has increased exponentially during the

past two decades, mostly because of assisted reproductive technologies [1].

Typically, pregnant women who seek assisted reproductive technologies are often

older, which is when the age-related risk of aneuploidy is often significant. The

likelihood of at least one twin having a chromosomal abnormality is five to three

times higher than in singleton pregnancies [2]. The decision to undergo prenatal

diagnosis in multiple gestations is complex, and one must consider not only the

risk of aneuploidy but also the procedure-related hazards. Abnormal results

sometimes require selective termination of an affected sibling, a procedure that

entails moral, ethical, and medical implications.
Determining chorionicity

Determination of chorionicity is crucial in assessing the perinatal risk and the

risk of aneuploidy [3]. It also helps in the perinatal risk assessment [4]. The age-

related risk of monozygotic twins to be simultaneously abnormal is the same

as for singletons. For dizygotic twins, the probability of both twins being

chromosomally abnormal is the product of their separate probabilities, this risk

is relatively small. For example, the age-related risk of a 40-year-old woman

having a child with Down syndrome is 1:100 for singletons; however, for

dizygotic twins the probability for both children to have Down syndrome is
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1:100 � 1:100 = 1:10,000. First trimester ultrasound is currently accepted as

the most accurate determination for chorionicity. Identification of twin-peak

sign in dichorionic twins provides 100% accuracy in the first trimester [5]. In

the first trimester, 100% accuracy is noted by counting the dividing membrane

layers [6], and dichorionic twins have a thick chorionic inter-twin septum. In

the mid-trimester, after fusion between the chorion and amnion, the accuracy

in determining chorionicity is approximately 90% [7]. Other techniques for

determining chorionicity (eg, septal thickness measurement and inter-twin mem-

branes layer counting) are less popular and seem to depend on operator skills and

the transducer that is used [8,9].
Invasive diagnostic procedures

When considering an invasive diagnostic procedure, adverse effects, such as

procedure-related fetal loss, are weighed against the probability of an abnormal

result. The accuracy of the procedure is also important. Conventional approaches

include second-trimester amniocentesis or first-trimester chorionic villus sam-

pling (CVS). The gestational age at which the diagnosis is made should be

considered because most patients favor an early diagnosis. In multiple

pregnancies, early diagnosis also enables the possibility of early decision making

concerning selective termination or pregnancy termination.

The amniocentesis approach initially was described by Elias et al [10]. The

procedure is routinely performed between 16 and 20 weeks’ gestation. An

ultrasound is performed for appropriate fetal measurements, number and location

of each placenta, and location and characteristics of the dividing membrane. A

22-gauge needle is inserted under continuous ultrasound guidance into one sac,

fluid is retrieved, 1 to 2 mL of inert dye (indigo carmine) is injected, and the

needle is removed. In the same fashion, a second needle is inserted into the

second twin sac under ultrasound guidance, and clear, dye-free fluid is retrieved.

With improvement of ultrasound technology and diagnostic performance

skills, another technique for amniocentesis sampling has been proposed without

the use of dye [11,12]. In this technique, initial ultrasound examination visualizes

both sacs and the dividing membrane in the same plane. A needle is inserted into

the first sac, fluid is retrieved, and the needle is pushed through the dividing

membrane into the second sac under direct visualization. Using this technique,

misdiagnosis can occur because of the possibility of sampling of the same sac

twice or causing cell contamination.

Monochorionic pregnancy sampling provides an additional challenge. Both

fetuses originate from the same zygote in the monochorionic-monozygotic

gestation, and each fetus karyotype should be exactly alike. Therefore, sampling

of both sacs is not recommended. There are rare cases in which monochorionic

gestations may have discordant chromosomal results, the main reason being that

there is no reliable method to confirm definitely that the pregnancy is mono-

chorionic. Postzygotic non-disjunction can lead to monozygotic gestation with
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discordant karyotype. Because of the rarity of these events, most physicians do

not recommend sampling both sacs when ultrasound findings are characteristic

for monochorionic twins.
Loss rates after amniocentesis in multiple gestations

No randomized control trials have been conducted regarding the safety of

amniocentesis in multiple gestations. Fig. 1 shows the pregnancy loss rates before

20 and 28 weeks’ gestation in various studies [12–20]. Pregnancy loss rates

in these studies ranged from 0 to 6% up to 20 weeks and from 0 to 8% up to

28 weeks. Overall, the mean pregnancy loss up to 20 weeks’ gestation is 1.9%

and up to 28 weeks it is 3.5%. The risk of pregnancy loss before 28 weeks’

gestation in unsampled twins after a normal second-trimester ultrasound is 4.5%

to 7.2% [21]. In their case-control study, Ghidini et al [18] reported similar

pregnancy loss rates between twins and their gestational age-matched unsampled

controls—3% versus 2.8%, respectively. The rate of procedure-related pregnancy

loss after amniocentesis in twin pregnancies is not different from that of

singletons and is empirically estimated to be approximately 1%. In a retrospective

study, that involved 476 women with bichorionic twins who underwent

amniocentesis and 477 untested twins, Yukobowich et al [22] found statistically

significant differences between pregnancy loss rates 4 weeks after the

amniocentesis—2.7% versus 0.6% (P = 0.01), respectively. In recent study,
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Toth-Pal et al [23] also compared the spontaneous pregnancy losses between

175 women with twins after amniocentesis and 300 twin pairs as controls. They

found that spontaneous losses in multiple pregnancies between weeks 18 and

24 were 2.39%, whereas if amniocentesis was performed, the loss rate before the

week 24 was 3.87%. Despite a nonsignificant statistical difference, they con-

cluded that genetic amniocentesis in multiple pregnancies slightly increases the

fetal loss rate until 24 weeks’ gestation. Patients who undergo twin amniocentesis

should be informed that there is a greater risk of pregnancy loss than in singleton

pregnancies, although most cases are not related to the procedure.
Chorionic villus sampling in twins

CVS has become a safe and efficacious alternative to amniocentesis for the

identification of genetic abnormalities. The standard of care is to perform CVS

after 10 weeks’ gestation to avoid limb reduction defects. A detailed ultrasound

examination should be undertaken to determine fetal age, chorionicity, placental

location, and the presence of major malformation. Performance of CVS in

multiple pregnancies demands an accurate assessment of the site of placental

implantation for each fetus and zygosity verification. Transcervical and

transabdominal approaches are used for carrying out this procedure [24]. Some

pitfalls exist when performing CVS. There is no apparent way to secure sampling

of each frondosum site; therefore, the same fetus can be sampled twice

involuntarily. Inter-twin villi contamination and sampling errors occur in

approximately 4% of samples [25]. One study compared the diagnostic accuracy

of amniocentesis and CVS in twins and triplets [26]. Second-trimester

amniocentesis was performed in 297 women and CVS in 163. Successful

sampling with two-pass approach was achieved in 99.3% versus 99.7%,

respectively. Uncertain results were present in seven CVS cases (five of which

involved placental mosaicism). No uncertain results were found in the group that

underwent amniocentesis. In 15 triplet sets, 4 were sampled by CVS and

11 underwent amniocentesis; however, 1 from each group required further

amniocentesis because of abnormal results. The authors concluded that clini-

cal questions caused by fetal cell contamination and confined placental mo-

saicism can be kept to a minimum with CVS and do not lead to mistakes

of critical importance.
Loss rates after chorionic villus sampling in multiple gestations

First-trimester CVS in multiple gestation seems to have pregnancy loss rates

comparable to that of amniocentesis. Fig. 2 represents pregnancy loss rates after

CVS in twins. According to the included studies [17,24,25,27], the rate of
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pregnancy loss up to 20 weeks after CVS is 2.3% to 3.1%, whereas up to 28 weeks

the rate is 1.7% to 3.1%. Overall, in total 458 twin pairs, the pregnancy loss

rates before 20 and 28 weeks’ gestation were alike (2.8%). Wapner et al [17]

compared the procedure-related loss rates between first-trimester CVS and

second-trimester amniocentesis. The fetal loss rate after the procedure until

28 weeks’ gestation was 2.9% after amniocentesis and 3.2% after CVS. Alto-

gether the total fetal loss (corrected for the abnormal fetuses) was found to

be 9.3% after amniocentesis and only 4.9% after CVS. Researchers concluded

that CVS is at least as safe and reliable as amniocentesis for prenatal diagnosis of

twin pregnancies.

Fig. 3 shows reported outcomes of CVS in twin pregnancies according to

pregnancy losses before 22 weeks’ gestation and total fetal loss. Of 614 twin

pregnancies, the mean rate of pregnancy losses before 22 weeks’ gestation was

3.1%, and mean total pregnancy loss was 4.6% [28].
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Summary

Invasive testing using CVS or amniocentesis can be performed safely in

multiple gestations. Preprocedural counseling must apply to the particular aspects

for multiple gestations. Overall, CVS for multiple pregnancies has many ad-

vantages. In twins, it seems that CVS and amniocentesis carry a similar fetal loss

rate. CVS also leads to early and accurate results. Selective reduction, when

indicated, can be performed in the first trimester rather than in the second tri-

mester, which reduces fetal losses. Only experienced centers should perform

these procedures because of technical skills needed. In conclusion, prenatal diag-

nosis in multifetal pregnancy by CVS is safe, accurate, and effective. It seems

that CVS should be the procedure of choice in most cases.
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Twins have a more complicated in utero stay than singletons. Management

also is complicated by the fact that more than one fetus must be taken into

account and varies according to chorionicity. Approximately 30% of twins are

monozygotic and 70% are dizygotic. Monozygotic twins result from the fer-

tilization of a single egg followed by early division into two cell masses, which

further develop separately. In 30%, cleavage occurs before the third day after

fertilization, which results in dichorionic diamniotic twins, whereas in 70%,

splitting takes place after the third day, which results in monochorionic twins

in its different manifestations. Dizygotic twins result from the fertilization of

two different eggs. By definition, dizygotic twins are dichorionic and diamniotic

(Fig. 1). Correct determination of chorionicity is paramount to correct manage-

ment of multiple pregnancies and is highly accurate when performed in the first

trimester (Fig. 2) [1].

Monochorionic multiples run the highest risk of complications, and the well-

being of one fetus crucially depends on that of the other(s) because of the almost

ever-present vascular anastomoses in the common placenta (Fig. 3) [2]. These

vascular anastomoses can cause significant blood volume shifts between the

fetuses, which lead to complications such as twin-to-twin transfusion syndrome

(TTTS), twin reversed arterial perfusion (TRAP), and acute exsanguination of the
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Fig. 1. Zygosity and chorionicity in twin pregnancies. Arrow depicts number of days after fertilization.
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survivor in the fetoplacental unit at the time of demise of its co-twin. Sono-

endoscopic surgery on the placenta and the umbilical cord plays an important role

in the treatment of certain complicated monochorionic multiple pregnancies and

has acquired an established place in modern fetal medicine [3]. TTTS affects

approximately 10% to 15% of monochorionic twins, and fetoscopic laser treat-

ment of the vascular anastomoses is currently the best treatment available [4].

For selective feticide in monochorionic multiple pregnancies, the conventional

method of potassium chloride injection into the target fetus’ circulation is un-

suitable because the toxic drug may embolize to the healthy fetus(es). Patent

anastomoses can trigger acute exsanguination of the surviving fetus into the

demised fetus’ circulation [5]. Minimally invasive techniques have been devel-

oped to separate and occlude the sacrificed fetus’ circulation completely and per-

manently [6].
Fetoscopic laser treatment for twin-to-twin transfusion syndrome

In nearly all monochorionic multiple pregnancies, interfetal transfusion is a

constant but usually balanced phenomenon. In approximately 10% to 15%,

however, a chronic imbalance in net flow develops, which results in TTTS. The

donor twin becomes hypovolemic, and develops oliguria and oligohydramnios,



Fig. 2. Chorionicity determination on the first trimester ultrasound scan. (A) Monochorionic diamniotic

twins. Only two thin amniotic membranes (arrows) separate the two fetuses. (B) Dichorionic diam-

niotic twins. The fetuses are separated by three layers (amnion, chorion-chorion, amnion).
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also known as the ‘‘stuck twin’’ sequence. Hypervolemia, polyuria, and

polyhydramnios evolve in the recipient twin, who can develop circulatory

overload and hydrops. TTTS typically occurs between 15 and 26 weeks’

gestation and is a sonographic diagnosis based on the following criteria:

� Polyhydramnios in the sac of the recipient twin (defined as deepest vertical

pocket of � 8cm before 20 weeks and � 10 cm between 20 and 26 weeks)

with signs of polyuria (distended bladder)
� Oligohydramnios in the donor’s sac (deepest vertical pocket � 2cm) with

signs of oliguria (small or empty bladder) (Fig. 4)

Discordant growth may be present but is not a prerequisite for the diagnosis.

The pathophysiology of TTTS is usually explained on an angioarchitectural

basis. Placental anastomoses can be arterio-arterial, arteriovenous (AV), and veno-

venous or a combination of these types [7]. Arterio-arterial and veno-venous



Fig. 3. Three-dimensional reconstruction of a CT angiogram of a monochorionic placenta at term shows

an equal distribution of the placental mass and a large arterio-arterial and veno-venous superficial

anastomosis (arrows). (In collaboration with M. Cannie, Department of Radiology, Leuven, Belgium.)
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anastomoses are typically superficial, bi-directional anastomoses on the surface

of the chorionic plate that form direct communications between the arteries and

veins of the two fetal circulations. AV anastomoses occur at the capillary level,

deep within a shared cotyledon, and receive arterial supply from one twin and

provide venous drainage to the other twin. The supplying artery and draining vein
Fig. 4. Ultrasound image of TTTS. (A) The donor is stuck to the uterine wall without bladder filling.

(B) Hydramnios is present in the sac of the recipient, who has a distended bladder.



Fig. 5. Macroscopic image after dye injection of a monochorionic placenta. (A) An AVand oppositely

directed VA anastomosis. (B) A superficial AA and VV anastomosis.
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of the AV anastomosis can be visualized on the placental surface, where they

pierce the chorionic plate at close proximity to each other to supply the shared

cotyledon, which also may receive other vessels (Fig. 5). AV anastomoses allow

flow in one direction only and can create an imbalance in the interfetal trans-

fusion that leads to TTTS unless balanced by an oppositely directed transfusion

through other (superficial or deep) anastomoses.

Untreated, severe, mid-gestational TTTS has a mortality rate of nearly 100%.

Polyhydramnios may lead to spontaneous abortion, rupture of the membranes, or

extreme preterm delivery, and fetal death may result from cardiac failure in the

recipient or poor perfusion in the donor. There are also substantial risks of

cerebral and cardiac sequelae in survivors because of the chronic hemodynamic

imbalance. Initially, only serial amnioreduction was available as a treatment

option to reduce the polyhydramnios and intrauterine pressure, thus alleviating

symptoms and prolonging pregnancy and having some beneficial effects on

fetoplacental perfusion. Repeated amnioreduction is a simple and widely

available technique, but it does not address the vascular basis of TTTS. The

anastomoses remain patent, and in the event of a single intrauterine fetal death

(IUFD), the surviving twin is at high risk of IUFD, anemia, and neurologic

damage. Vascular anastomoses can be visualized on the chorionic surface during

fetoscopy, and their coagulation could be a causative treatment. A recent ran-
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domized trial set up by members of the Eurofoetus research consortium compared

serial amnioreduction versus laser coagulation for severe TTTS before 26 weeks’

gestation. The research showed that laser had significantly better outcome in

terms of survival of at least one twin (76% versus 51%), gestational age

at delivery (33.3 weeks’ versus 29 weeks’ gestation), and neurologic damage

(6% versus 14%) [4]. Laser therefore appears to be a better first-line treatment

than amnioreduction.

Technique of laser coagulation

Hardware

Minimal investments into good-quality, video-endoscopic hardware are a pre-

requisite, including a high-quality light fountain, video camera and monitor, and

purpose-designed fetoscopes. Appropriate energy sources are needed to coagulate

the vessels of interest. For laser, an Nd:YAG (minimal power requirements

60–100 W) or diode laser (minimal power requirements 30–60 W) with fibers of

400 to 600 mm suffice; the electrosurgical generator is standard equipment.

Fetoscopic endoscopes differ from their hysteroscopic or laparoscopic

counterparts but are delivered by the same suppliers. Currently, the experience

gathered with any type of fetoscope is limited and no evidence shows that one

particular brand of endoscope performs better than another. Intuitively, one

strives for a combination of minimal diameter, appropriate length, and maximal

resolution. Personal preference, local factors such as after sales-service, and

compatibility with other operation room equipment influence the choice of the

manufacturer. In Europe, considerable investments have been made by the

European Commission in its ‘‘Biomed 2 Programme’’ for instrument develop-

ment by a partner of the Eurofoetus research consortium (Karl Storz Endoskope)

[8]. Thanks to this project, a range of 20- to 30-cm fetoscopes with diameters of

1 to 2.3 mm are currently available (Fig. 6). Most of the scopes are semi-flexible

08 fiber-optic scopes that can be curved (eg, to direct the scope toward an

anteriorly located placenta) [9]. More typical rod lens telescopes also have been

fabricated, with angles of inclination up to 308 and an associated deflecting

mechanism for the laser fiber. Steerable fiber scopes have been used for an

anterior placenta [10,11]; however, image quality is not optimal because of poor

light transmission (unpublished observations). All scopes are used within a sheath

that houses the endoscope and any additional instruments, such as a laser fiber.

Fibers are usually inserted through an additional working channel to keep the fiber

in a stable position. Luer lock connections allow irrigation or drainage of fluid.

To gain entry, the sheath can be introduced either directly or through a

cannula. For direct introduction, the sheath is loaded with its accompanying

trocar. The sheath is inserted into the amniotic cavity under ultrasound guidance.

Once inside, the trocar is removed and is replaced by the fetoscope. During the

procedure, the sheath can be moved back and forth but cannot be withdrawn

without losing access to the amniotic cavity. The use of formal cannulae obviates

this problem because the port remains in place during the entire procedure and



Fig. 6. Example of fetoscopic instruments as used for laser coagulation of the vascular anastomoses in

TTTS. (a) Straightforward telescope: diameter 2 mm, length 30 cm, with remote eyepiece (Karl Storz,

Tuttlingen, Germany). (b) Fetoscopic sheath with channel for laser fibers up to 600 mm with one

stopcock and one Luer-lock adaptor (Karl Storz). (c) Cannula (Cook Surgical, Bloomington, IN) with

purposely developed trocar (Karl Storz).
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instruments and scopes can be introduced numerous times. We use thin-walled

cannulae that are semi-flexible to accommodate curved instruments and come in

various sizes with purpose-developed fitting trocars. Currently no data are avail-

able to support either the direct or cannula access method to the amniotic cavity.

Further technical details on endoscopes and ancillary equipment are available in

more recent handbooks on fetal therapy [12–14].

Procedure

In our institution, preoperatively all patients receive 2 g cefazolin intrave-

nously and 20 mg slow-release nifedipin orally. Laser coagulation is performed

by percutaneous approach (Fig. 7) through a 3-mm incision under local or loco-

regional anesthesia and under strict aseptic conditions. The position of the

fetuses, umbilical cord insertions, and placenta is mapped by ultrasound scan. A

skin incision is made to accommodate the sheath, and under ultrasound guidance

the cannula or fetoscopic sheath is inserted into the hydramniotic sac (Fig. 8).

At all times, the placenta, fetal parts, maternal vessels, and bowel are avoided.

In twin-to-twin transfusion, fetoscopic detection of the anastomoses is im-

proved by the presence of polyhydramnios, which flattens the placenta. Occa-

sionally, however, vision may be hampered by blood or debris. In these instances,

amnio-exchange with warmed Hartmann’s solution heated by a blood warmer or

a special amnio-irrigator can improve visibility [15]. Three fixed landmarks are

available to identify any anastomosing vessels: (1) the intertwin membrane,



Fig. 7. Image of the operative set-up and percutaneous access used for fetoscopic interventions.
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(2) the recipient’s cord insertion, and (3) the donor’s cord insertion. The intertwin

septum and its placental insertion are easily identified as a white line (Fig. 9).

From there, blood vessels that leave the donor usually cross under the septum in

the direction of the recipient. These blood vessels are followed to identify any

anastomosing vessels. The vascular equator usually does not coincide with the

intertwin septum and cannot be predicted by simple determination of the cord

insertions. Alternatively, vessels also can be followed starting from the recipient’s

or donor’s cord insertion. The purpose of the procedure is to visualize the entire
Fig. 8. (A) Fetoscopic image of the face of the recipient, who moves freely in the hydramniotic sac.

(B) Fetoscopic image of the feet of the donor, who is stuck behind the intertwin septum.



Fig. 9. Fetoscopic image of the intertwin septum inserting on the chorionic surface with the donor’s

vessels crossing underneath.
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vascular equator and coagulate all anastomoses. A ‘‘hyperselective’’ approach

(ie, coagulating only the causative AV anastomosis), as discussed by Feldstein

et al [16], is not used in the European centers that practice laser coagulation. Any

residual anastomoses put the remaining fetuses at risk of hypovolemic events in

case of single IUFD and even may lead to persistence or reversal of transfusion.

Arteries are distinguishable from veins because they have a darker color caused

by the deoxygenated blood. Arteries usually cross over the veins.

Occasionally, it may be impossible to determine whether vessels anastomose

because of the position of the intertwin septum, placenta, fetus, or other physical

limitations. In these instances, the vessels also are coagulated. With an anterior

placenta, the amniotic sac and the vessels on the placenta may be more difficult to

access. Instruments for anterior placentas have been developed, but it is unclear

whether they improve performance. So far, similar outcomes have been reported

for anteriorly and posteriorly located placentas.

Coagulation is performed at a distance of approximately 1 cm and ideally at a

908 angle using a non-touch technique (Fig. 10). Sections of approximately 1 cm

are coagulated with shots of approximately 3 to 4 seconds, according to tissue

response. Laser energy is adapted to the source used, the diameter of the vessels,

and the tissue response. Typically an Nd:YAG laser is set at 50 to 70 W and a

diode laser at 30 to 40 W. Large vessels can be coagulated from various angles to

obtain progressive narrowing and eventual coagulation. The use of excessive

laser power levels should be avoided because it may cause vessel perforation and

fetal hemorrhage. Once all vessels are coagulated, the vascular equator is fol-

lowed to ascertain that all anastomoses have been coagulated fully and that flow

has not resumed.

The procedure is completed by amnioreduction until normal amniotic fluid

pockets are seen on ultrasound scan. The cannula or sheath is removed under



Fig. 10. (A) Fetoscopic image of a coagulated AV anastosomosis. (B) Ultrasound image during laser

coagulation demonstrating the non-touch technique with the laser fiber at 1 cm distance from the

chorionic plate.
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ultrasound guidance to detect any significant bleeding from the uterine wall.

Postoperatively, the patient remains as an inpatient for 48 hours. Blood pressure,

pulse, temperature, and fluid balance are monitored. Ultrasound scanning is re-

peated the first and second day to document fetal viability, Doppler, amniotic

fluid volume, and bladder filling. Cefazolin is repeated every 8 hours for 24 hours,

and the patient continues to take oral nifedepin every 12 hours for 48 hours.

Risks and outcome of the procedure

In contrast to amnioreduction, in which IUFD of one or both fetuses often

occurs remotely from the procedure, most IUFD procedures with laser are

diagnosed within 48 hours. In our experience of the first 100 cases, this happens

in 18% and affects the donor as often as the recipient. The cause of these deaths

remains largely unexplained, although it is generally assumed that too little

placental mass may remain after laser for both fetuses to survive [17]. Preliminary

data suggest that preoperative MRI accurately predicts placental distribution in

TTTS and that postoperative IUFD is not restricted to the fetus with the smallest

placental mass [18]. Further research is needed regarding the exact cause of these

losses. The surviving twin seems far less likely to be anemic after laser [19] or to

sustain neurologic sequelae [20,21] compared with survivors after amnioreduc-

tion in which the anastomoses remain patent.

Another important fetal risk is preterm delivery. In the Eurofoetus randomized,

controlled trial, median gestational age at delivery was higher in the laser than in

the amnioreduction group (33.3 weeks’ versus 29 weeks’ gestation), with 42%

and 69% women, respectively, delivering before 32 weeks. Preterm prelabor

rupture of the membranes (PPROM) remains the most important complication of

invasive antenatal procedures and accounts for a high morbidity and mortality if
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the membranes rupture before viability. In our own initial experience (n = 100),

PPROM within 5 weeks of the procedure occurred in 16%. The overall incidence

of PPROM before 37 weeks was 45% with median gestational age at delivery of

30 weeks in cases with PPROM compared with 35 weeks in causes without

PPROM. The intra-amniotic injection of platelets and clotting factors may be a

successful technique to treat cases of early postoperative PPROM [22,23]. Other

rare fetal complications include congenital skin loss, gangrenous limb lesions,

microphthalmia, and intestinal atresia [24,25]. These anomalies have been de-

scribed in TTTS not treated by laser [26] and also can originate from the disease

process itself.

The neurologic infant outcome in laser for TTTS may be determined by the

severity of the disease, the gestational age at delivery, and the procedure. In the

Eurofoetus randomized, controlled trial, infants in the amnioreduction group had

higher incidences of cystic periventricular leukomalacia (laser 6% versus amnio-

drainage 14%), particularly the recipients. Currently, the children are being fol-

lowed until 2 years of age, and results are eagerly awaited. A recent long-term,

follow-up study of children who survived an uncontrolled series managed by

laser (age between 14 and 44 months of age) observed major neurologic prob-

lems in 11% of survivors [27].

Maternal safety remains a priority, and serious maternal complications should

be noted carefully in a registry, such as the one set up by Eurofoetus [3]. Tran-

sient maternal mirror or Ballantyne syndrome with pulmonary edema, placental

abruption, chorioamnionitis, and bleeding that requires transfusion were reported

but have not led to maternal death. In the Eurofoetus randomized, controlled trial,

there was no severe maternal morbidity (no woman required intensive care unit

admission or blood transfusion), although three placental abruptions occurred at

the end of the amnioreduction (two in the amnioreduction and one in the laser

group). The women required immediate delivery. Infection is another potential

problem. Hecher et al [28] demonstrated a learning curve and argued against

scattering the experience over too many centers. In our study on fertility and

pregnancy outcome in a consecutive series of 100 patients, fetoscopic inter-

ventions did not seem to influence future fertility and pregnancy outcome [29].
Selective feticide in multiple pregnancies

The indications, technique, and outcome of selective feticide in complicated

multiple pregnancies crucially depend on an exact chorionicity determination in

the first trimester. In monochorionic multiple pregnancies, selective feticide may

be contemplated for several indications: (1) a severe discordant structural or

chromosomal anomaly, (2) severe discordant growth with high risk of IUFD,

(3) TRAP, and (4) severe TTTS with associated discordant anomaly or rare

cases in which inspection of the chorionic plate was precluded by the position

of the fetus and placenta. In contrast, in dichorionic twins, selective feticide is

restricted to the management of discordant structural or chromosomal anomalies.
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Structural anomalies are more common in twins. Unfortunately, most studies

have not related their incidence to zygosity or chorionicity. It seems that in

dizygotic twins, the rate per fetus is the same as in singletons, whereas in mono-

zygotic twins the rate is two to three times higher [30]. Even in monochorionic

twins, in more than 80% of cases only one fetus is affected [31]. The exact

mechanism of this increased prevalence remains unknown.

In dizygotic twins, the age-related risk of chromosomal abnormalities for one

twin is independent of the risk for the other and should be the same as in sin-

gletons. The risk of at least one fetus having Down syndrome theoretically should

be double that in singletons. In contrast, all monochorionic twins are mono-

zygotic, and the risk for chromosomal abnormalities should be the same as for

singletons. In most cases, both fetuses are equally affected. Discordance in mono-

chorionic twins for nearly all common human aneuploidies (trisomy 13 [32],

trisomy 21 [33], monosomy 45,X [33]) has been reported. Most cases involve

one twin with Turner syndrome and the other with either a female or male

phenotype, but usually it is a mosaic karyotype. This rare phenomenon is called

heterokaryotypic monozygotism and is related to postzygotic mitotic events

(nondisjunction or anaphase lag) or prezygotic meiotic errors. Our series of selec-

tive feticide includes five such cases of discordant chromosomes in monocho-

rionic twins (46, XY/47,XY, + 21; 46,XX/47,XX, + 13; 46,XY/45,X; two cases

of 46,XX/45,X) [34]. Heterokaryotypic monochorionic twins can be diagnosed

prenatally only if an amniocentesis is performed on both amniotic sacs, which is

recommended in the event of discordant anomalies in monochorionic twins [34].

There are essentially three management options for discordant structural and

chromosomal anomalies: conservative management, selective feticide, or termi-

nation of the whole pregnancy. For anomalies that are nonlethal but may result in

serious handicap, parents must decide whether the burden of a handicapped child

is enough to risk the loss of the healthy twin from feticide-related complications.

In dichorionic twins and for lethal anomalies, it may be best to avoid such risk

and conservative management is preferable, unless the condition threatens the

well-being of the healthy twin. Such a dilemma is illustrated by twins discordant

for anencephaly, which is always lethal but because of associated polyhydram-

nios places the healthy co-twin at risk of severe preterm delivery. Whereas in

dichorionic twins expectant management may be preferable for anomalies with a

high risk of in utero demise, in monochorionic twins this specifically warrants

selective feticide. In dichorionic twins, single IUFD is associated with perinatal

death or handicap of the surviving twin in 5% to 10% and is largely caused by

extreme preterm delivery. In contrast, single IUFD in monochorionic twins has a

co-twin IUFD rate of 10% to 25%. There are also antenatal cerebral lesions in

25% to 45% of surviving twins because of acute exsanguination in the fetopla-

cental unit of the dead twin and the effects of extreme preterm delivery [35,36].

Severe early discordant growth in monochorionic twins at high risk of IUFD

of the growth-retarded twin also may constitute an indication for selective feticide

to protect the surviving twin better against the adverse effects of spontaneous

demise of its co-twin. Two recent series highlighted the risk of IUFD and cerebral
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damage in severe discordant growth [37,38]. In one series (n = 13), abnormal

neurodevelopment was observed in 42% of children and cerebral palsy rates

were 19% [37]. There were four instances of IUFD, three children survived, and

all had cerebral palsy. The other series (n = 42) showed an IUFD rate of 10% with

12% parenchymal brain damage in surviving infants [38]. These data clearly

demonstrate that monochorionic twins with discordant growth are at especially

high risk of adverse outcome.

An extreme manifestation of TTTS is TRAP, which complicates approxi-

mately 1% of monochorionic twin pregnancies. In TRAP, blood flows from an

umbilical artery of the pump twin in a reversed direction into the umbilical artery

of the perfused twin via an arterio-arterial anastomosis. The perfused twin’s blood

supply is by definition deoxygenated and results in variable degrees of deficient

development of the head, heart, and upper limb structures. Two criteria seem to

be necessary for the development of a TRAP sequence: (1) an arterio-arterial

anastomosis and (2) a discordant development [39] or an IUFD [40] in one of

monochorionic twins, which allows for reversal of blood flow. The increased

burden to perfuse the parasitic twin puts the pump twin at risk for congestive

heart failure and hydrops [41]. Because of the rarity of the disorder, the natural

history of antenatally diagnosed cases is still poorly documented, with reported

survival rates for the pump twin varying between 14% [42] and 90% [43]. Data

on long-term outcome are not available, although the risk of cardiac and neuro-

developmental sequelae may be high because of vascular imbalances in utero

[44,45]. Prediction of outcome of TRAP diagnosed in the early second trimes-

ter is challenging. Several parameters have been suggested to indicate poor

prognosis, such as a high acardiac/pump weight ratio [46], a rapid increase in

the acardiac mass [47], and small differences in the umbilical artery Doppler

values [48,49]. These parameters were mostly studied in late second and third

trimester, however, and do not necessary apply in the early second trimester,

when spontaneous resolution and sudden death of the pump twin remain unpre-

dictable. Early intervention is an issue, because today the diagnosis is usually

made at an early stage in pregnancy. Early prophylactic intervention may

preclude the technical difficulties of achieving arrest of flow in larger and often

hydropic acardiac masses. Some physicians may therefore prefer to offer prophy-

lactic, minimally invasive intervention if no spontaneous arrest of flow has

occurred by 16 weeks, recognizing that the pump twin may survive without any

intervention in at least 50% of cases.

For the treatment of TTTS, selective feticide has been proposed, merely to try

to salvage one twin [50,51]. The rationale is that laser coagulation has such a high

risk of IUFD of one twin that it acts as a selective feticide. Cord occlusion may

seem to be an attractive alternative because it is technically easier to perform and

may better protect the surviving twin. This approach is open for debate and

necessarily leads to some difficult decisions. Not only does it pose a tremendous

strain on the parents but also it may not be easy to determine which fetus will

have the worst prognosis. Initially, researchers thought that the donor had the

worst prognosis, especially if abnormal umbilical artery Doppler results were
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present, but these can normalize after the cord occlusion of the recipient’s cord.

Access to the donor is also technically more challenging, and recipients seem to

be at higher risk of neurologic and cardiac sequelae [4,52]. The major drawback

of this approach is the maximum survival rate of 50%. Because laser can salvage

fetuses at all stages of the disease, advanced disease is not an indication [8,53].

In our opinion, fetoscopic laser coagulation remains the preferred first-line

treatment, and selective feticide should be restricted to highly selected and

exceptional cases.
Technique and outcome of selective feticide in dichorionic twins

Selective feticide in dichorionic twins is performed by intracardiac or intra-

funicular injection of potassium chloride under ultrasound guidance. It is of

utmost importance to ascertain that the correct fetus is terminated by identi-

fication of gender differences, obvious structural anomalies, placental localiza-

tions, and cord insertions. The risks of selective termination include loss of the

entire pregnancy and premature delivery. The overall loss rate reported by the

international selective feticide registry of 402 multiple pregnancies, including

some higher-order multiple pregnancies, is 7.5%. Preterm delivery before

33 weeks’ gestation occurred in 22%, with 6% delivering between 25 and

28 weeks [54]. One center with 200 selective feticides reported an overall loss

rate of only 4%, with 16% of patients delivering before 32 weeks [55]. This

finding underscores the importance of the procedure being performed by

experienced hands. To reduce loss rates, researchers have proposed deferring

selective feticide to 28 to 32 weeks’ gestation, which is only an option in

countries in which late termination is legal, and it may be emotionally more

difficult to accept for parents and doctors. In a series on 23 dichorionic twins

managed with late seletive feticide, there were no fetal losses and all patients

delivered beyond 35 weeks’ gestation [56].
Technique and outcome of selective feticide in monochorionic twins

For selective feticide in monochorionic multiple pregnancies, the conventional

techniques of potassium chloride injection used in multichorionic pregnancies

cannot be used. Minimally invasive techniques have been proposed to arrest and

isolate the target twin’s circulation completely and permanently [57], although all

have considerably higher risks for fetal loss compared with the injection of

potassium chloride.

Currently, the preferred method for selective feticide in monochorionic

multiple pregnancies is cord occlusion by either laser or bipolar coagulation. The

initially reported method of umbilical cord embolization using various agents is

no longer recommended because of failure rates of more than 60% [58,59],

probably because of incomplete vascular obliteration or migration of the toxic

products to the co-twin. Fetoscopic cord ligation is already a historical technique,
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although it does cause immediate, complete, and permanent interruption of

arterial and venous flow. Despite the fact that co-twin survival rates are more than

70% when the procedure is performed fetoscopically, it is a cumbersome tech-

nique with a high risk for PPROM [60]. In contrast, fetoscopic laser coagulation

of the umbilical cord is a simple technique similar to fetoscopic coagulation of

the vascular anastomoses in TTTS. It has been performed as early as 16 weeks’

gestation using a double needle loaded with a 1 mm fetoscope and a 400 mm laser

fiber [61]. The procedure allows optimal visual control but may fail beyond

20 weeks’ gestation because of increasing size of the umbilical cord vessels

[62]. Ultrasound-guided bipolar cord coagulation was introduced for selective

feticide at later gestational ages. In our institution, we use laser coagulation be-

fore 21 weeks’ gestation, laser with back-up bipolar between 21 and 26 weeks,

and bipolar after 26 weeks [63].

The pre- and postoperative care and access method is similar to that described

for laser coagulation of the vascular anastomoses in TTTS. At all times, a double

set-up for fetoscopic laser and ultrasound-guided bipolar coagulation is used. The

site of port insertion is chosen according to the position of the placenta, the

amniotic sac of the target fetus, and its umbilical cord. Preferred entry is in the sac

of the target fetus. Whenever necessary, amniodrainage or amnioinfusion with

warmed Hartmann’s solution at 388C is performed to reduce or expand the

working space around the target cord or to improve endoscopic vision.

Laser coagulation is performed by an Nd:YAG laser or diode laser with bare

fibers of 600 mm. The cord is coagulated over a distance of 5 to 10 cm using a

non-touch technique in continuous mode at 30 to 50 W (Fig. 11). Absence of

flow is interrogated by color Doppler. Septostomy can be performed by laser

when direct access to the target sac is not possible and laser coagulation through
Fig. 11. Fetoscopic image of laser cord coagulation.



Fig. 12. Fetoscopic image of the hole in the intertwin septum after septostomy by laser.
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the intertwin septum fails (Fig. 12). Bipolar coagulation is performed with a 3- or

2.4-mm forceps, according to the cord diameter. Under ultrasound guidance, a

portion of the umbilical cord is grasped at the abdominal wall, its placental inser-

tion, or any other appropriate place to ensure correct identification and enhance

stability (Fig. 13). Direct contact with the placenta, fetus, or membranes is

avoided. To improve visual control, a new ‘‘optical’’ forceps is being evaluated

within the Eurofoetus project that combines the advantages of bipolar coagu-

lation and fetoscopy. Coagulation starts at power settings of 15 W applied for

approximately 15 seconds and advances with progressive increments of 2 to 5 W

until turbulence and steam bubbles appear between the forceps’ blades, which

indicate local heat production and eventual tissue coagulation (usually between

30 and 45 W). Higher initial energy settings are avoided to prevent tissue car-

bonization, which may lead to the cord becoming stuck to the forceps’ blades and

eventual cord perforation. Confirmation of arrest of flow is performed after the

forceps is freed from the umbilical cord by gentle manipulation. Even if flow is

no longer visible, two additional cord segments (preferably at a site more

proximal to the target fetus) are coagulated. This is an additional safety precau-

tion, because absence of Doppler flow may be caused by temporary vasospasm

rather than true vascular obliteration. To avoid later cord entanglement in mono-

amniotic twins, the cord is first coagulated and then transected with laser in

contact mode (Fig. 14). After completion of the procedure, amniodrainage of

excessive fluid is performed before removal of the cannula. Middle cerebral

artery Doppler is performed postoperatively to detect fetal anemia.

In our initial ten cases, two patients had PPROM and underwent a termina-

tion. The other eight patients delivered at a mean gestational age of 35 weeks

(ie, more than 15 weeks after the procedure) [56]. Nicolini et al [64] reported their

experience with 17 cases. The survival rate was 81% (13/16 survivors; one pa-



Fig. 13. (A) Reusable 2.4-mm bipolar forceps (Karl Storz, Tuttlingen, Germany). (B) Ultrasound

image of the bipolar forceps grasping the umbilical cord at its placental insertion.
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tient had TOP because of an abnormality diagnosed later). One fetal hemorrhage

was caused by cord perforation, which may be avoided by not applying too much

energy. We reported the outcome of 50 consecutive cord coagulations in

complicated monochorionic multiples (including four triplets) by laser or bipolar

coagulation performed between 16 and 28 weeks’ gestation (mean, 21 weeks)

[65]. Indications were TRAP (38%), discordant anomaly (38%), selected cases of

severe TTTS (20%), and selective intrauterine growth restriction (4%). In 75% of

cases, laser was used as the primary energy, but additional bipolar was necessary

in approximately half of cases. Overall survival rate was 75% with normal

outcome (range: 1–36 months, 63% follow-up), except for one child with mild

developmental delay born after PPROM at less than 28 weeks’ gestation.

Persistent PPROM at less than 30 weeks occurred in 25%; cases that involved

PPROM at less than 25 weeks were associated with a mortality rate of 80%.

There were no serious maternal complications, except for one mild transient

mirror or Ballantyne syndrome. To avoid the risks of early PPROM for the



Fig. 14. Fetoscopic image of a cord transection by laser in contact mode after selective feticide in

monoamniotic twins.
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healthy co-twin, there is a strong argument for deferring selective feticide until

after 24 weeks in highly selected cases of discordant anomaly in which the risk of

IUFD is small (such as in severe discordant central nervous system, genito-

urinary, or skeletal anomaly), at least in countries in which this is legally possible

and when it is ethically acceptable. Bipolar coagulation can be performed using

the 3-mm forceps by overstretching the blades, whereupon the forceps opens

more widely to accommodate for the larger cord diameter, as showed in a

consecutive series of five cases performed between 26 and 30 weeks’ gestation.

All deliveries occurred beyond 31 weeks (range, 31–37 weeks). All infants

survived, except for one unrelated neonatal death of a child born at 36 weeks

because of a complication of balloon dilatation for pulmonary stenosis [66].
Summary

Complications unique to monochorionic twins and the shared circulation have

stimulated a revival of fetoscopy as a means of operating on the placenta and

umbilical cord. Currently, fetoscopic laser coagulation of the vascular anasto-

moses is the preferred first-line treatment for TTTS, which complicates 10% to

15% of monochorionic multiple pregnancies. Minimally invasive cord coagu-

lation seems to be an effective technique for selective feticide in pregnancy with

monochorionic twins complicated by discordant anomaly, severe early discordant

growth, TRAP, and selected cases of TTTS. However, these procedures still have

considerably higher fetal loss rates (25%) compared with selective feticide in

dichorionic twins (7.5%).
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A young couple calls a travel agent and asks for the best deal for their ulti-

mate honeymoon vacation. The agent suggests two possibilities for starting

the wonderful vacation: (1) a flight with ‘‘Vital Airlines,’’ a company with a

1:10,000 chance of crashing and (2) a flight with ‘‘Mortal Airlines,’’ a company

with a 1:1,000 chance to crash. Which airline will the couple choose? The

answer—and the analogy—are clear.

Assisted reproductive technology (ART) may produce a serious side effect—

multiple pregnancy—that is a complication frequently either overlooked or

underappreciated by an infertile couple. Multiple births are associated with

adverse perinatal outcomes: 58.2% of twins compared with 10.4% of singletons

are delivered preterm (b 37 weeks’ gestation), and 55.4% of twins compared

with 6.1% of singletons are low birth weight (b 2500 g) [1]. 11.9% of twins

compared with 1.6% of singletons are delivered very preterm (b 32 weeks’

gestation), and 10.2% of twins compared with 1.1% of singletons are very low

birth weight (b 1500 g) [1]. These figures are even more alarming in triplets

and higher-order multiples. Not surprisingly, studies on perinatal outcomes

after in vitro fertilization (IVF) indicate that multiple pregnancies are associated

with a 7-fold higher rate of neonatal mortality in twins and more than 20-fold

higher rate in triplets and higher-order births [2]. Population-based studies also

indicate long-term consequences: three- to sixfold higher incidence of cerebral

palsy in twins compared with singletons and more than a tenfold higher incidence
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of cerebral palsy in triplets [3]. Box 1 shows the perinatal risks that are

specifically increased in multiple pregnancies compared with singletons.

Regardless of these potential adverse outcomes, increasing numbers of

couples are choosing ART as means of conception. The results of this trend

are reflected in the increased numbers of multiple births worldwide. Most

countries report a 20% to 30% incidence of multiple births after ART leading

to an increased incidence of multiples in the general population. For example,

the twin birth rate in the United States has increased steadily since 1980 to

31.1 twins per 1000 total live births in 2002. The rate has climbed 38% since

1990 (22.6 per 1000), and 65% since 1980 (18.9 per 1000) [1].
Box 1. Complications that are more frequently encountered in
multiple pregnancies

Maternal

Hypertensive disorders

Pre-eclamptic toxemia (HELP syndrome, acute fatty liver)
Pregnancy-induced hypertension
Chronic hypertension
Eclampsia

Anemia
Gestational diabetes mellitus (?)
Premature contractions and labor

Complications associated with tocolysis

Delivery-associated complications

Cesarean section
Operative delivery
Premature rupture of membranes
Postpartum endometritis
Placental abruption

Fetal-neonatal

Malformations
Monozygosity-related conditions
Preterm birth
Growth aberrations



Attempting to conceive

Fertility investigation

Failure

Failure

Non-ART procedures

Failure

ART procedures

Failure

Multiple pregnancy

Pregnancy complications

Multiple birth
Complete/partial loss, PTD

FailureDifficult coping

Fig. 1. The route from infertility to multiple birth. Dotted and solid lines show successful and

failures, respectively.
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This article discusses the difficult route of patients who undergo ART who

wish to complete their family instantly by having a multiple pregnancy. We

discuss the psychosocial aspects of the various steps en route. It seems that most

of the multiple pregnancy–related problems are not adequately anticipated

by infertile patients and lead to psychosocial distress that has major impli-

cations on interpersonal and intrapersonal aspects. Fig. 1 is a simplified

description of the long and winding road from being infertile to being parents

of multiples.
Parenting motives

Motives for parenthood are based on a mixture of cultural-societal and

interpersonal values. Historically, Western cultures idealized women who became

mothers, the so-called ‘‘myth of motherhood,’’ but the mandatory nature of

parenthood was extended to include the roles of fathers too. Traditional fertility
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norms, whereby married couples should want to reproduce, continue to be

accepted widely in the Western world [4], and in contemporary society,

parenthood is perceived as the central developmental task of midlife. Societal

and cultural norms require that a ‘‘worthwhile person’’ engage in behaviors

that show normalcy and responsibility, such as bearing and raising children [5].

The notion that femininity is quasi-synonymous with motherhood excludes

and deprives childless women of the most central elements of gender identity

and personal integrity [4]. It should be noted, however, that the current American

society values individualistic and hedonistic norms that reflect in higher rates

of voluntarily childless couples.

From a personal view, the main reasons for wanting a child include the de-

sire to give and receive love, have primary group ties and affection, enjoy

stimulation and fun, and experience happiness followed by well-being, con-

tinuity, and enjoyment of children [6].

In paternalistic societies, procreation norms are imperative. For example, in

Israel, where childbirth is considered among the highest personal priorities,

one’s entire life may center on procreation. This high social value of fertility is

reflected in public and health care policies, whereby the Israeli Health Insurance

Law provides for an unlimited number of IVF or other relevant infertility

treatments until two children are born. In such circumstances, being childless is

an unbearable stigma and there is little chance of being socially accepted as a

single, rich, and childless individual, as is often the case in the United States [7].

Young adults who assume that they will bear and raise children also may

presume erroneously that fertility is granted. In such cases, contraception is used

to postpone childbirth until certain milestones in education and career are

achieved. When the time for a pregnancy arrives, however, some couples may

find that parenthood is beyond their control and out of their reach.

In a society in which fertility is linked with adulthood and sexuality, infertility

can affect one’s self-esteem, competence, adequacy, and efficacy deeply [8,9].

For societies in which childbearing is a social and cultural imperative, childless

couples may feel different and deprived and become determined to seek a

solution. In this respect, ART is considered the ultimate salvation of the current

infertile generation, because ART technically bypasses the infertility problem

and helps a couple to fulfill their goals within the sociocultural frame of their life.

ART procedures are highly stressful and demand diverse personal coping

resources for men and women [10]. Despite difficulties, ART is inevitable for

two main reasons. First, patients cannot ignore the availability and efficacy of

a technology to solve most infertility problems, and second, the goal of parent-

hood justifies every available means, including ART.
Stresses associated with infertility

Infertility potentially may lead to significant negative consequences,

especially when treatment fails. The diagnosis and treatment of infertility may



Box 2. Losses that accompany infertility

Loss of relationships

With spouse
With social network

Loss of health

Impaired body image

Loss of prestige
Loss of self-esteem
Loss of confidence and control

Control of one’s own life
Control of future

Loss of security

Financially
Professionally

Loss of hope
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have deleterious effects on women and men’s subjective well-being. These

apparently healthy couples suddenly become ‘‘patients’’ whose most intimate

elements of life begin to revolve around a physician’s scheme. The prime focus

on conception affects a couple’s self-esteem, confidence, health, close relation-

ship, security, and hope (Box 2). Prevalent emotional responses include grief,

depression, anger, guilt, shock or denial, and anxiety [11,12].
Effects on self-esteem

Self-esteem is defined as ‘‘the extent which one prizes, values, approves,

or likes oneself’’ [13]. For some couples, failure to conceive is likely to dimin-

ish their own pride, an effect that may be accentuated by daily self-reminders of

the inability to accomplish their own expectations. Feelings of failure and

inadequacy are not limited to reproductive dysfunction; rather, such reactions

may diminish the sense of femininity or masculinity and impair body image and

self-esteem [12].
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Effects on social relationships

Although mutual support seems a reasonable expectation, infertile couples

often express negative effects and disapproval because of shared stresses [14].

The couple may suffer loss of closeness and experience increased isolation, and

the end of a relationship may be either an actual or an unspoken threat [12]. Some

individuals report increased anger, hostility, or resentment toward their spouse

as a result of lack of emotional support or feeling that the other partner is not

equally committed to parenthood [12]. In contrast, there is evidence of increased

closeness, love, and support among couples who undergo infertility treatment

[8,11].

In addition to potential impairment in spousal relationships, social relation-

ships with ‘‘significant others’’ (a term used to describe socially meaningful

individuals) also may diminish. Couples report feeling socially unworthy or

isolated and report feelings of jealousy, rivalry, resentment, and envy to-

ward people who have children. Such feelings are sometimes directed to-

ward other family members with children who are biologically similar [8,10].

Many couples are unwilling to discuss openly and share their infertility prob-

lems with others because of the embarrassment and discomfort associated

with sexual issues, a situation that further isolates an involuntary childless

couple [14].
Effects on internal control

In this sense, the term ‘‘control’’ refers to an individual’s beliefs about who

or what determines outcome of one’s life [15]. Self-directed individuals who

seem to be in control of their lives may become distressed by the infertility

experience. Because ART procedures demand high commitment and adherence,

life may seem to revolve around physicians’ appointments in the sense that

infertility treatments seem to control life rather than the other way round. Because

of this inevitable side effect, some couples feel loss of control over their ability

to plan for the future [12].

Because the course of treatment often requires scheduled sexual intercourse,

infertility treatment also challenges sexual spontaneity, and the need to have ‘‘sex

on demand’’ often makes it a chore rather than a pleasure. The constant intrusion

into the most intimate aspects of life can—in men and women—reduce the

feeling of being desired and lead to avoidance of spontaneous sexual activity and

failure to function on demand, which ultimately may cause sexual dissatisfaction

[12,16]. The uncomfortable and sometimes unsuccessful diagnostic and medical

procedures involved with infertility may compel couples to believe that

their bodies are impaired. Individuals who pride themselves on taking care of

their bodies may find the diagnosis of infertility incompatible with their pre-

vious perception of well-being.
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Effects on financial security

Couples may become stressful and insecure about the financial burden caused

by repeated appointments, interventions, and medications. Because it is

impossible to predict how many cycles are required to conceive in a given case,

couples may invest almost anything in their pursuit for a baby. According

to estimates from the European Society of Human Reproduction and Embryol-

ogy, the average cost per cycle of IVF and Intracytoplasmic sperm injection

(ICSI) in 2002 would be US$9547 in the United States and US$3518 in 25 other

countries. The cost to the individual couple ranges from 10% of the annual

household expenditures in European countries to 25% in Canada and the United

States [17]. The dictated schedule of infertility treatments often affects job

security and promotion. Some individuals turn down promotions, relocation, or

career changes to keep in touch with physicians and maintain the liberty to miss

work for medical appointments [12].

On a deeper level, loss of security regarding fairness and predictability of

life commonly exists. Couples may expend great effort to determine why they

are infertile and how they could have prevented it. They often fear that if they

could be afflicted by infertility, they could be afflicted with everything else [11].
Psychological reactions to failure of in vitro fertilization

For many couples, IVF is the last resort to having their ‘‘own’’ child. When

IVF fails (as is the case in 60% to 80% of treatment cycles), a couple eventually

acknowledges being infertile and may begin to mourn the child who was never

conceived. Women also may mourn the loss of opportunity to experience

pregnancy, delivery, and nursing. Men and women may mourn the lost chance to

perpetuate their genes and gain social acceptance by the society that values

pregnancy and parenting [18]. After an unsuccessful IVF treatment, couples

may experience severe stress, disappointment, sadness, anger, and depression,

all of which are more evident in women than men [19]. In another study, women

who underwent IVF were more depressed, scored lower on self-confidence,

and had lower self-esteem than women who did not undergo the treatment [20].

Slade et al [21] found that 6 months after completing three unsuccessful IVF

cycles, couples were emotionally more distressed and showed poorer marital

and sexual adjustment than couples who achieved a pregnancy.
The desire for multiples

Infertile patients often ignore the real risks of multiple pregnancy and births

and express a wish for multiples [22]. Murdoch [23] evaluated 150 replies to a

questionnaire regarding the ideal outcome of IVF treatment. Of the respondents,

69% considered a multiple pregnancy as an ideal outcome, and the increased
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duration of infertility significantly contributed to this desire for multiples [22,23].

In the study by Child et al [24], patients who underwent IVF were asked to state

the desired number of babies with their next fertility treatment. The authors

reported that 41% of patients considered a multiple pregnancy an ideal outcome.

Ryan et al [25] also studied the desired outcome of IVF treatment, with a possible

reply of having one to as many as four or more babies. In this sample, 20.3% of

the patients listed a multiple birth as the most desired outcome, most of whom

(94%) ranked twins as their most desired outcome.

The dream of two or three children as an outcome of one pregnancy does not

include handicapped children, nor does it include an unhealthy mother—both of

which are potential untoward outcomes of a multiple pregnancy and birth. When

patients are aware of these risks, however, the enthusiasm for a multiple birth

decreases. In the study by Grobman et al [26], the appreciation of increased

fetal risks associated with a multiple pregnancy significantly contributed to a

decreased desire for such an outcome. More recently, Pinborg et al [27] studied

the expectation of singletons versus twins as a desired outcome in mothers of

twins and singletons (aged 4–5 years) who were conceived either with or with-

out IVF. Among mothers of twins conceived with IVF, 85% preferred twins for

their first pregnancy, compared with 62% of mothers of singletons or babies

conceived without IVF. Conversely, patients who recognize the increased risks

of a multiple pregnancy are significantly less likely to wish to have twins.

The results of these studies imply a correlation between the duration of

infertility and the wish to have a multiple pregnancy or even higher-order

multiples, which suggests that individuals who confronted unsuccessful infer-

tility treatments for many years consider themselves fortunate to have two or

even three babies at once [22–27]. As a result, clinicians who are aware of the

pathologies involved with multiple pregnancy and birth should not be surprised

at a patient’s desperate wish for an ‘‘instant family.’’ Only a few couples consider

the practical, financial, and emotional stresses that often result from having

and raising multiple children. Most twin mothers nevertheless accept the potential

risk of adverse outcomes and the social and physical strains involved with

infertility treatment [28].
Pregnancy after in vitro fertilization

Several studies suggested that women who undergo IVF have higher rates

of anxiety related to their ‘‘premium’’ pregnancy than women who do not

undergo the procedure [29]. Women who underwent IVF expressed more anxiety

about the well-being of their unborn babies and about damage to the babies

during childbirth [30]. In this context, a multiple pregnancy may be more

physically and emotionally stressful than a singleton pregnancy because of

increased bodily discomfort, more frequent monitoring, and more obstetric inter-

ventions. The potential risks of complications in pregnancies after infertility

treatments add to the stress that is already present [31]. Families that never
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envision the realities of parenting multiples may experience difficult adjustment

to the new situation once pregnancy is over [32].
The challenge of parenting preterm multiples

Parents who were involved with IVF and who underwent a long and

exhausting journey toward parenthood while expecting their ‘‘perfect’’ child to be

born would consider the preterm birth of their multiples a great crisis. These

parents may experience guilt and stress as if they were responsible for this

untoward outcome [33]. Mothers of preterm infants experience higher levels of

psychological distress during the neonatal period compared with mothers of full-

term infants, with depression and anxiety being noted at the time of discharge

from hospital [34]. In a study on the effect of infants’ maturity, 91% of the

parents of preterm infants felt unprepared for caring for their infants after hospital

discharge, compared with 50% of parents of full-term infants [33]. Parental bur-

dens related to caring for preterm infants depend on the severity of neonatal

complications, which make the already difficult daily tasks even more time con-

suming [35]. Caring for two or more preterm infants or a child (or children) with

special needs increases the difficulty of caring for other children of the same age

who have different needs [36]. In the case of cerebral palsy, in which twins look

different, the special status of having or being a twin is particularly lost. In such

circumstances, the parents—and often the affected child—have a constant

reminder in the unaffected child of how they might—and should—have been.

Unrealistic expectations of parents for children who were conceived with IVF

can add stress that endangers the adjustment to parenthood of multiples [37].

When the children do not meet these expectations, mainly in the case of preterm

birth and its sequelae, adjustment to parenthood and the important parent–child

interactions are further delayed [38,39]. During infancy, parents of preterm

infants are less responsive to their cues compared with parents of term infants

[40]. It is possible that these parental stresses reflect in increased child abuse

and neglect, consequences that were described among infants who were born

preterm or suffered significant neonatal illness [41].
Perinatal death

The risk of stillbirth and neonatal death in twins is more than two and five

times higher, respectively, than for singletons. For parents, the thought of

carrying a live fetus for many weeks along with its dead co-twin can be

disturbing. On the other hand, grieving may be delayed because the dead

fetus was not aborted and its death is somehow denied [42]. After delivery,

parents may be confused by the apparently contradictory feelings of rejoicing

in the new life and simultaneously grieving for the dead co-twin. Complex
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bereavement behavior of parents results in idealization of the dead twin and

positive alienation from the survivor [42].
Multifetal pregnancy reduction

The great paradox of multifetal pregnancy reduction is that couples who were

desperately trying to conceive are obliged to consider termination of some

embryos to allow the others to survive. The fear that all fetuses would be lost

after intervention also cannot be dismissed [43]. The entire spectrum of the

formidable psychosocial effects of this procedure has not been evaluated

completely. However, the available data indicate that most women report guilt

and mixed feelings when faced with the dilemma of multifetal pregnancy

reduction [43–46]. A psychoanalytic perspective suggests that women who

underwent the procedure were already vulnerable to lowered self-esteem related

to their infertility, and they perceived multifetal pregnancy reduction as a ‘‘final

justice’’ and a difficult ordeal [47].

Negative feelings are pervasive during and after multifetal pregnancy

reduction. Some women use the term ‘‘murder’’ to describe the intervention

and express guilt that they ‘‘sacrificed’’ one (or more) embryo to save the others

[44,47]. Negative feelings are still expressed after delivery, mainly in the form

of guilt and grief for the lost child. The surviving children are living reminders

of the loss of the others [45]. Several investigators noted that mothers have

fantasies of punishment or need forgiveness for their decision [45,47,48].

Although these negative feelings decrease with time in most mothers [48],

some women report persistent dysphoric feelings, lingering sadness, and feelings

of guilt [49]. Despite these grave symptoms, the initial emotional conflicts

seem to have no deleterious effects on mother–child bonding [50].
Summary

The route from infertility to parenting multiples through an at-risk pregnancy

is long and exhausting. For these emotionally and physically depleted couples,

parenting multiples may be challenging and demanding. This wearing journey

is not over with delivery of the multiples. Pregnancies further complicated by

preterm birth, as is the case with many multiple pregnancies, may challenge

new parents with highly demanding parental tasks, leading to higher levels

of parenting stress. Couples who are unable to meet the wishful goal of having

a healthy full-term pregnancy experience more stress and may question the

blessings of ART.

An important issue that is discussed inadequately in the literature is the

probable relationship between the wish for an instant family and the cost, in

terms of money and the complexity of infertility treatment. It may well be that

the wish for twins or even triplets is the logical reaction of couples who have no
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financial resources or are too physically and emotionally drained to undergo

more treatments for a second child. Although no one is in a position to recom-

mend that infertile couples avoid ART because of the increased risk of an

untoward outcome, it is essential to acknowledge that the wish for an ‘‘instant

family’’ by expecting or even demanding that ART provide a multiple pregnancy

is basically incorrect. Physicians should provide couples with comprehensive

information to enable them to make more realistic decisions.
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